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TARBELL DOUBLE DENSITY NEWSLETTER July 23, 1981 

DFORMAT problem (7-23-80 version): 
The inter-record gaps are a little bit long, so if the drive is running 
fast when formatting, the last byte on the track may run into the first. 
Symptom snows under DTEST, as track 0 OK, track 1 sector 51 bad, tract 2 
and all further tracks with sector 48 (last phsical track) bad. This 
may easily be corrected by a one-byte mod to the DFORMAT program. In 
the assembly-language, at PUTZERO:, should be MVI B,9 instead ot B,lO. 
The problem will not be evident if your drive is running correct or slow. 

DEBLOCK BIOS AVAILABLE 
This bios is set up to work with a mix of disks, single or double density, 
l28-byte or 512-byte sectors, single or double-sided. The 512-byte sectors 
provide more space on the disk: 600 kilobytes per side instead ot 500. In 
most applications, the system will run a little faster. There are two main 
disadvantages: 1) the blocking/deblocking routines and buffers take up 
space in the bios, so you have lk less of memory available; 2) For systems 
doing a lot of random-access writing, the sector must be read into memory, 
then modified with the l28-byte CP/M sector, then written back out to disk. 
This requires 2 revolutions of the disk for one sector write, whereas wlth 
the normal bios, several random sectors could be written in one revolution. 

This situation is true for any CP/M system that uses sectors larger than 
128 bytes, and could slow the system considerably if many random writes are 
being done. For random reads, it should be about the same speed. If you 
want this system, order the DEBLOCK BIOS for $25. The disk includes new 
routines to format, test, and sysgen,. in addition to the BIOS and BOOT. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN DISK #2 
This always contains the latest standard support software for the double
density interface. It includes the bios, boot, format, and test programs, 
and costs $15. The current date on this disk is 6-30-81. 

FORMAT problem. 
Symptom is a message: " ••• Check for write protected disk." Correct by 
changing line after DONE: in assembly language source from ANI OFFH 
to ANI OCIH. 

CROMEMCO ZPU rev e & f users: 
Symptom: difficulty in booting. Correct by removing leg or U47 pin 12 
on our board, and reducing or removing C17. 

If you are:having any problems, be sure to let us know. Happy customers 
sell more interfaces! 

NEW PRODUCTS 
We have been delivering CPU/IO boards since December, 1980, and people 
seem very happy with them. See the enclosed data sheet for more info. 
Our EMPIRE series computers, based on this CPU, also is selling well. 
Our next board will be a 4-serial/2-parallel I/O port board. We expect 
to start shipping this fall, as it is now in the layout stage. We are 
still in the process ot evaluating different hard disk systems. Any iaeas 
or suggestions· would be appreciated. We are now selling the complete 
line or fine MICROPRO software, including WORDSTAR and WOROMASTER. 



TARBELL DOUBLE DENSITY FLOPPY DISK INTERFACE TECHNICAL BULLETIN 

August 11, 1980 

We have found the source of a problem which has haunted some of our 
double density customers from time to time. The symptom is that while 
doing large transfers, such as a PIP *.* with verify, the routine would 
report a verify error, yet there was no error reported from the BIOS. 
Other times, the system would just lock up, with no message at all. If 
IOU don't have one of these symptoms, you probably don't have this problem, 
so you may choose to ignore this part of the bulletin. 

We determined that the fault was with the way that the 8257 DMA IC 
samples the HLDA (hold acknowledge) line. Since the clock for the 
8257 is generated on-board, and is asynchronous with the 8080 or Z80 
system clock, the HLDA line may be sampled during it's transition. If 
this happens, one circuit in the 8257 may think that the HLDA line is 
true, while another circuit in it may think that it's false. This can 
cause the 8257 to go into an undefined state. 

Since the problem is caused by sampling during a transition, there 
are several factors which determine whether and how often it will show. 
One is the rise-time of the PHLDA signal on the bus, the longer the 
worse. This may be affected by position of the interface on the bus 
relative to the CPU (the closer the better) r and whether or not the 
bus is terminated (unterminated busses usually have faster rise-times). 
Another factor is the manufacturer of the 8257. Tarbell has used 8257's 
from three manuafacturers: AHD's always have the problem, NEC's have 

t sometimes, and Intel's have it the least~ 

This fix works by using a clock signal from the bus which is syncronous 
with the PHLDA line to run the 8257 instead of the on-board clock. 

1. 

2 • 

Determine if you have a 2 Mhz clock signal on pin 49 of the S-IOO 
bus. This is the frequency that is specified by the IEEE standard, 
but older CPU's, especially some Z-80ones, may have some other 
frequency, such as 4 Mhz, on this line. This may be determined by 
consulting the manual or the manufacturer of your CPU board, or by 
measuring it with an oscilloscope or frequency counter. It is also 
very important that the line chosen be syncronous with the CPU, 
that is, derived from the same clock that is used by the CPU IC. 
This is NOT a requirement of the IEEE standard, so some CPU boards, 
especially those using the 8085, 8088, or 8086 processors may not 
have asyncronized 2 Mhz signal available. Pin 24 may also be a 
good source for 2 Hhz. The IEEE standard DOES specify this line 
to be syncronized with the CPU, but does NOT specify that it is 
to be 2 Mhz. If you can't find a syncronized 2 Mhz line, call us. 

After you have found a 2 Mhz syncronized clock 
on the S-IOO bus, cut the line from pin 11 
of U86 (7493) on the solder side of the board 
as shown. Then conRect a jumper from the hole 
to the selec~ed S-IOO 2 Mhz pin. 

(over) 

/I' 
II"'t. 

Jv"'CY t. 
21'\11" ... $"-10'1 



TARBELL DOUBLE DENSITY FLOPPY DISK INTERFACE TECHNICAL BULLETIN (cont'd) 

To all revision D board owners: 

You may have a cut missing from the modifications that brought your 
board up to revision E. Check to the right of U41. There should be 
a cut on each of three traces there. If there are only two, cut the 
trace between those two that are cut. 

A note about the MWRITE line: 

The MWRITE option available on our board is only for those computers 
where the MWRITE is not generated directly from the bus signals PWR 
and SOUT (as the S-IOO standard specifies). It is not intended as a 
substitute for the normal MWRITE line, which must be implemented 
somewhere on the bus (usually on the CPU or front panel). 

A note on dynamic memory boards: 

Since we started business in 1976, we have been warning people to avoid 
using dynamic memory boards, and to use static boards instead. Although 
the new dynamic IC's seem to be more reliable, they still have a higher 
susceptibility to alpha particles, causing more soft errors. They are 
almost always cheaper and operate cooler. However, they are harder to 
troubleshoot, and have a MUCH higher probability of not being compatible 
with other boards, such as floppy disk inter.faces. 

To memory-bank switching customers using extended address lines: 

If you are using the extended address register on our interface, it is 
important to initialize this register before any DMA transfers take 
place, preferably at the beginning of our coldstart loader (DBOOT). 
An example: XRA A OUT FD which would set it to zero. 

To our double-sided customers: 

We now have support for double-sided drives in the BIOS's for both 
CP/M 1.4 and 2.2, and in our DFORMAT program. We have also recently 
been testing the double-density interface with the Per Sci 299B double 
density double-sided dual floppy disk drive. It has been working very 
well! Much better than the earlier models. If you are interested in 
the set-up for any of the PerSci drives, call or write us. 

Notes on using different sector lengths: 

Several customers have asked about using different sector lengths with 
their Tarbell interface. Although we do not yet have support for this 
in our standard BIOS, some of our customers have worked it out. We can 
offer one in particular, which uses 512 byte sectors, as is, for a ten 
dollar copying/handling/diskette charge. '. "As is" means minimally 
supported, since we don't "have much experience with it yet. Also note 
that this version w'as written for the Z80, £10 customers with 8080 CPU's 
will not be able to use it. Using the larger sector lengths give two 
advantages: more disk storage, and faster operation. There are also 
two disadvantages: uses more main memory (for the buffer and blocking/ 
deblocking routines), and the disks will not be compatible with 
those generated by our other BIOS's. 



Persci 299 Jumpers 8-13-80 

The Double density interfac~ has provlslons on the 50 pin drive 
connector at the top to allow the connector to modified for small differances 
between drive manufactures. In particular, Persci drives. 

,You will notice that each connection has a double feed through hole 
with a short etch line connecting each end. By cutting this line with a sharp 
ex-acto blade, the line may may be be broken open. To 'allow the persci 299 to 
work with our interface, some of these lines must be cut, and jumpers put on 
for the differences between Shugart and Persci. Below is a list of cuts and 
jumpers to make to this connector. 

CUTS 

(revision C to revision F only) 

Back side of board, cut trace connecting pir, 2 and pin 16 of 50 pin connector. 
Front side of board, cut the following linefi between feed-through holes: 

I 
o hole 
I 
X cut 
I 
o hole 
I 

~ut 2,4,6,8,12,14,16,18,24,30,32 as shown above. 

Jumpers are referenced as being placed in a FROM - TO fashion as shown below. 

[------ Connector--------] 

2 4 6 
I I I 
0 0 0 
I I I 
X X X 
I I I 
0 0 0 
I I I' 

Jumpers to inStall: 
-------------~---~ 

FROM TO 
------------------

14 
32 
18 
30 

2 
4 

}~ 

etc. 

TO 

cut 

FROM 



Engineering Change Notice for Double Density Interface 
Date 8-8-80 

This interface requires that you h~ve a 2 MHz clock on pin 49 of 

the S-IOO bus in order for it to work correctly. If you have 4 MHz on this 

'pin, you will have to divide it by 2 in order to comply with the IEEE spec 

which says it must be a 2 MHz clock on this line. Our interface uses this 

line (49) to correct a problem we have found which occurs during a DNA cycle. 

If you have any problems, please feel free to call us. 

G.W.Mulchin 

~~~~ 
Engineering 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE TARBELL DOUBLE DENSITY FLOPPY DISK INTERFACE 

The Tarbell Double Density Interface is an IBM soft sector floppy 
disk interface using the Western Digital 1791/1793 Floppy DisK 
controller chip and built to the IEEE S-IOO Stanaard. 

This interface is very similar to the now popular Tarbell Single 
Density Interface in functio~, but with many added new features. 

These features include operation as either single or double 
density, or both, direct memory access (DMA), and extended memory 
addressing capability, with processor speeds of either 2 or 4 Mhz. 
The on-board BOOTSTRAP feature allows full system memory of 64K by 
using the PHANTHOM line on the bus. 

Software available to run the double density controller is the 
widely used CP/M(R) disk operating system, and the new MP/M 
multi-tasking operating system. Both operating systems use an enhanced 
I/O system utilizing the new direct memory access capability, and 
automatic density select features that this product offers. 

The capacity of the Disk Operating System running under CP/M in 
Double Density will be 476 Kbytes for an empty disK, or 243 Kbytes 
Single Density for an empty disk. The break down is as follows: 

Double Density: 

The disk will appear to CP/M as 77 tracks of 51 sectors, each 
sector containing 128 bytes. Because the first two tracks are used by 
CP/M for the operating system, there will only be 75 tracks available 
for Directory and data storage. This total space then equals approx. 
476 Kbytes. 

Single Density: 

While running Single Density, the disk will appear to CP/M as 77 
tracks of 26 sectors, each containing 128 bytes. The first two tracks 
are used for the CP/M operating system, leaving 75 tracks available 
for Directory and data storage, about 243 Kbytes of disk space. 

It should be noted ,that the capacities listed above are realized 
as a result of using the CP/M operating system. If this operating 
system were not used, then the disk could hold more data, because the 
disk may be formatted with sectors of 256,512,1024 bytes in length. 
For furthe~ information about this, conSlllt the 1791/1793 data sheet 
for seccor lengths that may be used. 

Note: CP/M and MP/M are trademark and tradenames of Digital Reaserch 
Post Office Box 579, Pacific Grove, California 93~50. 

1 



SECTION 2: GETTING CP/M RUNNING WITH THE INTERFACE 

One of the major problems confronting the implementers of new 
micro-computer systems, has been the lack of input/output (I/O) 
standards. The emergence of Digital Research's CP/M(r) disk 
operating system as a standard I/O environment has contributed greatly 
to aleviating this problem. Now the problem is reduced to 
implementing CP/M on the target hardware system, which consists of 
tailoring the BIOS part of CP/M to the situation. Unfortunately, 
since we can't assume any particular console interface at the factory, 
there is no way to make the system generation completely automatic. 

Because of all the different ~ossible system configurations, and 
because we try to update our hardware and software as quickly as 
possible, it has been difficult to create and maintain a set of 
documentation that is useful and correct for getting our 
double-density floppy disk interface working under CP/M. These 
instructions represent a major rewrite effort in this direct10n. We 
hope that most of the faults in the earlier instructions have been 
corrected in this set. 

These instructions explain how to get the Tarbell Double Density 
Floppy Disk Interface gOing with Digital Research's CP/M 1.4 or 2.x 
disk operating system. It is important not to try and make more than 
one change in your system at a time. For example, if you wish to go 
from our single density interface operating under CP/M 1.4, to our 
double density interface operating DMA under CP/M 2.2 with a different 
memory size, DON'T try to do it all at cnce. First the single-density 
to double density, then to DMA, then to 2.2, then to different memory 
size. 

Be sure that the title of the instructions you are going to use, 
matches the situation you have. If it doesn't, and you can't seem to 
find one that does match, call or write to us, and we'll try to help. 
If you don't t~ink you are capable of carrying out the required 
instructions yourself, we can generate a customized system for you. 
Just have us send you an I/O tailoring questionaire. The cost is 
usually about $50. 

INSTALLATION NOTES 

1. If you have a revision D board (revision letter is at bottom 
of board), and the board has been modified according to earlier 
addendum a; make a cut on the trace to the right of U41, which is the 
second trace down. The traces above and below this trace should 
already be cut. 

2. The Mt'lRITE option available on our board is only for those 
computers where the MWRITE is not generated directly from the bus 
signals PWR and SOUTo It is not intended as a substitute for the 
normal mJRITE line, which must be implemented somewhere on the bus 
(usually on the CPU or· front panel). 

3. Install the double density board as close to the CPU as 
possible, between the CPU and memory board(s). 



SECTION 2-1 May 2, 1980 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR GETTING THE TARBELL DOUBLE DENSITY 
INTERFACE OPERATING WITH CP/f1 1.4 v'JHEN YOU HAVE CP/M 

1.4 ALREADY GOING ON A TARBELL SINGLE-DENSITY INTERFACE 

1. First make sure that your situation matches the title above. 
If it doesn't, find another sheet that does match. 

2. Check the option jumpers on your double-density interface 
board against the manual to make sure the board is addressed for EO 
through Fa (hex), and that all other options are correct. 

Use your current single-density interface, operating under CP/M 1.4 
to do the following steps: 

3. Use the FORMAT9l program on the public domain #2 disk 
(provided with the interface) to format at least two disks. DON'T use 
any of your old format programs to do this. When it says "READY TO 
FORMAT?" be SURE to get the public domain disk out of there before 
typing Y. Test the disks using the DISKTEST program. 

4. Put one of the newly formatted disks in drive B. Put a disk 
with your normal CP/M 1.4 system and system programs in drive A. Now 
perform the following steps: 

a) logged into drive A, type SYSGEN. Answer source as 
drive A, destination as drive B. Reboot. 

b) type PIP with no arguments, then the following steps. 
*B:=A:DDT.COH 
*B:=A:ASM.COM 
*B:=A:SYSGEN.COH 

c) while still in PIP program, remove your system diskette 
from drive A, and insert into drive A the Public Domain #2 
diskette that came with the double-density interface. Then 
continue as shown below: 
*B:=A:ABIOS24.ASM 
*B:=A:DBOOT24.ASM 

5. Now take out the public domain disk #2 and put it aside. 
Take the newly formatted disk out of drive B and put it into drive A. 
Boot up on~t. It should come up normally, since a copy of your 
system wasF just put onto it. 

6. Using ED.COM, edit the ABIOS24.ASM to change the EQU's for 
your memory size, console, printer, dr:.ves, etc. Leave the DMACNTL 
and DUBSID EQU' s set to FALSE. Set the l-1.:>IZE EQU to the same size as 
the CP/M 1.4 system you are now running ()n this disk. Be sure to set 
the console port numbers correctly. Exit from the editor. Rename the 
file to ABIOSxx.ASM, where xx is your MSI~E. 

8. Assembl'e ABIOSxx with ASM.COM. 
desired, then erase it. 

Print the .PRN file if 

9. Using ED.COM, edit DBOOT24.ASM. set the MSIZE EQU to the 

2-2 



SECTION 2-1 May 2, 1980 

size used above. Leave the DOUBSID, DOUBDEN, and DMACNTL EQU's set to 
FALSE. Exit from the editor. Rename the file to DBOOTxx.ASM. 

10. Assemble DBOOTxx.ASM with ASM.COM. Print the .PRN file if 
desired, then erase it. 

11. Use SYSGEN to put a copy of your 
onto the disk as a file. When it asks for 
asks for destination, press carriage-return 
32 CPMxx.COM, where xx is your system size. 

12. Use DDT to bring in the CPMxx.COM 
BIOS and BOOT hex files onto it. Type 

current CP/M 1.4 system 
source, answer A. When it 
to reboot. Then do a SAVE 

file and to overlay the 
DDT CPMxx.COM • Then type 

IABIOSxx.HEX . Then type Rbias where bias is in the table below: 
xx bias xx bias xx bias xx bias 

20 D480 24 C480 28 B480 32 A480 
36 9480 40 8480 4,4 7480 48 6480 
52 5480 56 4480 60 3480 64 2480 

Now type IDBOOTxx.HEX • Then type R900 • Then do Ctl-C. 

13. Next enter SYSGEN. When it asks for source, press return to 
skip. When it asks for destination, type A. At this point you may 
write this system onto more than one disk. After you are finished 
writing onto the disk(s), DON'T press return to reboot. 

14. You can now shut off your computer, remove the single 
density interface, and put the double-density interface in. Then turn 
your computer back on. 

15. The system you have just written onto one or more disks 
should now boot up correctly on the double-density interface. If it 
doesn't, check over the BIOS and BOOT .PRN files to make sure all 
EQU's were set correctly. Check your board to verify again that all 
the jumper options are right. If you st~ll canlt get it going, read 
section 2-3 of these instructions. 

16. If the system does come up cor:ectly, congratulations! You 
are now running the double-density interface in non-DMA mode. If you 
want to ;operate double-density next, see section 2-2 of these 
instructions. If you want to try operating in DMA mode, go to step 6 
in this section, changing the DMACNTL EQU to TRUE in both the BIOS and 
the BOOT .ASM files. The rest of the instructions are the same. 

17. Finally, if you notice any errors in this documentation, 
PLEASE call or write about it. 
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HOW TO MAKE THE TARBELL DOUBLE DENSITY INTERFACE OPERATE 
IN THE DOUBLE DENSITY MODE ASSUMING YOU HAVE THE DOUBLE 
DENSITY INTERFACE OPERATING IN THE SINGLE DENSITY MODE. 

1. Check your situation against the title above. If it doesn't 
match, look for other instructions that do. In order to operate in 
double density mode, you will either need to be operating at 4 or 
above 4 Mhz (Z80 or 8085), or you need to be operating in DMA mOde. 
To set DMA mode, see step 16 of the instructions in section 2-1. 

2. Format some disks double density with DFORMAT, and test them 
using DTEST. 

3. If you boot up on a single density system which was created 
using the auto-select I/O section (ABIOS or 2ABIOS), all you have to 
do is put the formatted double-density diskette in drive B. Files may 
be transferred to the new double density disk using PIP. Don't try to 
use the COpy utility to copy from single density to double density or 
vise-versa. 

4. If you want to put a system from the first two tracks on the 
single density disk onto a double density disk, SYSGEN alone will not 
work. This is because the first sector of the first track contains a 
byte which has to be DD (hex) for double density, and your 
single-density disk doesn't have that byte. To perform this operation 
correctly, follow these steps: 

a) On your single density disk, edit the file called DBOOTxx.ASM 
to change the DOUBDEN EQU from FALSE to TRUE. It is important 
that the MSIZE match your current CP/M system size (xx)_ 

b) Assemble the new file: ASM DBOOTxx 
c) Do a SYSGEN, answering source on A, skip the destination and 

reboot. Enter SAVE 34 CPMxx.COM where xx is system size. 
d) Then overlay the CPMxx.COM system image with the new DBOOT: 

DDT CPMxx.COM 
IOBOOTxx. HEX 
R900 

e) Then press contro1-C to return to CP/M. 
f) Then do another SYSGEN, this time skipping the source, and 

answering B to the destination. (This assumes you still have 
y.our double-density disk in B.) 

5. Now you can take the double density disk out of drive Band 
put it into drive A and boot up on it. 
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WHAT TO DO IF YOUR TARBELL DOUBLE DENSITY 
FLOPPY INTERFACE IS NOT WORKING 

1. Recheck the jumper options on the interface board against 
your manual in section 6. Note that manuals of boards rev Band 
earlier have an error in the board addressing section. People with 
these manuals can get a new manual free by sending us the cover of 
their old manual. 

2. Recheck the EQU's in the BIOS and BOOT .ASM files to make 
sure that all are set correctly. 

3. If you have a friend with a working Tarbell Double 
Interface, try using your interface in his computer. If his works and 
yours doesn't, there is probably something actually wrong with your 
interface. If so, you might want to consider sending it back to 
Tarbell for repair. If your interface does work in your friend's 
computer, the problem might be in your software, or in some other 
component of your system. Just because the other components of your 
system work under other circumstances, doesn't mean that there is 
nothing wrong with them. 

4. Another thing to check is the diskette that you're using. 
Is it formatted correctly? How do you know it is? 

5. Do you have dynamic memory in your computer. If so, how is 
it refreshed? It is possible that the way it is refreshed interferes 
with our interface, or that the way our interface works interferes 
with the memory's refresh circuitry. 

6. Does your CPU board fully implement the new IEEE S-lOO 
standard? In particular, does it use pin 67 (the phantom line) for 
anything besides phantom? Does it implement the control-disable, 
data-disable, and status-disable lines? Does it implement the PSYNC, 
PHOLD, and PHLDA lines? Neither the SDS SBC-IOO or SBC-200 CPU boards 
meet this requirement. 

7. Does the memory which occupies address 0000 in your system 
have a phantom line on pin 67? 

8. -Do you have other boards in your system that use the XRDY 
and PRDY lines (pins 3 and 72) besides the Tarbell interface and the 
CPU? If so, it might be best to disconnect those lines completely. 

9. Since the Tarbell Double Density Floppy Disk Interface uses 
lines on your motherboard that aren't normally used, some of these 
lines could be shorted or open, or the connector pins could be dirty. 

10. Check your system power supply, with a scope if possible, to 
make sure that all your vol tages are st,~ady, clean, and the right 
level, both on the drives and the moth~rboard. It is very important 
that on the drive power supply, the 24 'Jolt, 5 volt, and -5 volt 
returns be connected together at the power supply end. 

2-5 
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11. If you 'are having problems with the bootstrap, it's possible 
that C17 is not a high enough value to reduce the effects of ringing 
on the bus. You might try 220, 390, 470, or 680 pf capacitors, in 
that order. The symptom is that the bootstrap flip-flop gets reset 
before it has a chance to read a complete sector. This can be seen by 
looking at pin 19 on the 8257. This DRQ line should be a series of 
short pulses that should happen over a period of about 2 ms. If they 
don't last that long, you may have this problem. 

12. If the DRO line mentioned above never goes high at all, that 
means the interface is never receiving a valid data byte. This could 
be caused by a variety of factors, including a bad data separator 
component, bad 1793, bad drive, etc. 

13. If the interface' is picking up excessive errors after 
warming up, it could be the 1793. We are now testing these IC's more 
carefully. 

*** NOTE *** 
If you decide to send the interface back for repair, be sure to 

include a copy of your receipt, showing the date you bought it. Note 
that only the parts are warrantied on kits. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR GET'l'H1G THE TARBELL DOUBLE DENSITY 
INTERFACE OPERATING WITH CP/H 2.x WHEN YOU HAVE CP/M 

2. x ALREADY GOING Otl A Tl\HBELL SINGLE-DENSI'rY INTERFACE 

1. First make sure that your situation matches the title above. 
If it doesn't, find another sheet that does match. 

2. Check the option jumpers on your double-density interface 
board against the manual to make sure the board is addressed for EO 
through F8 (hex), and that all other options are correct. 

Use your current single density interfaCE!, operating under CP/M 2.x 
to do the following steps: 

3. Use the FORHAT9l program on the public domain #2 disk 
(provided with the interface) to format dt least two disks. DON'T use 
any of your old format programs to do this. When it says "READY TO 
FORBAT?tI be SURE to get the public domain disk out of there before 
typing Y. Test the disks using the DISKTEST program. 

4. Put one of the newly formatted disks in drive B. Put a disk 
with your normal CP/N. 2.x system and system programs in drive A. Now 
perform the following steps: 

a) logged into drive A, type SYSGEN. Answer source as 
drive A, destination as drive B. Reboot. 

b) type PIP with no arguments, then the following steps. 
*B:=A:CPH.COH 
*B: =A: DDT. cor·1 
*B:=A:ASt1.COf1 
*B:=A:SYSGEN.COM 
*B:=A:ED.COH 

c) while still in the PIP program, remove your system diskette 
from drive A, then insert into drive A the Public Domain #2 
diskette that Came with the double-density interface. Then 
continue as shown below: 
*B:=A:2ABIOS24.ASM 
*B:=A:2DBOOT24.ASM 

5. Now take out the public domain disk 12 and put it aside. 
'.l'al~e the 'ne'VJly formatted disk out of dr:.ve B and put it into drive A. 
Boot up on it. It should corne up normally, since a copy of your 
system was just put onto it. 

6. Using ED.Cml, edit the 2ABIOS24.A8[1 to change the EQU's for 
your memory size, console, printer, drives, etc. Leave the DMACNTL 
and DUBSID EOU's set to FALSE. Set the MSIZE EQU to the same size as 
the CP/M 2.x system YQu are now running on this disk. Be sure to set 
the console port numbers correctly. If you have Shugart 800 drives, 
don't set the s'tep rate any faster than 10 ms. Exi t from the edi tor. 
Rename the file to 2ABIOSxx.ASM, where xx is your MSIZE. 

8. Assembl e 2ABIOSxx 'Vvi th AS1>1. C0r1. 
desired, then erase it. 

Print the .PRN file if 
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9. Using ED.'COf>1, edit 2DBOOT'24.ASM. Set the BSIZE EQU to the 
size used above. Leave the DOUBSID, DOUBDEN, and mlACNTL EQU's set to 
FALSE. Exit from the editor. Rename the file to 2DBOOTxx.ASM. 

10. Assemble 2DBOOTxx.ASM with ASH.COM. Print the .PRN file if 
desired, then erase it. 

11. Use SYSGEN to put a copy of your 
onto the disk as a file. When it asks for 
asks for destination, press carriage-return 
34 CPMxx.COM, where xx is your system size. 

current CP/M 2.x system 
source, answer A. When it 
to reboot. Then do a SAVE 

12. Use DDT to bring in the CPMxx.COM file and to overlay the 
BIOS and BOOT hex files onto it. Type DDT CPMxx.COM. Then type 
12ABIOSxx.HEX. Then type Rbias where xx is MSIZE and bias is in the 
table below: 

xx bias 

20 D580 
36 9580 
52 5580 

xx bias 

24 C5S0 
40 8580 
56 4580 

Now type I2DBOOTxx.HEX 

xx bias 

28 B580 
44 7580 
60 3580 

xx bias 

32 A5S0 
48 6580 
64 2580 

Then type R900. Then do Ctl-C. 

13. Next enter SYSGEN. When it asks for source, press return to 
skip. When it asks for destination, type A. At this point you may 
write this system onto more than one disk. After you are finished 
writing onto the disk(s), DON'T press return to reboot. 

14. You can now shut off your computer, remove the 
single-density interface, and put the double-density interface in. 
Then turn your computer back on. 

15. The system you have just written onto one or more disks 
should noVl boot up cor rectly on the doubl(~-densi ty interf ace. If it 
doesn't, check over the BIOS and BOOT .PRN files to make sure all 
EOO's were set correctly. Check your board to verify again that all 
the: jumper options are right. If you still can't get it going, read 
section 2-3 of these instructions. 

16. If the system does come up correctly, congratulations! You 
are now running the double-density interface in non-DMA mode. If you 
want to operate double-density next, see section 2-2 of these 
instructions. If you want to try operating in DNA mode, go to step 6 
in this section, changing the DMACNTL EQU to TRUE in both the BIOS and 
the BOOT .ASM files. The rest of the instructions are the same. 

17. Finally, if you notice any errors in this documentation, 
PLEASE call or write about it. 
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GETrrING THE TARBELL VERSlmJ OF CP/~l 1.4 OR 2.X RUNNING ON 
YOUR TARBELL DOUBLE-DENSITY FLOPPY DISK INTERFACE WITHOUT 

A CURRENTLY RUNNING CP/M SYSTEM OF ANY KIND 

1. First make sure that your sitlation matches the title above. 
If not, you may find that another set of instructions will get your 
system going sooner. 

2. You need to have the following hardware installed: 

a) An assembled and tested Tarbell Double Density Interface 
b) At least 24k bytes of random access memory, of which at 

least the first '32 bytes can be disabled by phantom line 
pin 67 going low. 

c) A Z-80, 8085, or 8080 CPU board which conforms to the IEEE 
S-lOO standard. 

d) A console interface of some type, preferably not memory
mapped video, which supports an alphanumeric keyboard and 
a CRT display or teleprinter. If possible, this interface 
should be addressed for status on port 0, data on port 1, 
with bit 0 of the status low meaning keyboard ready, and 
with bit 7 of the status low meaning CRT display ready. 
If these port and status requirements are met, the Tarbell 
CP/M 1.4 or 2.x disks for the DD controller should boot up 
with no further work. Just put the disk in, push reset, 
and run. Skip to step 8 if so. If not, you will need to 
fulfill the requirements of substep (e) below and continue. 

e) Ei ther a f rant panel or a Rm.', monitor (any ROl,1 should be 
outside the 24k RAt1), \'ihich allows depositing bytes into 
specified RAM addresses and executing at an address. 

3. If possible, have a friend make a copy of your original CP/N 
disk, and don't use it except to make further copies. Then use the 
copy for the following steps. 

4. Turn the computer on, then the CRT-keyboard, then the drive 
power. 

5. Put the CP/M disk into the disk drive (on most drives, the 
label on the disk should face the door of the drive). Close the door. 
Push rese~ (and run if you have one) buttons on the computer. 

6. The head should load against the disk and move in one track. 
If it doesn't do this, something is wrong with the hardware setup, and 
you should try a few times more. If it still doesn't do it, FIRST 
remove the diskette, then shut down the system. Something is either 
wrong with the hardware or the diskette. If so, have someone look at 
it or call Tarbell. If it does load and step ok, go onto the next 
step. 

7. Either stop the computer from running, if you have a front 
panel, or jump into your ROl\l monitor, if you have one. 

8. Look at the BIOS (Basic Input Output System) listing that 
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came with our' CP/M. Find the label BOOT. After the LXI SP 
instruction, you will see a series of NaP's. This area is reservea 
for initializing console interfaces that require it. Using either 
front panel or ROM, deposit the initialization routine required, if 
any, at the address indicated by the listing. There should be a copy 
of any required initialization routine in the manual on your console 
interface. Assembly language code for the initialization of some 
common console interfaces can .be seen in the following lines on the 
page. 

9. Still looking at the BIOS listing, find the label CaNST. 
Examine the code there for our "standard" interface. Put the code 
here to do a status check on your console interface. Notice that if 
your status bits are true when high, instead of low like ours, you 
will need to change the RNZ to an RZ. Other changes which might be 
required are the port number after the IN, and the mask after the ANI. 
Check your console interface manual for examples and instructions. 

10. The next routine is labeled CONIN. Deposit the code to read 
a byte from your console keyboard into register A. Notice that you 
might need to make similar changes, such as JNZ to JZ, mask, and port 
numbers. 

11. The last routine to change is 
code to write the byte in register 
might need to replace our JNZ with a JZ 
changes. Be sure to end each of 
instruction. 

12. This should be all the patches 

labeled CONOT. Deposit the 
C to your console. Again, you 
ane make port number and mask 
these routines with an RET 

you need to make to the CP/M 
system residing in memory, to get going temporarily. Now examine the 
content of address 5AOO (hex), which should be a C3 (hex for JMP) and 
execute (run) at that location. 

13. Our BIOS should give 
on the air, so go to step 14. 
properly, and something may be 
setup. In that case, refer to 

you an opening message. If so, you're 
If not, the system may not have loaded 

wrong with the diskette or hardware 
section 2-3. 

14. If you 'haven't already done so, copy the system and files 
onto anothc;J:.' di sk. In order to do this, keep your system di sk in 
drive A and put a blank disk into drive B. Then type: COpy ALL. This 
will copy your original disk ont6 the blank disk. Note that the 
system you are running is only in memory, and the system on the disk 
hasn't yet been modified. Leave the new disk in drive B until you 
press return to reboot. Then take the original disk out of drive A 
and never use it again except to copy it. Now remove the copy you 
made from drive B and label it exactly the same as the original. You 
will find that it is impottant to keep the disk labels current, as it 
is easy to get rconfused and make a mistake. Put the new copy into 
drive A for further work. Then pressCtl-C. 

15. 'rhe ne'xt thing to do is edit the BIOS and BOOT .ASM files 
and overlay them onto your system. Use the method described in the 
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Tarbell CP/M 1.4 or 2.x User's Guide, as this will properly document 
all your changes and allow you to make use of memory larger than 24k. 

16. The latest ABIOS (Auto-density select Basic Input Output 
System) is always available from Tarbell for $15. Just ask for Public 
Domain Disk # 2. 



CONTENTS OF PUBLIC DOMAIN DISK #2 May 2, 1980 

This is a disk which is regularly updated with our latest AGIOS 
and 2ABIOS for the Tarbell Double Density Floppy Disk Interface. 
Other utilities are also maintained on this disk, such as format and 
test routines. We also had room to ir.clude the source for the FORTH 
language from the Forth Interest Group. Their name and address arc 
included on the .ASM file. Following is a short description of each 
file. For further information, see the comments in the file itself, 
or the Tarbell CP/M User's Guide. The latest version of this disk is 
always available within 1 week from Tarbell for $15. If you are 
having problems, it's always wise to see if there is a newer version 
of this disk available than the one you have. 
1. DBOOT24.ASH 

TH IS IS THE SAME AS THE NOm-tAL SBOOT PROGRAH USED IN SINGLE 
DENSITY, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF A DENSITY CONDITIONAL STATEHENT. AT 
THE PRESENT TIME SETTING THIS EQU TO EITHER TRUE OR FALSE WILL MAKE NO 
DIFFERENCE TO THE BOOTING OPERATION. THE REASON IT IS THERE IS FOR 
DOING AUTO-DENSITY SELECTION DURING BOOTING. 

2. DDUMP.ASM & DDUMP.COM 

THIS IS A HODIFIED DUMP.COl'-l FROt-l SAr·1 SINGER AND FROI1 THE CP/r·l 
USERS GROUP. THIS PROGRAM vlILL ALLm'1 YOU TO VIEW ONLY TRACKS 2 - 76 OF 
A DOUBLE DENSITY DISK. THE ONLY LUUTATION IN THE PROGRAH IS THAT IT 
WILL NOT DUMP BY GROUP NUMBERS. ALL OTHER FEATURES ARE USEABLE. 

3. DFORMAT.ASM & DFORMAT.COM 

TH IS PROGRAM IS THE DOUBLE DENSITY FORr1AT PROGRAr·l. IT WILL 
FORHAT THE DISK IN ~1ANY WAYS DEPENDING' ON tvHICH EQU'S YOU SET TRUE OR 
FALSE. 
For example: 

SETTING TRKISD = TRUE, 
FORl"lA'l'S TRACK 0 AND 1 SINGLE DENSITY. 

TRACK 2 - 76 DOUBLE DENSITY. 
OR 

SETTING TRKIDD = TRUE, 
FORMATS TRACK 0 IN SINGLE DENSITY. 

TRACKS 1 - 76 DOUBLE DENSITY. 

*** NOTE *** 
ONLY ONE (1), TRI<lSD OR TRKIDD MAY BE TRUE AT A TIME. THE SKEvJ 

FACTOR IS EASILY CHANGEABI.E IN THE DFORMAT PROGRAM TO ALLOW FOR 
OPTIMIZING DISK SPEED. 

AS SIDE SEI.ECT IS ONLY SUPPORTED BY CHANGING YOUR DRIVE SELECT 
IF YOU HAVE DOUBLE $IDED, FORr1ATTING HIDE B vlITH THE DFORMAT PROGRA~l 
HAY OR HAY NOT ~vORK FOR YOU. 

4. DTEST.ASM & DTEST.COM 

THIS PROGRAI·1 IS USED TO TEST A DOUBLE DENSITY DISK FOR ERRORS. 
WHEN THE PROGRAM FIRS'l' COfl1ES UP IT WILL ASK YOU FOR A "TITLE: ". YOU 
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MAY TYPE IN ANYTH ING YOU l<'lANT SUCH AS <FORMATTED ~v ITH 62.5 NSEC, 187 .5 
NSEC> AND THEN A CNTL-P, CARRIAGE RET, OR IF YOU DON'T WANT TO TYPE 
l\NyrrH ING, JUST TYPE A CARRIAGE RE'l'. 'J'HE TITLE ALLOWS YOU TO KEEP A 
RUNNING TAB ON THE ERRORS AND USING CNTL-P WILL TURN ON THE LIST 
DEVICE FOR MAKING A HARDCOPY LISTING. THE NEXT QUESTION WILL BE 
STARTING TRACK. YOU MUST ANSWER THIS WITH A TRACK NUl'iBER OF 0 OR 
GREATER. THE REST OF THE PROGRAM SHOULD BE CLEAR. THIS PROGRAM READS 
A TRACK AT A TIME AND KEEPS A RUNNING TAB OF ERRORS FOUND. DURING THE 
READING OF THE TRACK, IF A SECTOR IS BAD IT WILL DISPLAY THE SECTOR 
NUMBER AND THE NUMBER OF RETRYS IT TOOK TO READ IT. IT SHOULD BE NOTED 
THAT IT WILL DO 11 RETRYS MAX, AND THEN GO ON TO THE NEXT SECTOR. IF 
IT TAKES MORE THAN 10 RETRYS, THEN YOU SHOULD REFORl1AT THE DISK AND 
CHECK IT AGAIN, AS OUR nBIOS ONLY DOES 10 RETRYS BEFORE INDICATING A 
FAILURE. RETRYS ON THE ORDER OF 1 TO 5 IS TYPICAL, IF THEY OCCUR AT 
ALL, lHTH THIS INTERFACE. THIS PROGRAl<l DOES NOT WRITE ON THE DISK, IT 
IS READ ONLY. 

5. FORMAT. ASf.\ & FORl-1AT. COM 

IF YOU ARE USING OUR OLD SINGLE DEKSITY FORMAT PROGRAl-'l, YOU NILL 
NOT BE ABLE TO READ THEr.1 ON THE NE~A] INTEF.FACE IN SINGLE DENSITY. TH IS 
IS BECAUSE THERE IS A BYTE IN THE INNER PECORD GAPS THAT THE 1771 WILL 
READ BUT THE 1791/1793 WON'T. THIS FOR~[AT PROGRAr,1 FIXES THAT PROBLEM 
FOR BOTH THE 1791/1793 AND ~VILL STILL ALI.OW YOU TO USE IT ~VITH YOUR 
PRESENT 1771 CONTROLLER ALSO. YOU SHOULD DESTROY AND OLD COPIES OF THE 
01.0 FORMAT PROGRAM YOU HAVE, AND USE THIS ONE FROM HERE ON OUT. 

*** NOTE *** 
THIS FORMATS SINGLE DENSITY ONLY; 26 SECTORS OF 

ONLY RUNS ON THE N~·J CONTROLLER BOARD. 

6. FORI1AT91.ASM & FORMAT91.COM 

128 BYTES 

This program will only run on the single-density interface. It 
will format disks in standard IBM single-density format, to read 
correct~y on the double density interface. 

7. DFRAND.ASI1 

This: is another format program, \'lhich only runs on the 
double-density interface, and which formats disks double-density in a 
random format. This is very useful to use in conjunction with the 
DTEST program, while setting up precomp. It gives a more realistic 
representation of the way that data may be present on the disk. Do 
NOT use this program to format disks that are to be used next with 
CP/M, as the directory needs to be fifled with E5's • 

. 
8. MACRO.LIB & SKEW.LIB .. 

THIS LIBRARY IS NECESSARY· IF YOU HAVE DIGITALS 11ACRO ASSEMBLER 
AND WISH TO CHANGE AND ASSEMBLE DDUMP.ASM AND DTEST.ASM. THESE 
PROGRAMS USE MACROS. 
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9. STAT.COM (FOR CPM Vl.4 ONLY) 

THIS IS AN UPDATED VERSION OF THE STAT PR(X;Rl\N FOR 'l'HE 
DIS'rUHI3U'rION. IT FUNCTIONS THE SAME AS THE OLD ONE. 
INPROVEMENT \'1AS TO HAKE IT DISPLAY THE CORRECT CAPACITY OF 
DENSITY DISK. IT WILL STILL WORK SINGLE DENSITY. 

10. ABIOS24.ASM 

ORIGINl\L 
THE ONLY 
A DOUBLE 

THIS IS THE AUTO-DENSITY SELECT VERSION OF THE BIOS FOR CPM 
Vl.4. THIS BIOS WILL AUTDr1ATICALLY SELECT THE DENSITY OF THE DISK YOU 
ARE USING IN EITHER DRIVE, AND WILL ALLOH YOU TO CHANGE THE DENSITY AT 
ANY 'rum. IF YOU ARE GOING TO CHANGE THE DENSITY OF THE "A" DRIVE, 
YOU ~1UST HAVE A DISK WITH THE SAME SYSTEl1 SIZE AS THE ONE YOU RE~lOVED. 

FILE TRANSFERS FROM SINGLE TO DOUBLE OR DOUBLE TO SINGLE IS COMPLETELY 
AUTOMATIC. YOU MUST SET DOUBDEN = TRUE IN THE DBOOT24.ASM FILE BEFORE 
YOU USE THE AUTO-DENSITY CAPABILITY OF ABIOS24.ASM, AS THIS IS THE 
ONLY liAY THE PROGRAM KNOWS IT IS LOOKING FOR A DOUBLE DENSITY DISK IN 
ANY DRIVE. 
11. 2ABIOS24.ASM 

TH IS IS THE AUTO-DENSITY SELECT VERSION FOR CPI·1 V2. x AND THE NE\'1 
INTERFACE. THIS BIOS MUST BE USED WITH 2DBOOT24.ASM TO BRING UP THE 
SYSTEf'1. PLEASE NOTE THAT 2ABIOS24 AND 2DBOOT24 ARE ONLY FOR CPM V2.x 
AND WILL NOT RUN ON CPM V1.4 OR CONVERSELY. THIS BIOS IS SHIPPED 
READY TO RUN IN THE AUTO SELECT MODE. YOU MAY CHANGE THIS AFTER YOU 
GET A RUNNING SYSTEM SO THAT IT NILL NOT RUN AUTO SELECT BY SETTING 
DOUBDEN = FALSE. YOU MAY ALSO DEFEAT THE DMA PORTION BY SETTING 
m1ACNTL = FALSE, WHICH WILL ALLOvl THE BIOS TO RUN IN PROGRAH DATA 
'llRANSFER. 

*** NOTE *** 

YOU MUST SET DMACNTL = TRUE AND DOUBDEN = TRUE IF AUTO DENSITY 
SELECT IS NEEDED AND YOU WILL BE RUNNING DOUBLE DENSITY at 2 MHz. 
12. 2DBOOT24.ASM 

THIS IS THE SECONDARY COLD START LOADER FOR CPM V2.x FOR USE 
IljJ'rB 2ABIOS24.ASM. SEVERAL EQU'S APPEAR IN THIS LOADER. DMACNTL
SETTING TH IS TRUE WILL ALLOW THE PROGRAM TO BOOT IN THE SYSTEM. USING 
DMA CONTROL. IF FALSE, BOOTS SYSTEr1 UNDER PROGRAt'l DATA TRANSFER. 
DOUBDEN - SETTING THIS TRUE PUTS THE SPECIAL ID BYTE INTO THE DISK 
DURING GENERATION OF A DOUBLE DENSITY SYSTEM DISK THAT WILL BE BOOTED 
IN FROM. DRIVE IA'. SETTING THIS FALSE ALLOWS BUILDING A SYSTEM ON A 
SINGLE DENSITY DISK. THIS BYTE IS HO~'J THE SYSTE~1 KNOWS WHETHER OR NOT 
A SINGLE OR DOUBLE DENSITY IS ON LINE. 

**** NOTE-**** 

IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE READING A SINGLE DENSITY DISl< ON THIS 
CON'rROLLER, YOU MAY HAVE A DISK WITH THE WRONG SECTOR FORMATTING. TO 
FIND OUT, TAKE ANOTHER DISK AND USE THE NEW FORMAT. COM FILE ON THIS 
DISK TO REFORMAT IT. THEN USING YOUR OLD CONTROLLER, TRANSFER ALL THE 
PROGRAMS YOU vHSH TO SAVE FROM THE DISK THAT WOULD NOT RUN ON THE NE\'l 
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CONTROLLER BOARD TO THE NE~'JLY fORiI'lA'l'TED DISK. WE REALIZE THAT TH1S IS 
ALSO A REAL HASSEL TOO, BUT IT IS A NECESSARY EVIL. BESIDES, THE N~l 
FROHATTED DISK vlILL STILL vJORK WITH THE OLD CONTROLLER BOARD. 

*** NOTE *** 
IF ALL ELSE FAILS, EVEN AFTER READING THE DIRECTIONS, FEEL FREE 

TO CALL ME HERE AT TARBELL ELECTRONICS. AND IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO 
DISCUSS ANYTHING ABOUT THE BOARD OR SOFTWARE, CALL HE. 

THANKS FOR INPUTS AND OUTPUTS ON THIS PRODUCT AND HOPE YOU WILL 
FIND TH IS PRODUCT BOTH INFORMATIVE AND FUN TO t"lORK WITH. 

GERALD.W.MULCHIN 
ENGINEERING DEPT. 

TARBELL ELECTRONICS 
213 538 4251 



GENERAL THEORY of OPERATION 

The internal operation of a floppy disk operating system is 
probably the most complicated part of a micro-computer system. The 
hardware and software interact very closely, and therefore a very 
strong knowledge of 8080 assembly language and common logic operations 
is desirable to understand this section. Knowledge of the IEEE S-IOO 
standard is also desirable, as there are some changes that have been 
made to the S-IOO bus with this new specification. The IEEE S-IOO 
Standard has been enclosed with this manual in the appendix, along 
with the data sheets for the rest of the integrated circuits used on 
the interface. 

The heart of the Double Density interface is the 1791/1793 Floppy 
Disk Controller Chip. This chip is very similar to the 1771 in 
operation, but now includes all the functions necessary to run Double 
Density. For your convenience, the 1791/1793 data sheet is included 
in the appendix. 

~he interface may be broken down into subsections as follows: 

1. 1791/1793 disk controller chip. 
2. 8257 Direct Memory Access Controller chip. 
3. Phase Locked Loop circuit. 
4. Write Precompensation circuit. 
5. General Drive and Computer interface. 

The 1791/1793 controls the actual reading or vlriting to the floppy 
disk, and in which density this will bappen. The floppy controller 
chip contains 4 internal registers which are programmed by the 
cORputer through it's data and address lines. the four registers are 
as follm'ls: 
1. status register 
2. track register 
3. sector register 
4. data register 
Review of the data sheet will help in understanding each function of 
these 4 registers. 

DDEt1 is used to control in which density the floppy disk controller 
chip will be operating. Low equals Double Density, High equals Single 
Density. 

EARLY and LATE control the Write Precompensation of the data being 
written to the disk. These two signals along \vith the TRK > 43 line 
control the amount of shift in time the bit that is being written to 
the disk is subjected. Precompensation during writing is a must 
because of the bit packing on the meaium of the disk. 

'This interface also hilS provisions for precompensation on tracks < 
43, and it is recommended that a small amount be used. The amount of 
precompensation is a switch selection, and will be explained in the 
juroper options. 

READ GATE is an output used for synchronization of the data 
seperator circuit during read operations. A high on this pin inaicates 
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that ,a field of 'ones' (or zeros) has been found in the inner record 
gaps of the disk. 

The 8257 Direct Memory Access Controller chip controls the actual 
transfer of computer data between the disk and computer. This device 
can be thought of as a high speed semi-intelligent cpu in its 
operation. It contains 16 registers of which only 3 are used by this 
floppy disk interface board. One is a command register, and the other 
two are byte pair data registers. During read and write operations, 
the 8257 must be initialized with the byte transfer count, the address 
of where the data is to go, and the type of transfer that is to occur, 
such as read or write. The 8257 can transfer up to 16384 bytes of 
data, and put it into any memory locations within a normal 80~0's 
addressing range. The important aspect about the 8257 is that it will 
transfer data to or from memory without the need of any cpu 
intervention other than being initally programmed by the cpu. After it 
has been programmed, it alone transfers the data, and in fact removes 
the cpu from the 5-100 bus during these transfers. In-depth 
information about the 8257 is available in the INTEL data catalog ana 
in the appendix of this manual. 

The Phase Locked Loop circuitry on this interface is necessary for 
reliable data recovery, especially while running under double density. 
It's function is to remove effects of data fluctuations during READ 
operations which may be the result of drive speed or power line 
changes, and general system noise. The Phase Locked Loop is used 
during 5ingle and Double Density operation. This is accomplisheu by 
logic on the interface and is controlled by the DDEN line and an 
internal hardware latch. Tri-state switching is used to selecc the 
m~ster oscillator timing clock. When in Single Density, the master 
clock is equal to 8 Mhz. Double Density selection causes the master 
clock to change to 16 Mhz. A close examination of the schematic will 
sbo\'/ these logic changes during density selects. 

The write precompensation is in general terms really a count down 
circuit, controlled by the EARLY, LATE, and TRK > 43 lines during 
writing operations. This applies only when operating in double 
density, as the EARLY and LATE signals are not active during single 
density. The count down circuit is clocked by the 16 Mhz master 
oscillator circuit. The amount of precompensation is determined by 
the preset v;a:lue jammed into the 74LS161 from the EARLY or LATE pins 
of the floppy chip. After this value is loaded, the 74L5161 counts 
until it reaches zero, at which time it writes the data to the disk. 
The effect of this is to delay the time the bit would have been 
written to the disk, until it is actually written. The smallest amount 
of precompensation that may be realized fro~ this circuit is: 
1 / 16 Mhz = 62.5nsec. . 
Jumpers provided on the ipterface have been selected for optimum drive 
performance. Selection is based on manufacturer's recommendations for 
the drive in use, and our testing here at Tarbell Electronics. 

The computer interface for this board is based on the IEEE 5-100 
bus interface specification. It is not radically different from the 
old 5-100 bus design, and should run with most 8-100 products on the 
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market. If you have any qucst{ons about your interface cards, chcck 
the section on 8-100 compatible products in our manual. 

The Disk Interface occupies an address range from EO-EF hex for the 
DMA controller portion and FH-FD hex for the disk controller portion. 
A jumper is provided to allow the address range to be moved to 60-6F 
hex and 78-7D hex respectively, to avoid address conflicts wl~h 
exsiting computer boards you may have in your system. This is 
explained in the jumper options section. The address ports are used 
as fOllows: 

EO hex 
81 hex 
E8 hex 
F8 hex 
F8 hex 
F9 hex 
FA hex 
FB hex 
FC hex 
FC hex 
FD hex 
FD hex 

8257 address register (must be two bytes to this port) 
8257 word count register (must be two bytes to this port) 
8257 command register (1 byte) 
disk command port (input) 
disk status port (output) 

disk track port (input/output) 
disk sector port (input/output) 
disk data port (input/output) 
wait control port (input) 
drive select port (output) 

DMA end of operation port (input) 
extended address port (output) 

TilC extended address port (FD hex), allows the DMA controller to 
transfer data to and from memory beyond the normal 64k range of the 
8080 cpu. This function is avalible for both read and write operations 
using the disk interface. The extended address lines are provided on 
the S-lOO bus as described in the IEEE S-lOO bus interface 
specIfication. The extended lines are A16-A23. 

To use the extended address function, user written software must 
supply an 8 bit value corresponding to the bank ot memory you want to 
access, out to port FD hex before any read or write operations occur 
with the disk interface. During DMA operation, this 8 bit latch is 
enabled, placing its contents onto the extended address lines. The 
output of this latch is normally tri-state until the DMA controller 
becomes active. Also, this latch may be frogrammed at any time wi~h 
any value you wish, except during an actual transfer by the DMA 
controller. You could even change this latch value between byte 
transfers/'if you wish. With optional decoding on memory boards, 
possible memory capacities can be theoretically 8 banks of 64k 
(512kbytes), to 256 banks of 64k (16 Megabytes). 

The interface is set up for Shugart 8" compatible drives, which 
means drives with a Shugart interface such as Shugart 800/801 and 
Siemens FDD 100-8,120-8, and 220-8 will interface directly to the 
controller board. There are many drives which fall into this catagory 
and we will be supplyi~g updates as we go along for your convenience. 
At this time we at Tarbell Electronics have run the Shugart 800/801 
and all 8" drives made by Siemens. This includes both single and 
double denSity. Persci drives model 270/277's are now supported with 
this interface. See the section on jumpers for an explanation and 
changes which must be made to support Persci drives. 
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This section of the manual ~ill deal in depth with the theory of 
operation of the double density board. The explanation will be broken 
down into sections within the board design. 

The following logic notation will be used: 
XX' = The logic name XX not, or the inversion of XX. 

1. RESET circuit 

The floppy disk interface receives it's reset from line 75 
(PRESET) on the S-lOO bus whenever a power on sequence is initiated or 
whenever a RESET on the front panel of the computer is pushed. This 
line is active low (0) whenever a reset is pushed. The result of 
pushing a reset is to cause the floppy disk controller chip to do a 
restore of drive 0 to the home position, reset the DMA controller chip 
to the idle state, and the latch (U46), which is used for drive 
select, density select, and side select, to be cleared to the 
following condition, (a.) select drive 0, (b.) select single density, 
and (c.) select side O. 

The reset line from the bus is first inverted by U9 (7404) to 
provide an active high (1) signal for the DMA controller chip U29 
(8257). This signal is inverted again to provide an active low (0) 
reset for floppy controller chip, U31 (1791/1793), and for U46 
(74LS174) an 6 bit latch. This active low reset signal also turns on 
the bootstrap circuit by pulling the preset line of U35 low. 

2. BOOTSTRAP Circuit 

The bootstrap circuit is enabled during a power up sequence or 
from the front panel reset switch. The reset causes a preset of 
flip-flop U35, a 7474 D-toggle flip flop, causing it's output, pin 5, 
to go high (1). This output is tied to one of three (3) inputs of U33, 
a 7411 3-input AND gate. The two other inputs come from the 8-100 bus 
interface pins 47 (SMEMR), and 78 (PDBIN). The output of U33 is tied 
to the input of a 7406 (U87), which drives the PHANTOM line (67) low. 
U33 also also drives a hex inverter U34, which drives the chip select 
line on the-Bootstrap Prom low, enabling the data outputs of the prom 
on to the data bus. When run is enabled on the computer, the contents 
of the prom are read onto the data bus and into the cpu as 
instructions. Because this prom is only 32 bytes long, the method of 
disabling it when it has completed all its instructions, is to look at 
address line 5 of the 8-100 bus. This address line is fed to one of 
the inputs of U47, a 7421 4-input AND gate. The other three (3) lines 
in to U47 are PHASE 1 (25) ,PSYNC (76), and SMI (44). When the 
computer has read all 32·bytes of the prom, and an attempt to read the 
33rd byte is tried, address line 5 will go high (I), which causes one 
input of U47 to go high. The three other inputs of U47 will also go 
high, causing its output to go high. This output line then causes the 
output of U26, a 7404 inverter, to go LOW (0), resetting U35. When 
this flip flop is reset, its output, pin 5, will go low, disabling 
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both the PHANTOl4 line and the Bootstrap Prom chip select. This action 
releases the the bus data lines back the their normal operating 
condition. During power up of your system, if you wish to disable the 
bootstrap circuitry, and have a front panel, you may raise 
address-data switch 5 and hit examine. This will turn off the 
bootstrap circuit, allowing you to access all computer memory. The 
bootstrap may be defeated entirely by using jumpers E8 to E9 on the 
disk interface. Using jumpers E9 to EIO enables the bootstrap during 
each reset. Below is a listing of the bootstrap prom for both the 
standard Tarbell disk ports, and for our non-standard disk ports. Our 
standard prom is model # 100 and our non-standard prom is model # 101. 
Model 101 is for people who wish to run the disk interface at 
addresses 60 to 7D hex. 

STANDARD PROM BOOTSTRAP LISTING 

0000 ORG 0 ;PROM RUNS AT LOC ZERO. 
; 

OOF8 = DISK EQU OFSH iBASE ADDRESS OF DISK PORTS. 
OOFa = DCOM EQU DISK ;COMMAND PORT. 
OaFS = DSTAT EQU DISK ;DISK STATUS PORT. 
OOFA = SECT EQU DISK+2 ;SECTOR PORT. 
OOFB = DDATA EQU DISK+3 ;DATA PORT. 
OOF'C = HAlT EQU DISK+4 ;WAIT PORT. 
007D = SBOOT EQU 007DH ;START OF SBOOT. 

; 
0000 DBFC BOOT: IN WAIT ;WAIT FOR HOME. (caused by reset) 
0002 AF XRA A ;CLEAR ACCUf.1. 
0003 6F MOV L,A iCLEAR REG L. 
0004 67 MOV H,A ; CLEAR REG H. 
0005 3C INR A ;SET A ::: 1. 
0006 D3FA OUT SECT ;START AT SECTOR 1. 
0008 3E8C MVI A,8CH ;READ THE SECTOR. 
DOOA D3F8 OUT DCOM ; ISSUE THE COMr·1AND. 
OOOC DBFC RLOOP: IN WAIT ;WAIT FOR DRQ OR INTRQ. 
OOOE B7 ORA A ;SET FLAGS. 
OOOF F21900 JP RDONE ;DONE IF INTRQ. 
0012 DBFB IN DDA'l'A ;ELSE,GET A BYTE FROM DISK. 
0014 77 ·MOV M,A ;PUT IT INTO MEMORY. 
0015 23 INX H ;BUMP POINTER. 
0016 C30COO JMP RLOOP ;LOOP TILL DONE. 
0019 DBF8 RDONE: IN DSTAT iREAD DISK STATUS. 
001B B7 ORA A ; SET THE FLAGS. 
OOIC CA7DOO JZ SBOOT iIF ZERO, GOTO SBOOT. 
OOIF 76 HLT ;ELSE, DISK ERROR 
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NON-STANDARD BOOTSTRAP PROM LISTING 
-----------------------------------

0000 ORG 0 iPROM RUNS AT LaC ZERO. 
i 

0078 = DISK EQU 078H iBASE ADDRESS OF DISK PORTS. 
0078 = DCQl·1 EQU DISK iCOMMAND PORT. 
0078 = DSTAT EQU DISK ;DISK STATUS PORT. 
007A = SECT EQU DISK+2 iSECTOR PORT. 
007B = DDATA EQU DISK+3 ;DATA PORT. 
007C = v·7AIT EQU DISK+4 iWAIT PORT. 
007D = SBOOT EQU 007DH iSTART OF SBOOT. 

i 
0000 DB7C BOOT: IN WAIT iWAIT FOR HOME. (caused by reset) 
0002 AF XRA A ;CLEAR ACCUM. 
0003 6F t'lOV L,A ;CLEAR REG L. 
0004 67 MOV H,A ;CLEAR REG H. 
0005 3C INR A iSET A = 1. 
0006 D37A OUT SECT ; STA:~T AT SECTOR 1. 
0008 3E8C tiJVI A,8CH ;REA) THE SECTOR. 
OOOA D378 OUT DCm'1 iISSJE THE COMHAND. 
OOOC DB7C RLOOP: IN WAIT ;WAlr FOR DRQ OR INTRQ. 
000 f:: 117 ORA A iSET FLAGS. 
OOOF F21900 JP RDONE iDONE IF INTRQ. 
0012 DB7B IN DDATA iELSE,GET A BYTE FROM DISK. 
0014 77 MOV M,A ;PUT IT INTO MEMORY. 
0015 23 INX H iBUMP POINTER. 
0016 C30COO JMP RLOOP ;LOOP TILL DO~E. 
0019 no7 Q nnf"\1\lt;l. T1\l T'\C'mJ\m _ nr.t7\T"\. T"\'T' ..... 'f7 nrn7\ rn,., n 

J.JJ,.J I \.1 .&.'''''''\JJ.,.u • ... L~ UtJ.l.l"1..L inynu u~~n ~~n~u~. 
OOlB B7 ORA A ;SET THE FLAGS. 
OOlC CA7DOO JZ SBOOT ;IF ZERO, GO'rO SBOOT. 
OOlP 76 HLT ;ELSE, DISK ERROR 

3. ADDRESS SELECTION 

The double density controller board is selected based on the low 
order 8 address line values presented to the interface during an input 
or output instruction. The normal address range for this board is from 
EO hex to FD hex. There are provisions for changing the address range 
from 60 hex to 7D hex by means of jumpers E4,E5,and E6. 

The base address for the DMA controller (8257) is EO hex, with 
all possible 16 address from EO to EF hex available for use by the DMA 
controller chip. U33, a three input AND gate, is used to determine 
the base address of EO hoo: by tying address lines A7,A6,and A5 to its 
three inputs. You ~ill notice that an inverter, U34, is in between one 
input of U33, and address line A7. By selecting the proper jumper at 
E4,E5, and E6, you may select a base address of either EO hex or 60 
hex. By using.the inverter, U34, you will select the base address of 
60 hex. By not using the U34, but using the jumper which bypasses U34, 
you will select a base address of EO hex. The output of U34 is next 
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ANDled with the inversion of A4 through U26. This gate (U48) is used 
to allow selections from EO hex to EF hex for I/O operations with the 
DMA controller. The output of U48 drives one of the inputs to U43 for 
selecting the DMA controller chip select line. The other input for U43 
(7400), comes from U45 (7432). U45 determines whether the current I/O 
operation is an Input or an Output with the interface board. The 
signals SINP and SOUT are two status lines from the CPU card used to 
determine the I/O operation. Because these two signals will not occur 
together, they may be ORled together through U43 to provide just one 
general signal for I/O operation decoding. 

Disk I/O ports for the 1791/1793 floppy controller chip are 
decoded by U47, a 4 input AND gate. One input to U47 comes from U33 1 s 
output, which is the address decode for the base address of Ex hex or 
6x hex. Address lines 4 and 3 are tied to two of the other inputs of 
U47. Address line 2 is inverted through U26 (7404) and is the fourth 
input to U47. The Output of U47 goes high whenever any of the 
following address appear on the address bus,F8,F9,FA,and FB hex. 

Ports FC and FD hex are decoded by U27 (74LS138). The output of 
gate U33 is used for the enable input of U27. The other two enables of 
U27 are an enable when low function and are derived from the inversion 
of address lines 3 and 4 through two inverters U26. The output of 
inverter U26 pin 10 also goes to one input of gate U48. If address 
line _ 4 is high (eg. Port FC), The output of U26 pin 10 will be low 
(0) ,causing the output of gate U48 to be low, disabling the selection 
of any port with the base address of Ex hex. The 3 low address lines, 
AO,Al, and A2 determine which port is selected on the output of U27. 
Also, even though the low 3 lines of the address bus are used by U27, 
only two of the possible 8 ports are used by the disk interface board. 
Port decodes from U27 for F8,F9,FA, and FB are not used. Only Ports FC 
and FD hex are used. 

4. DISK CONTROL circuit 

The 1791/1793 Floppy disk formatter/controller chip performs all 
the functions necessary to read or write data to a floppy disk drive. 
Both single and double density storage capabilities are supported. The 
chip is qompatible with the IBM 3740 (PM) data format,IBM System 34 
O'lFM) , or "may be operated non-standard by using the controllers 
variable length sector capability. 

The floppy controller chip contains five (5) internal registers 
that can' be read or be written to. These registers are used to write 
commands, read status, and read and write data to and from the floppy 
disk drive. These five registers are selected by providing the proper 
binary code on the AO and Al lines of "the floppy chip in conjunction 
with either a. read or write operation. The registers and their 
addresses are as follows: 
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CS' Al AO RE'= 0 WE'=O 
----------------------------------------------------
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 

o 
o 
1 
1 
x 

o 
1 
o 
1 
x 

status Reg 
Track Reg 
Sector Reg 
Data Reg 
Deselected 

Command Reg 
Track Reg 
Sector Reg 
Data Reg 
Deselected 

----------------------------~-----------------------
The five internal registers of the floppy controller chip are 

accessed through the internal interface data bus. The internal data 
bus is buffered by U71 (8208) and U72 (8208). U71 and U72 are 8 bit 
bi-directional transcievers which are used as bi-directional data 
buffers between the computer S-IOO bus and the floppy disk interface 
internal data bus. These transceivers allow data travel in either 
direction depending upon whether the TRANS/REC' pin (11) is high or 
low. To program the floppy controller chip, AO,Al are selected for 
the desired operation. Write enable of U31 is made active low by 
processor signal SOUT and PWR' gated together by U23 (7400). The data 
that the CPU wishes to program the floppy controller with, is now 
placed on the DOO - D07 lines of the CPU card. This data is then 
presented to U71. Because we are not in the DMA mode of operation, the 
TRANS/REC' pin is already pulled low, causing the transceiver to be in 
the receive mode. The data is then passed through U71 onto the 
internal data bus and into the floppy chip DALO DAL7 lines. Chip 
sel ect, pin 3, of U31 is made active 10\,1 by U48 (7 40 8) output. One 
input of U48 comes from the DMA controller and the other input is from 
U43 which is the gating of the address port and the I/O mode desired. 
In this case, since we are programming the floppy controller, any port 
address in the range of F8 - FB hex gated together with SOUT will 
cause the data to be written to the controller chip. 

5. Direct Mem9ry Access 

The sequence of operations for a DMA access is as follows: 

A. The Basic Input Output System (BIOS part of CP/M) program sends 
a series of initialization bytes to the 8257. These include 
the starting address in memory for the data, the number of 
bytes to transfer, and the type of command (read, write, verify) 
which is being requested. The port numbers for these and other 
transfers are listed on page 3-3 in this manual. 

B. The BIOS then sends track number, sector number, and type of 
command (read or write) to the 1793. 

C. The 1793 then causes the head to load against the media (we 
are assuming we're already on the.,correct track). When the 
1793 finds a sector header that matches the track and sector 
number in ib's registers, and is ready to write or read the 
first byte, it activates its DRO line, which is fed to the 
8257. This signifies that it is ready to transfer a byte. 

D. Soon after receiving the input on its DRQO line, the 8257 
makes its RRQ line go high. This is fed through an OR gate 
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to 8-100 bus line PHOLD'. T~is notifies the CPU that there 
is a DMA request pending. 

E. When the CPU finishes the cycle it is currently in, it sends 
back a PHLDA signal over the S-IOO bus to the HLDA input on 
the 8257. This tells the 8257 that ~ts DMA request has been 
granted, and that the CPU is in a Hor.D state. 

F. The 8257 then activates its AEN line, which indicates that it 
has a valid address on AO to A7 and DO to D7. This signal is 
ORed with the HRQ to keep PHOLD' active, and disables the CPU 
address and data lines using 8-100 bus lines DO D8B' and 
ADR D8B'. AEN also is fed to (U41) and (U67) , which gates the 
DD board's own status and control lines onto the 8-100 bus 
(PWR', PDBIN, 8MEt-lR, 8INP, SOUT, PSYNC, ffivRITE, SINTA, 8HLTA, SMl). 

G. A short time later, the 8257 activates its DACKO' line, which 
disables the CPU's status and control lines, using S-lOO bus 
lines STAT DSB' and C/C DSB'. The time between step F and 
G provides the overlap time, during which both our DD board 
and the CPU board have control of these status and control lines. 

H. At the same time as the DACKO' line is activated, the 8257 
activates either its MEMR' line, or its I/OR' line, depending 
upon whether it's going to do a write or read respectively, to 
disk. Step I will explain what happens for a write operation, 
step J for a read (from disk) operat~on. 

1. For a write operation: The MEt-lR' line coming from the 8257 is 
used for several things. It is fed through U67 to S-lOO lines 
PDBIN and SMEMR to the system memory to gate the memory onto 
the S-lOO bus. It is also used to activate U72 so that the 
S-IOO 01 bus is fed into the DD board's internal data bus and 
therefore providing a path from the memory output to the 1793. 
A short time after the MEMR' signal, the I/OW' signal is fed 
from the 8257 to the WE' input on the 1793, which strobes the 
data into the 1793. The 1793 then writes the data onto the 
disk. 

J. For a read operation: The I/OR' signal from the 8257 is fed 
to the 1793, gating the data in its register onto the data bus. 
This signal is also used to activate U71 in the outward direction, 
so that the data is fed onto the S-lOO DO bus out to the system 
memory. (mod for rev-e) A short time after the I/OR' Signal, 
the MEMW' signal is generated by the 8257. This is used to 
generate the S-lOO bus line PWR', which strobes the data into 
memory. 

K. After either step I or J above, the reverse sequence occurs, 
turning over control of the bus back to the CPU. 

6. Write Precompensation 

. 
The Write Precompensation circuit consists of a programmable 

counter, (U36); for delaying or advancing write data pulses during 
disk writes, a dip switch (SW-l) for adjusting the precompensation 
value, and the necessary decoding logic for early, late, and TRK > 43 
(U12) • 
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The 1793 produces along with it's write data pulses, two signals 
called 'early' and 'late'. These two signals, along with TRK > 43, are 
decoded by a 1 of 4 decoder circuit (U12) to select the switch setting 
from ffii-l for loading into the counter (U36). 

Loading the counter starts the counter down counting. If there 
is no early or late signal generated (no precomp needed), the 
programmable counter is loaded with a positive (0111) 7, which is the 
zero precompensation center r~ference value. 

Values from (0110) 6 through (0000) 0 are increasing late times, 
and values (1000) 8 through (1110) -2 are increasing early times. The 
programmable counter is clocked with 16 MHz during double density., 
Therefore, the minimum resolution is 62.5 nsec. 

After the counter has been loaded with the desired value of 
precompensation, the counter down counts until a carry is produced. The 
carry, delayed one (1) clock cycle by aD-toggle flip-flop(U35), is 
used to trigger a 250 nsec. one-shot. The output of the one-shot, 
after buffering, is the precompensated data which is written to the 
drive. The counter then remains stopped until a new data pulse is sent 
from the 1793, starting the whole process again. 

7. Data Recovery 

Data recovery is provided by an on board Phase Locked Loop 
circuit. This circuit allows for maximum data recovery reliability, 
while rejecting drive speed variations and bit crowding. One shot 
(U74) conditions the data being read from the disk and provides RDATA* 
to the 1793. It also provides data to the phase comparator (U55) which 
is part of the phase locked loop. The active filter network which 
consist of U55,R5,R6,R7,R8, C5,C6 and 02 removes noise and jitter from 
the incoming data and provides a correction voltage to the voltage 
controlled oscillator (U53). This oscillator provides the master clock 
frequency necessary for a stable read clock signal (RCLK) for the 
1793. This output is either divided by 2 or divided by 4, controlled 
by the DDEN line, to provide the necessary 500 KHz or 250 KHz RLCK 
signal for double density or single density operation. 



ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

Before attempting any assembly operations, it is recommended 
that you read this section and the parts list section first. This will 
help put your mind into a comfortable state about what you arc going 
to be doing with the board. 

1. ( ) Locate and confirm that your kit contains all the parts 
listed in the parts list in this manual. Any errors found should be 
reported to Tarbell Electronics for corrective measures. Also, you 
should make any necessary changes which you receive from Tarbell 
Electronics, on your board at this time. 

2. If you are using sockets, install them at this time. 

3. Locate the 50 pin header connector and install it at the 
top of using the 2 2-56 x 3/8 mounting screws and hardware. 

4. ( ) Locate Ql, an LM-323 votage regulator, and the heatsink. 
Mount the regulator and heatsink on the board using the 4-40 x 3/8 
screws and hardware. 

5. ( ) Locate Q2, an MPS6571 transistor, and mount it as 
indicated by outline on the board. 

6. ( ) Locate the 220 uhy choke, LI, and mount it on the board. 
This part may appear to you as looking like an resistor. It is not a 
resistor but is in fact a RF. coil. Use caution if you are in doubt 
about which one Ll is. 

7. ( ) Locate the crystal, Yl, and mount it on the board. Mount 
the crystal down close to the board. Then take a small piece of ""ire 
~nd push it through the hole that is to the left of crystal, and 
solder it. Then, take the other end of this wire and bend it over the 
top ot the crystal and cut off all but 1/8" of it. Then solder the 
wire to the crystal can. Do not over heat the crystal can, or you may 
open the hermetic seal. 

8. ( ) Using 
start mounting all 
polarity of the 
block on the board 
goes into.: 

the parts list and using the board layout drawing, 
the capacitors on the board. Be sure to observe the 
tantalum capacitors C13,C14,C15. The little square 
is the end that the plus (+) lead of the capacitor 

9. ( ) Using the parts list and board layout dra\ving, mount all 
the resistors on the board. 

10. ( ) Locate the dip switch and mount it. Note, if the dip 
switch you have has only 8 positions, you will have to mount the 
switch on the board storting at position 2 at the location on the 
board. There should be one open location at the top of the switch that 
is not used after you mount the switch. 

11. ( ) Do not mount the Ie's at this time, as you will need to 
check the voltage regulators for proper output voltages. 
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12.( ) After all the components are mounted, plug the board into 
your computer and check the vo~tage regulators for p~oper operation. 
CAUTION** Be sure your comput'er is turned off before you plug in the 
board. The output of Ql should be approx. 5 volts +/- .5 volts. The 
output of CRI should be approx. 12 volts +/- .75 volts. 

13.( ) Using the parts list and board layout drawing, mount the 
IC's into their respective locations. Use' 'GREAT" caution with the 
two 40 pin Ie's when mounting them as it is possible to bend or break 
some of the leads on the part. 

14. ( ) This completes the assembly of the unit. On the follo\'ling 
pages are the jumper options for setting up the board for your system. 



JUNPER OPTIONS 

This board has very little"jumperi,g required to get it running. 
The only jumpers that need setup are for address selection, XRDY or 
PRDY line, and Write Precompensation value. 

1. Normal Board Setup 

The normal configuration is as follows: 
a. Board address set for base address of EO hex. 
b. PRDY line used for processor wait. 
c. S~'l-l set for 62.5 nsec on trk < 43 and 187.5 nsec 

for trk > 43. 

NOTE ** 
The write precompensation may be the only adjustment you 

will have to make for your drives. 

2. Address Selection 

This board may be addressed in one (1) of two (2) address areas 
in your computer. Either an address range of 60 - 7D hex or EO - FD 
hex may be selected. You should beware of existing computer boards in 
your system which use these address ports for I/O operations, as a 
conflict may exist. Our I/O section for CP/M uses an address range of 
EO - FD hex, as does our Standard bootstrap prom. 

FORT 

EO - FD Hex 
60 - 7D Hex 

JUl1PER 

819 to 82 OA~~ 
819 to E18 

j. X?DY or PRDY selection 

Three possible configurations exist in the selectlon of the 
right line to use. These are, no front panel, front panel, and if you 
have a front panel, who made it. 

flo Front Panel 
Inlsai Front Panel 
Altair Front Panel 

NOTE ** 

Jumper El-82 or 83-E2 
Jumper 8l-E2 
Jumper E3-E2"A,;-·----

Be sure that other boards in your system do not use either the 
XRDY or PRDY lines improperly, as this would cause improper operation 
of this interface board. Things to beware of are memory boards which 
activate a tri-state driver in anticipation of memory wait states, or 
dynamic memory boards which require the use of this line for refresh 
oper a tions, or memory boards ,.,hich use s:.ow memorys such as old, old 
2102's. ' 

4. Write Precompensation Selection 

The selection of the write precompensation is based on the type 
of dr ive you are using and th'e amount of errors you are getting from 
the disk when you run our special disk test program. To properly set 
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the precompensation, first set ihe dip switch Sl for a va~ue ot 
62.5nsec for < 43 and 187.5 nsec for> 43 as shown in the Precomp 
Table in Fig.1 Next, format a good certified double density disk with 
our DFRAND.COM program. Then read the disk for errors using our 
DTEST.COM program. If you find any errors, then change the 
precornpensation switch settings to another value in the table and run 
the sequence again. The initial values of 62.5nsec for < 43 and 
18/.5nsec for > 43 were found to be midrange values here at Tarbell 
Electronics. These values are with the switch positions 5 and 8 on (if 
there is a 9 position switch), or positions 4 and 7 on (if there is an 
8 position switch). 

After you have found the proper settings for the precompensation 
switches, reformat the disk using the DFORHAT.COM program so that the 
disk will have the proper data in each sector required for CP/M 
operation. (£5 data fill) 

Slv - 1 settings 

Trk < 43 Trk > 43 

I--Early--l l--Late--l l----Early-----l l----Late----I 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

ns ns ns ns 

62.5 1 62.5 0 0 62.5 0 1 1 62.5 0 0 0 
x ;< x }{ x 187.5 0 1 0 A'- 187.5 0 1 0"'--
x x 250.0 0 1 250.0 0 0 1 250.0 0 1 1 
:( x x x x 312.5 0 0 0 312.5 1 0 0 
)\ x 375.0 1 0 }C X X x 375.0 1 0 1 
,> " x x x x x x x 437.5 1 1 0 " , .. 
x x 500.0 1 1 x x x x 500.0 1 1 1 

------_._----------------------------------------------------------------
FIG 1 

Note: x = not adjustable, 1 = on, 0 = off 

5. Bootstrap 
, > 

./ 

The on-board bootstrap may be enabled or disabled by jumpers 
E8,E9,and ElO as follows. 

Bootstrap enabled 
Dootstrap disabled -

6. Persci drives 

Jumper E9 to E10 
Jumper E9 to E8 

If you have a Double Density board Rev. D or neve E, and want to 
run a Persci model 277/270 with it, then do the following changes to 
the board. 

1. On the double density interface: 



JUHPER OPTIONS 

a. on bacl< side, cut the trace connecting E4 to E6 and jumper 
84 to E5. (bypasses step one-shot) 

b. Jumper Ell to E12. ( 1793 test pin) 

c. Jumper E13 to F.14. (seek complete line) 

Now you must 
compatible drive. 
we now have the all 
to the drive and in 
Persci drive. 

make the Persci 277/270 look like a Shugart 
Thanks to John Hock of Bits & Bytes of Fullerton, 

the changes. These a~e changes which you must make 
some cases will invoive making trace cuts on the 

Cuts to make: 

1. Trace to Pl-16 (back side) 
2. Trace between BL-BC (front side) 
3 • Trace betvleen Ull-12 and U11-13 (back side) 
4. Trace between UII-I0 and Ull-11 (back side) 
5. Trace from Pl-2 to Ul-8 (front side) 
6. Trace to Pl-30 (back side) 
7. Trace to Pl-32 (back side) 

Jumpers to add: 

1. Ul1-12 to Pl-32 (back side) 
2. UII-IO to Pl-30 (back side) 
3. H to M (for head load) 
4. r: to 8L (for head load) 

i)ersci jur,lpers: (board assy.200263-007 rev N/S) 

I( ) A - B 
G( ) U - V 
11 ( ) I' ... D-AE 

2 ( ) J - Z 3 ( ) K - L 4 ( )N - P S ( ) T - S 
7( ) BK-BM B( ) SA-BE 9( ) AK-AH 10() X - w 

12( ) AP-AR 13( ) AS-AT 14{) At·I-AN IS( ) BE-BD 

,Jur.'lpers E":'O and G-F and AC-AB should be open. 

Drive select: 
-------------

Drive 1 (A & B) Drive 2 (C & D) 

011 13 to 2 Ul1 12 to 2 
U11 11 to 4 Ul1 10 to 4 

Remove U1 , 

Our bios packages for CP/M use with the double density board 
must have some of the equates changed for proper operation \·,ith the 
Persci 277/270. 
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JUHPER OPTIONS 

In the bios change BLAB EQU 0 to HLAB EQU 8 for head load at 
beginning of seeks. 

Set DUAL to TRUE as there are two heads moving together. 

These changes were tried on our Persci moael 277/270 here at 
Tarbell Electronics \'lhich has a reVISIon number of N/S. ~"le are not 
sure about other revisions which Persci makes or about there operation 
in Double Density. You should 'probably consult the factory about any 
revisions you have which do not agree with our own. Operation with 
the Persci has been quite good in Single Density operation on the new 
controller. But Double Density has been poor. This is probably due to 
the fact that our Persci 277/270 is not rated for Double Density 
operation. This is probably due to head design. Adjusting the 
preco~pensation may help some what. 

For normal operation with Shugart compatible drives, install 
jumpers as follows: 

(.) E13 to E15 
( ) E4 to E6 <-- normally etched on the board 

7. Phase Locked Loop circuit 

The Phase Locked Loop circuit has provisions for a second order 
low pass filter if needed. At this time, we have found no need to 
incorporate this feature. Therefore the following jumpers or 
components are used. 

R7 install a jumper 
C4 will be missing 
R2 and R4 will be misSing 

8. Interrupt option 

Interrupts from the Floppy controller may be used to generate a 
interrupt to the CPU if- desired. The large hole (E23) just above pIn 8 
of the S-lOO connector is the output for the interrupt line. This is 
an active Ibw signal and is normally tri-state. This line may be 
connected to any of the 5-100 vector interrupt lines on the bus. You 
will need a vector interrupt card if you plan on using interrupts 
other than RST 7. The vector interrupt lines are defined in the S-lOO 
standard on pages 10-1 to 10-5 of this manual. 

9. H\.1RITE option 

If your memory -boards require the HvlRITE signal to wri te data 
into memory, and this signal is not generated on the cpu or front 
panel, then you will have to jumper E16 and E17 together. If your 
memory boards use PItJR' for writing data into memory, then leave E16 to 
E17 open. 



JUMPER OPTIONS 

10. 8257 Clock option 

An option has been provided on the board for running IC U29 at 
either 2MHz or 4MHz. This option is provided so that people who wlsh 
to use the AMD 9517 at full speed may do so. Otherwise, if you are 
using the 8257 supplied in our interface, then you will have to run it 
at 2MHz. 
Jumpers are 

device 
8257 
9517 

as follows: 
jumpers 

E23 - E25 2MHz clock 
E24 - E25 4MHz clock 

** Note ** Software programming for the 9517 is different 
than the 8257. They are pin compatible only. 

11. 1793 Read delay 

The 1793 has a hold time restriction when reading data or status 
from it.·A one-shot has been provided to stall the CPU during any 
reading from ports F8 - FB Hex (78 - 7B Hex). This option is provided 
allready connected on the board. This is the only WAIT, when running 
Dr~ operation, generated on the board. This option may be defeated by 
cutting the trace between E26 and E27 on the board. The only problem 
you may find if you cut this trace is that while running with a Z-80 
at 4MHz, you may read the 1793 too fast. This is also a functlon of 
tIle 1793 you are using at the time. You may have to replace the jumper 
if you find you have any problems reliably reading the 1793. 

12. Extra buffer chip 

Located at U41 is an extra buffer for use as you may see fit. 
This buffer is an enabled Tri-state buffer of the non-inverting type. 
Jumpers are provided so you may use it. 
£22 = buffer input 
E21 = buffer output 
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PARTS LIS'I' 

uty. Descriptor Desiginator 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Resistors 
--------------
1 120 ohm 1/2 watt 
1 220 ohm 1/8 watt 
3 330 ohm 1/4 watt 
5 470 ohm 1/4 watt 
1 470 ohm 1/8 watt 
1 510 ohm 1/8 watt 
5 1 k ohm 1/4 watt 
1 1 I< ohm 1/8 watt 
7 2.2kohm 1/4 watt 
2 2.4I<ohm 1/8 watt 
2 4.3Kohm 1/4 watt 
5 4.7kohm 1/4 watt 
2 5.1Kohm 1/8 watt 
1 6.2Kohm 1/8 watt 
4 10 kohm 1/4 watt 
2 33 kohm 1/4 watt 
1 4116-003-221-331 

Capacitors 
------------
2 18 pf cap ., 
.t. 56 pf cap 
2 100 pf cap +/- 5% 
2 220 pf cap 
1 680 pf cap 
1 .0015 mfd cap 
1 .0039 mfd cap 
28 .1 mfd cap 

1 4.7 mfd @ 10 volts 
2 10 mfd @ 16 volts 
1 22 mfd @ 10 volts 

r.'ii sc • 

16 ~ 'HHz crystal 
MPS 6571 Transistor 

R29 
R6 
Rl ,R3 ,R36 
RIO,Rll,R12,R13,R14 
R8 
R39 
R19,R24 
R7 
R1 5 , R16 , R3 0 , R31 , R3 8 
R9,Rll 
R40,R43 
R17,R18,R~3,R25,R26 
R41,R42 
R5 
R21 ,R27 ,R28 
R37,R35 
U8 

C9 
C3,C4 
C7,C8 
C12,C17 
C1 
C6 
C5 
~11,C20,C21,C22,C23,C24,C25,C26,C27,C28 
C29,C30,C31,C32,C33,C34,C35,C36,C37,C38 
C39,C40,C41,C42,C43 
C10 
C13,C15 
C14 

1 
1 
1 
1 

IN4742 12 volt 1 watt zener 
9 position dip switch 

Y1 
Q2 
CRI 
ffil\]-l 

Hard\'lare 

1 TO-3 Heatsink 
2 4-40 x 3/8 screw 
2 4-40 x 1/4 nut 
2 # 4 washer 
2 2-56 x 3/8 screw 
2 2-56 x 3/16 nut 
2 # 2 washer 
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PART5 LI5T 

Connectors 

1 
1 
2 

IC's 

50 pin connector 
16 pin dip-socket 
40 pin dip-socket 

Jl 
U52 
U29,U31 

** Note .** Equiv. 74L5 parts may be u.3ed where indicated in list. 

3 
5 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
1 
1 

7400/74L500 
7404/7 4L80 4 
7404 
74804 
7406 
7407 
7408/7 4L50 8 
7411/74L511 
7413/74L513 
7432/7 4L53 2 
7438 
7474/7 4L57 4 
7493 
74L5l09 
74L8113 
74L5123 
825123/5331 
74125/74L5125 
7 41513 8/8205 
74145 
74LS153 
74LS161 
74174/7 4LS17 4 
74L5221 
74L5373 
8T97 
8208/8286/8304 
MC4044 
LM 323 

. .
'"", 

LSI chips 

1 
1 

8257 
1793 

** Note ** 

Quad Nand gate 
Hex Inverter 
Hex Inverter 
Schottky Hex Inverter 
O.C.Hex Inverter 
Hex Buffer 
Quad And Gate 
3 Input And Gate 
4 Input Schmitt Trigger 
Quad Or Gate 
O.C.Quad Nand Gate 
D Toggle Flip Flop 
4 Bit Binary Counter 
Dual J-K Flip Flop 
Dual J-K Flip Flop 
Dual One Shot 
Bootstrap Prom 
Quad Tri-state Buffer 
Octal Decoder 
1 of 10 Decoder 
Dual 4 to 1 mux. 
Preset Counter 
6 Bit Latch 
Dual One-shot 
Octal Tri-state Latch 
Hex Tri-state Buffer 
Octal Transciever 
Phase Comparator 
5 Volt 3 Amp Regulator 

DMA Controller Chip 
floppy Controller 

U70 is not used 

U12,U23,U43 
U9,U26,U34,U44 
U66 
U85 
U87 
U13,U16 
.U42, U48 
U33 
U47 
U45, U73 
U21,U22 
U35, U77 
U86 
U76 
U56 
UI0 , U3 2 , U6 4 
1;.152 
U25,U65 
U27 
U24 
U75 
U36 
U46 
U53 ,U7 4 
U68, U6 9 
U7 ,U67 , U4l 
U28, U7l, U7 2 
U55 (Motorola) 
Ql 

U29 
U31 



TARBELL DOUBLE DENSITY FLOPPY DISK INTERFACE FULL WARRANTY 

1. Any faulty component part purchased from Tarbell Electronics, 
which is returned within 6 months after i:he date of purchase wlll 
be replaced at no charge. Components returned under this part of 
the warranty should be with a letter explaining what is wrong with 
the part. 

2. Any factory-assembled floppy disk interface, which does not 
work correctly, and is returned within 6 months after the date 
of purcnase, will be restored to proper operating condition or 
replaced without charge. 

3. Any floppy disk interface kit, which in the opinion of the 
manufacturer has been assembled with reasonable care, and is 
returned for repair within 6 months after the date ot purchase, 
will be repaired for a charge commensurate with the work required. 
(parts will be free) but in no case will exceed $100 wlthout 
notification of the owner. 

4. Any floppy disk interface not covered by the above condi-c.ion 
will be subject to a charge commensurate with the work and parts 
required, but in no case will exceed $100 without notification of 
the owner. 

5. Parts can be returned directly to the address below for 
replacement. Complete floppy disk interfaces should be returned 
to the place of purchase. If this is not possible, or if it is 
very inconvenient, it may be returned to the address below, with 
proof of purchase. 

6. Tarbell Electronics assumes no responsibility for consequential 
damages to other connected equipment, or for time lost, or programs 
or data lost, because of interface malfUnction or incorrect 
documantation. 

7. If you are disatisfied with the operation of a factory-assembled 
Tarbell Double Density Floppy Disk Interface for any reason, your 
money will be cheerfully refunded, provided the unit is returned 
within the S1X month warranty period. 

8. Tarbell; Electronics does not warrant that the disk interface 
wi.ll work with all "S-lOO" computer systems, or wlth all floppy 
disk drives. Call the factory or ask your local dealer about any 
possible conflicts in your system. 

9. This warranty does not cover parts, or interfaces built from 
parts, which are not traceable to Tarbell Electronics. 

10. An interface which is assembled from ,i kit by a Tarbell dealer 
has only the partrs covered by this warran':Y I not the labor. All 
interfaces which were sold as kits, will have a "K" marked on the 
solder side. The dealer may provide his own warranty in this case. 
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TARBELL DOUBLE DENSITY FLOPPY DISK INTERFACE FULL WARRANTY 

Defective parts or interfaces covered under this warranty should 
be sent WITH PROOF OF PURCHASE (like a rec!eipt) to: 

Tarbell Electronics 
950 Dovlen Place, Suite B 
Carson, California 90746 
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IEEE Specification, IEEE Task 696.1/D2 

The following is u. list of.the IEEE pin function!), signals, type 
of ~iynal, active level, and a description of the signal. 

The following conventions will be used: 

l. * 
2 • H 

= 
= 

inverted signal or the NOT function. 
master. 

3 • B = bus. 
4. S = slave. 
5. ~.C. = open collector. 
6. H = high or logic level 1 
7. L = low or logic level 0 

Pin Signal 

I +8 volts 

2 +16 volts 

3 XRDY 

4 VIO* 

5 VII * 

G VI2* 

7 VI3* 

B VI4* 

9 VI5* 

10 VI6* 

11 VI7* 

12 NflI* 

13 PHRFAIL* 

14 D!I1A3* 

15 A18 

Type Active Level Description 

13 

B 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

B 

II 

H 

Instantaneous min greater tban 7 
volts, instantaneous max less than 
25 volts, average max less than 11 
volts. 

Instantaneous min greater than 14.5 
volts, j.nstantaneous max less than 
35 volt~" average max less than 21.5 
volts. 

One of t\,10 ready inputs to the current 
bUB master. The bus is ready when both 
inputs are true (H). see pin 72. 

L O.C. Vectored interrupt line O. 

L O.C. Vectored interrupt line 1. 

L O.C. Vectored interrupt line 2. 

L O.C. Vectored interrupt line 3. 

L O.C. Vectored interrupt line 4. 

L O.C. Vectored interrupt line 5. 

L O.C. Vectored interrupt line 6. 

L O.C. Vectored interrupt line 7. 

L O.C. Non-maskable interrupt line. 

• L Powet' fail bus signal. 

L O.C. Temporary master priority bit 3. 

H Extended address bit 18. 
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16 A16 11 II Extended address bit 16. 

17 A17 f1 II extended address bit 17. 

18 SDSB* r.1 L O.C. Disable signal for 8 status lines. 

19 CDSB* r.I L O.C. Disable signal for 8 control lines. 

20 GrID B Common with pin 100 

21 NDEF Not to be defined. Manufacturer must 
specify any use in detail. 

22 ADSB* r-1 L O.C. Disable signal for 16 address lines. 

23 DODSB* 1-1 T ... O.C. Disable for 8 data out lines. 

24 B II Master timing signal for bus. 

25 pSTVAL* H L Status valid signal. 

26 pHLDA l,ll H Control signal used in conjunction 
with HOLD* to coordinate bus/master 
transfer operations. 

27 RFtJ Reserved for future use. 

2B RFU Reserved for future use. 

29 AS f1 II Address hit 5 ~ 

30 A4 II Ii Address bit 4. 

31 A3 H H Address bit 3. 

32 A15 r;l H Address bit 15. 

33 A12 N H Address bit 12. 

34 A9 U H Address bit 9. 
J. ; 

35 DOl/DATAl H/~1S H Data out. bit l,bidirectional bit 1. 

.36 DOO/DATAO f'l/MS H Data ou~:. bit O,bidirectional bit O. 

37 AlO H H Address bit 10. 

38 D04/DATA4 M/r·tS . H Data".<,>ut bit 4,bidirect~onal bit 4. • 
39 D05/DATA5 ~M/~tS H Data out bit 5,bidirectional bit 5. 

40 DOG/DATA6 MIttS II Data out bit 6,bidirectional bit 6. 

41 DI2/DATA10 SIMS H Data in bit 2,bidirectlonal bit 10. 
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42 OI3/DATAll 

<13 DI7/DATA15 

44 siU 

45 sOUT 

46 sIHP 

47 sHElm 

48 sHLTA 

49 CLOCK 

50 GND 

51 +8 volts 

52 -16 volts 

53 GND 

S/HS 

SiNS 

[., ., 

13 

B 

B 

B 

B 

54 SLAVE CLR* B 

55 DHl\O* .. ~: N 

56 DNA1* M 

57 DMA2* M 

58 sXTRQ* H 

59 A19 

60 SIXTN* s 

H 

H 

II 

H 

H 

H 

H 

Data in bit 3,bidirectional bit 11. 

Data in bit 7,bidirectional bit 15. 

Status signal inaicating current 
cycle is op-code fetch. 

Status signal indicating data 
transfer bus cycle to output device. 

Status signal indicating data 
transfer bus cycle from input device. 

Status signal identifying bus cycles 
which t~ansfer data from memory to a 
bus maseer, which are not interrupt 
ackno\,lll~dge instruction fetch cycles. 

status signal indicating a BAL'£ 
instruction has been executed. 

2 MHz (0.5%) 40-60% duty cycle. 
Not required to be synchronous with 
any other bus signal. 

Common with pin 100. 

Common with pin 1. 

Instantaneous max less than -14.5 
volts, instantaneous min greater than 
-35 volts, average min greater than 
-21.5 volts. 

Common ~ith pin 100. 

L O.C. Reset signal to reset bus slaves. Bust 
be active with POC* and may also be 
generated by external means. 

L O.C. Temporary master priority bit O. 

L O.C. Temporary master priority bit 1. 

L O.C. Temporary master priority bit 2. 

L 

H 

Status signal which requests 16-bit 
slaves to assert SIXTN*. 

Extended address bit 19. 

L O.C. Signal generated by 16-bit slaves in 
response to the 16-bit request signal 
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61 A20 

62 1\21 

63 1\22 

64 1\23 

65 NDEF 

66 NDEF 

67 PHANTGr·'l* 

68 HHRT 

69 RFU 

70 GND 

71 RFU 

72 RDY 

73 

74 HOLD* 

75 RESET* 

76 pSYNC 

77 ptvR* 

78 pDBIN 

79 AO 

80 Al 

81 1\2 

f1 

f1 

"'l/e 1 .::> 

B 

B 

s 

II 

f1 

II 

.f!! 

H 

II 

H 

H 

sXTRQ*. 

Extended address bit 20. 

Extended address bit 21. 

Extended address bit 22. 

Extended ilddress bit 23. 

Not to be defined signal. 

Not to be defined signal. 

L O.C. Bus signal which disables normal slave 
devices and enables phantom slaves. 
Primarily used for bootstrapping 
systems without hardware front panels. 

H 

H O.C. 

L O.C. 

r... O.C. 

L O.C. 

H 

L 

II 

H· 

H 

Ii 

Gating of p~V'R*-sOUT. Signal must f 0110'11 

pWR* by no more than 30 ns. 

Reserved for future use. 

Common with pin 100. 

Reserved for future use. 

See comments for pin 3. 

Primary interrupt request bun signal. 

Control signal used in conjuctlon with 
pHLDA to coorodinate bus master transfer. 

Signal used to reset bus master devices. 
This signal must be active with POC* 
and may be generated by external means. 

Control signal identifying BSI. 

Control signal signifying the presence 
of valid data on DO bus or data bus. 

Control signal that request data on the 
DI bus or data bus from the currently 
addressed slave. 

Address"c'bi to .. 

Address bit 1. 

Address bit 2. 
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[32 1\6 !1 l.l Address bit G. 

83 1\7 r1 II Address bit 7 • 

84 A8 £1 II Address bit 8 • 

85 A13 H IJ Address bit 13. 

86 1\14 r1 Il l\ddress bit 14. 

87 All [" " H Address bit 11. 

88 D02/DATA2 M/MS II Data out bit 2,bidirectional bit 2. 

89 D03/DI\TA3 H/l'1S H Data out bit 3,bidirectional bit 3. 

90 D07/DATA7 H/r'lS II Data out bit 7,bidirectlonal bit 7 . 

91 DI4/DATA12 S/fi1S H Data in bit 4,bioirectiona1 bit 12. 

92 D 15/DI\'1'A13 S/I1S H Data in bit 5,bidirectional bit 13. 

93 DI6/DATA14 S/HS H Data in bit 6,bidirectlonal bit 13 • 

94 D 11/DJ.\TA9 SiMS H Data in bit l,bidirectlonal bit 9. 

95 DIO/DATA8 S/r·1S H Data in bit O,bidirectional bit n. 

96 sINTA H II status E.ignal identifying the l)u [3 input 
cycles t.hat may follol:1 an accepte() 
interrupt request presented on Dl'l'* • 

97 srJO* n L Status signal identifying a bus cycle 
\'lhich transfers data from a bus master 
to a slave. 

98 BRROR* S L O.C. Bus status signal signifying an error 
concJi tion during the present bus cycle. 

99 POC* B L PO"'Jer-on clear signal for all bus 
devices. During active condition, this 
signal must stay low for at least 
10 msecs. 

100 GUD B System ground bus. 
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Compatible S-IOO Products 

As a service to our customers, we have decided to provide 
information about other S-IOO products that will work correctly with 
our new double density interface. 

The list below only represents those products that We here at 
Tarbell Electronics have tested ourselves, and does not imply that 
these are the only S-IOO that the double density interface will work 
with, and it is hoped that our customers will provide us with 
additional information about other S-IOO products that they have found 
works with our interface. 

CPU's 

Imsai 8080, Delta Products Z-80, Cromemco Z-80, S.D. Sales Z-80, 
Vector Graphics Z-80. 

** NOTE ** S.D. Sales SBC-lOO and SBC-200 will not work because there 
are no bus disable lines on their board. 
Ithica Audio Z-80 cpu's have been found to be unreliable with our 
double density interface when running with the DMA mOde ot operation. 

MEr,lORY 

Tarbell 32K static, Seals 32K static, Spacebyte 16K static. 
Industrial Microsystems 16K static, Godbout 32K static, 
Measurement System & Control DM 6400 and DMB 6400 dynamic boards 

I/O interfaces 

Processor Tech 3P+S, MITS S102, Thinker Toys Switcher, Vector Graphics 
Bit streamer, Dynabyte Intelligent CRT, S.D.Sales VDB-8024. 

Drives 

Shugart SA-800/80l, Siemens FDD 100-8, FDD 100-8D / 120-8 / 220-8, 
CDC 9606 2/3, Remex RFD 4000/4001, MFE model 700. 

NOTE ***** 

In order to use the Delta Products CPU, you must disable the 
Power-on-j;ump to the prom. The following modification to the CPU card 
will allow you to use the bootstrap on the floppy interface. 

1.( Remove rClOc, bend pin 11 out away from the socket, and put 
IC10c back in. 

2.( Ground pin 13 of IC13c. 

This modification now allows YQ~ to boot up our disk controller 
by pushing the front p~ne1 reset button. 

The Measurement System & Control dynamic memory card is not 
guaranteed to run with an 8080 cpu and our double density interface at 
2 Mhz. They will run ok at 2 or 4 Mhz using Z-80 CPUs. 
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Compatible S-lOO Products 

Some dynamic memory cards require PSYNC to control refreshing on their 
cards. As our double density interface does not supply PSYNC during a 
DMA cycle, there may be a problem in refreshing on these memory cards. 



DI~K TEST ROUTINES 

1. Test routines 

The following routines are provided so that you may test your 
interface for proper operation. These ro~tines involve both the TYPE 1 
and TYPE 2 commands for the floppy disk controller chip. *** Note *** 
These routines assume that you have a front panel on your computer. 
If you do not have one, you will have to modify these programs to work 
with a system monitor, or whatever. 

0000 

OOF8 = 
OOF8 = 
OOF9 = 
OOFA = 
OOFB = 
OOFC = 

0000 DBFF 
0002 D3FB: 
0004 DBFS 
0006 2F 
0007 D3FF 
0009 C30000 

; 

ORG a 

define disk i/o ports. 

DCOM 
DSTAT 
TRACK 
SECT 
DDATA 
WAIT 
i 

EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 

OF8H 
DCOM 
DCOM+l 
DCOM+2 
DCOM+3 
DCOM+4 

;DISK COMl1AND PORT 
;DISK STATUS PORT 
;TRACK PORT 
;SECTOR PORT 
iDATA PORT 

. ;WAIT PORT 

iThe following routine wiJ.l allow you to 
icheck for any internal shorts or opens 
iwith in the floppy interface. The routine 
;reads the front panel switches, writes it 
; to the floppy di sk data i?ort, then reads 
;it back from the floppy disk data port, and 
iwrites it back out to the front panel lights. 
;there should be a one to one match of the 
iswitches to the data lights. If more than 
;one light comes on at a time, there is an 
iinternal short on the floppy data lines. If 
ia light does not come on when a switch it 
iturned on, then there is an open line on that 
idata bit. 

i 
; TEST ROUTINE FOR CHECKING 
; DISK INTERNAL DATA BUS. 
i 
BUSS: IN 

OUT 
IN 
CMA 
OUT 
Jr-1p 

OFFH 
DDATA 
DDATA 

OFFH 
BUSS 

12-1 

;GET FRONT PANEL DATA 
iSEND IT TO CONTROLLER 
;GET DATA BACK AGAIN 
iINVERT FOR FRONT PANEL 
;SHOW IT ON FRONT PANEL 
;LOOP AGAIN 
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OOOC DBFF 
OOOE D3FB 
0010 3E13 
0012 D3F8 
0014 C30COO 

0017 3E43 
0019 D3F8 
OOIB C31700 

001 E 3E8C 
0020 D3F8 
0022 C31EOO 

i 
;The [ollo~ing routine allows testing the 
iseek operation of the interface. You will 
ineed to put in blank disk into the drive 
;and close the door. Do not put in a disk 
;which contains any important data, as you 
imay wipe it out. Do not set the front panel 
iswitches for anything higher than 3F hex, 
ias this will cause the head to slam up past 
itrack 76, possibly causing damage. 

; 
i SEEK TEST ROUTINES 
; DON'T SET FRONT PANEL 
; SWITCHES FOR A HEX VALUE 
; HIGHER THAN 3F OR YOU WILL 
i SLAM THE HEAD BEYOND TRACK 
; 76. 
i 
SEEK: 

· I 

IN 
OUT 
MVI 
OUT 
JD'IP 

OFFH 
DDATA 
A,13H 
DCOM 
SEEK 

;READ FHONT PANEL 
;SEND TRACK NUMBER 
;GET SEEK COMMAND 
iSEND IT 
;LOOP AGAIN 

iThe following routine teet for step in 
;and step out. You will need to mount a 
;disk into the drive and shut the door. 
;DO NOT PRESS RUN II! for this test. Use 
;single step operation. 
;The program as listed will step in toward 
;track 76. To step out toward track 0, you 
;need to change the 43H to a 63H~ 
· I 

; STEP IN/OUT ROUTINE 
· I 

STEP: MVI 
OUT 
Jf1P 

; 

A,43H 
DCOM 
STEP 

iSTEP IN COMMAND 
iISSUE COMMAND 
:LOOP AGAIN 

;The following routine checks for head 
;load command. You will need to mount a 
;disk and shut the door to run this test. 
;DO NOT USE A VALUABLE DISK II! for this 
;test • 
. ; 

; TYPE 2 COMMAND 
; HEAD LOAD ROUTINE 
; 
HEAD: kVI 
rOUT 

JMP 

A,8CH 
DeOM 
HEAD 

;HEAD LOAD COMMAND 
; ISSU E eOHf4AND 
;LOOP AGAIN 
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1000 = 

0025 3EDO 
0027 D3F8 
0029 E3 
002A E3 
002B 210010 
002E 3 EOI 
0030 D3FA 
0032 3E8C 
0034 D3F8 
0036 DBFC 
0038 B7 
0039 F24300 
003C DBFB 
003E 77 
003F 23 
0040 C33600 
0043 DBF8 
0045 324BOO 
0048 C34800 
004B 00 

. , 
;The following routine reads a sector 
;from the disk and puts the data into 
;a buffer call RAMADD. This buffer can 
;be anywhere in memory you wish. 
;The routine saves the status of the disk 
;operation at the location called STAT. 
;If you have problems, check the bits at 
;this location against the status bits 
;shown in the data sheet for the floppy 
icontroller chip, in Appendix A (1793). 
;You will need to mount a blank disk into 
ithe drive and shut the door. 
;DO NOT USE A VALUABLE DISK 111 for this 
;test. 

; 
; READ A SECTOR ROUTINE 
; 
RAt-1ADD EQ U . , 
READ: tJIVI 

OUT 
XTHL 
XTHL 
LXI 
MVI 
OUT 
MVI 
OUT 

RLOOP: IN 
ORA 
JP 
IN 
MOV 
INX 
JMP 

RDONE: IN 
STA 

HJf1P: JMP 
STAT: DB 

1000H 

A,ODOH 
DCOM 

H,RAf.1ADD 
A,l 
SECT 
A,8CH 
DC OM 
WAIT 
A 
RDONE 
DDATA 
M,A 
H 
RLOOP 
DSTA'!' 
STAT 
HJMP 
o 
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; CAN BE ANY\vHERE 

;ISSUE FORCE INTERRUPT 
;SEND IT 
iSOME 
; DELAY 
; POINT TO MEl·WRY BUFFER 
;LOAO SECTOR NUMBER 
;SEND IT TO SECTOR PORT 
;GET READ COl·mAND 
; ISSUE READ COl>1l-1.AND 
;WAIT FOR ORQ OR INTRQ 
iSET FLAGS FOR OPERATION 
;DONE IF INTRQ 
; ELSE, READ A BYTE FRm1 DISK 
;PUT IT INTO THE BUFFER 
iBUMP BUFFER POINTER 
iREAD NEXT BYTE FROM DISK 
iCHECK DISK STATUS 
iSAVE THE STATUS 
;HARD LOOP 
iSAVE STATUS HERE WHEN DONE 
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004C 3EDO 
004E D3F8 
0050 E3 
0051 E3 
0052 3EOI 
0054 D3FA 
0056 3EAC 
0058 D3FB 
005A DBFC 
005C 87 
005D F26700 
0060 7E 
0061 D3FB 
0063 23 
0064 C35AOO 
0067 DBP8 
0069 E6PD 
006B 327100 
006E C36EOO 
0071 00 

i 
iThe following routine writes one' 
;sector of the disk. If you have 
ia problem, check the status bits 
;at location WSTAT against the bits 
;in the data sheet for the 1793 in 
itheappendix. 
iThis routine is similar in ')peration 
ito the read a sector routin~ above. 
;You must mount a blank disk into the 
idrive and shut the door. 
iDO NOT USE A VALUABLE DISK I!! as 
ithis routine does write on the disk, 
iand you will lose any data on the 
;sector you write to. 

i 
~ WRITE A SECTOR ROUTINE . , 
vlRITE: MVI A,ODOH iFORCE 

OUT DCOr4 ;ISSUE 
XTHL iSOME 
XTHL iDELAY 

INTERRUPT COMMAND 
IT 

MVI A,l iGET SECTOR NUMBER 
OUT SECT iTELL SECTOR PORT 
l1VI A,OACH iGET WRITE COMr.1AND 
OUT DC OM iISSUE IT 

t'lLOOP: IN WAIT iWAIT FOR DRQ OR INTRQ 
ORA A iSET FLAGS POR OPERATION 
JP WDONE ;JUMP WHEN INTRQ 
MOV A,M iGET DATA FROM BUFFER 
OUT DDATA iPUT IT TO DISK 
INX H iBUMP BUFFER POINTER 
JMP WLOOP ;LOOP FOR MORE DATA 

WDONE: IN DSTAT ;CHECK DISK STATUS 
ANI OFDH ;MASK OFF NON ERROR BITS 
STA STA'IW ;SAVE STATUS BITS 

WJt1P: JMP WJMP ; HARD LOOP ~vHEN DONE 
STATV1: DB 0 iSAVE STATUS BITS HERE 
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2. Port and bit explanation 

The explanation for the disk controller ports are covered in the 
1793 data sheet and will not be covered here. The extendea ports FC 
and FD Hex will be explained. 

An input from port FC Hex is a combination hardware-software 
port which allows the disk controller to stall the CPU with a wait 
state to allow the disk controller chip time to access the data bus. 
This is generated by the gating of DRQ and INTRQ from the floppy chip 
onto either the XRDY or PRDY lines of the bus. Bit 7 of port FC is 
also used in the software during programmed data transfers to tell the 
software read/write and seek routines when an interrupt from the 
floppy chip has occurred. When this bit is a 'I' an interrupt has 
occurred, and the status port of the 1793 must be read to clear it 
back to a '0'. 

An output to port FC Hex 
select, and slde select port. 

is also the drive select, density 
A break down of the port is as follows: 

LSB ,.. 

v 
flISB 

IWfRQ 
polls 
that 
busy. 

(bit 0) x not used 

(bi t 1) x not used 

(bi t 2) x not used 

(bit 3) 1/0 0 = single density, 1 = double density 

(bi t 4) 1/0 binary value for drive select I 
} 4 drives max 

(bi t 5) 1/0 binary value for drive select I 

(bi t 6) 1/0 0 = side 0, 1 = side 1 (side select) 

(bit 7) x not used 

An input from port FD Hex is the software port for checking the 
of the floppy chip while running under DMA operation. This port 

bit 7 of this port looking for a low (0), which tells the CPU 
the ':DMA operation is complete. A one (1) means that the DMA is 
All the rest of the bits in this port are not used. 

An output to port PD hex may be used to change the extended 
addressing bits on A16 - A23 during a DMA read or write operation. 
This port is an latched 8 bit port and is enabled on to the S-lOO bus 
only during DHA read or write operations. The bits which are placed 
into the latch,' (U68), phould be written only when the DMA controller 
is in-active, (not doing disk transfers). A typical example might be: 

~lVI 
OUT 

• 
A,l 
OPDH 

~select bank # 1 
;set extended port latch 
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dma operation 

MVI 
OUT 

• 
etc 

A,O 
OFDH 

;transfer to/from new bank now 

;dma operation complete 

;select bank # 0 
;set extended port latch 
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TROUBLE-SHOOTING 

This section of the manual'is to help you trouble-shoot the 
interface in case you are having problems. 

1. Interface between computer cards. 

Compare the section on the IEEE 5-100 pin functions (sectlOn 
10), to the pin function list in your cpu manual, to find out if there 
are any conflicts with your computer and the new bus specification. If 
there are, you should make any necessary corrections for 
compatibility. 

2. Compatible interfaces 

Review the section on 5-100 compatible interfaces (sectlon 11). 
The computer cards listed in section 11 only represents those products 
that we here at Tarbell Electronics have tested ourselves, and in no 
way defines any not in this list as not working with out interface. We 
would like to encourge our customers to send in any intormation with 
regard to other manufactures products that do or 'do not' work with 
our interface. If they don't work, maybe a reason as to why could be 
sent along also. Also, some Z80 cpu cards will not boot up correct~y 
at 4Mhz with our board. We have found that in some cases cutting the 
phase 1 line (25) of the bus on the controller card may help. 

3. Jumper selections 

Review the section on jumper selection. If you are going to be 
running our software, then you must select the address jumper from the 
table in section 6 for the address range of EO - FD hex. If you are 
going to use the on-board bootstrap prom, you "MOST" use the phantom 
line (pin 67) to disable your first memory card (addressed at 0000 
hex). If you are going to use your own bootstrap program, then you 
must defeat our on-board bootstrap prom. If you have a revision B or 
below, you can turn off the on-board bootstrap by pulling out 035 pin 
5 from it's socket, and then ground 033 pin 13 to U33 pin 7. For 
revision C and above, follow the instructions listed in the jumper 
options section. 

4. XRDY or PRDY line 

If you are getting lost data error3, besure to check which line 
you are using for the processor wait line. This is important during a 
cold start load, as the on-board prom bootstrap uses this line during 
the booting of the system. If you are using the wrong line, you will 
more than likely get lost data errors. If you are not sure which line 
to use, review the section on jumper options (section 6). 

5. Disk Problems 

Be sure that the disk you are trying to read has the correct 
format on it. It must be an IBM soft sector disk, 128 bytes/sector. 
Most disks shipped from the manufacturer that claim to be soft sector, 
are. But if you have reformatted the disk with the wrong format 
program, then you will have trouble reading it on this interface. If 
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you have any questions about this', review the documentation that is 
supplied with 'the interface. I can not over stress this point. 

6. Drives 

This interface is Shugart compatible only. That means drives 
which comply with the Shugart pin functions will more than likely work 
with no probblems. If you do have problems, consult the OEt'l drive 
manual or the factory for information. The drives that have been 
tested here at Tarbell Electronics are the Siemens, Shugart, and 
Persci drives. Also, be sure that the drive is set up for soft sector 
operation. We have recieved drives from the factory, set up for hard 
sector in the past. So look carefully at your drives for this 
possibility. 

7. Review 

Be sure and review section 2-3 in the front of this manual very 
carefully, as it can not be over stressed enough. 

8. Symptoms vs Possible causes 

This table is a list of possible troubles with possible causes 
to look at. 

Symptom Possible cause 
-----~~-- ----------------

1. Won't boot •••••••••••• Check pin 67. Must use Phantom line 

'2. Won't run DMA • • • • • • • • 

on first memory card. Make sure jump 
enables to system Droms is defeated. 
Check for dis~: with correct format. 
Check C17, may have to change the value 
of this capac~tor as outlined in section 
2-3 of this manual. Check disk drive 
power supply lines for all voltage return 
lines tied to one commen place at power 
supply. Is there an operating system on 
the disk you are trying to boot from? 

Check IEEE standard for compatibility with 
memory cards, cpu, and i/o cards in your 
system. If you are using a dynamic memory 
are there any problems with refreshing and 
control lines necessary to in~tiate the 
refreshing signals and our interface? Check 
for slow memory chips, e.g. old 2102's. 
Check our compatibility list. 

I, 

3. Double density er"rors • Ar'e you using a good certified double 
denstiy disk? Have you adjusted the 
pre-comp settings for your drive using 
the DFRAND.COM program? Is your drive 
rated for double denstiy operation? 
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4. Won't run at all . . . . . Check"voltage regulator on interface for 
correct voltage of ~5 volts. Are any 
changes required to the board in the way 
of corrections to mistakes on the board? 
If not a factory assembled unit, are the 
changes on correctly? 
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DISK DRIVE SETUP 

This interface is designed' for Shugart compatiable drives. 
includes Siemens drives also. Jumpers and power requirements for 
drives are listed below. 

Power requirements: 

Shugart and Siemens 

DC Power 

Pin 1 +24 volts DC 
Pin 2 +24 volt return 
Pin 3 - 5 volt return 
Pin 4 - 5 volts DC 
Pin 5 + 5 volts DC 
Pin 6 + 5 volt return 

l~C power 

Pin 1 
Pin 2 
Pin 3 

110 volts AC 
frame ground 
110 volts AC 

This 
both 

Be sure all return lines are connected solidly together at the 
power supply end. If they are not, you may experience actual disk data 
errors. 

Shugart Drive Jumpers 

The following jumpers should be installed on each drive used: 

Drive 0 (A) Drive 1 (B) 

A 
B 
C 
y 

T2 
DS 
800 (not 801) 
DSl 
'1'1 
'1'3 
'{'4 
'1'5 
T6 

A 
B 
C 
y 
T2 
DS 
800 
DS2 

Drive 2 (C) 

A 
B 
C 
y 
rl'2 
DS 
800 
DS3 

Drive 3 (D) 

A 
B 
C 
y 

T2 
DS 
800 
DS4 

iJote Some drives may have a jumper installed at X. If 
so, remove it. 
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Siemens -------

Drive select: 

Drive A Drive B Drive C Drive d 

Radial Sal a Radial Sel 1 Radial Sel 2 Radial Sel 3 

Note 
Some drives may come with Radial Sel a etched on the board. 
You will have to cut this etch if you wish to use it for a 
drive other than Drive A. 
If you are using more tan one drive, you must remove all the 
terminating resistor packs but the last one in the daisy chain. 
Be sure that the drive is jumpered for SOFT SECTOR options. 
If you have any doubts, consult the OEM manual for your drive. 
Siemens model FDD lOa-aD drives may corne from the manufacture 
with jumper G installed. You must change this jumper to 
location H for proper operation with our interface. 

Persci drives 

Changes are required to the Persci drive to make it look like a 
Shugart compatible drive. These changes are listed in the Jumper 
section of this manual. 
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54/7400 
54H/74HOO 
54S/74S00 

54LS/74LSOO 
QUAD 2-INPUT NAND GATE 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

PIN 
COMMERCIAL GRADE MILITARY GRADE 

PKG 
PKGS 

OUT 
Vee = +5.0 V ±5%. Vee = +5.0 V ±10%. TYPE 
TA = O·C to +70·C TA = -55°C to +125°C 

Plastic 
A 

7400PC. 74HOQPC 
9A DIP(P) 74LSOOPC.74S00PC 

Ceramic 
A 

7400DC.74HOQDC 54QODM. 54HOODM SA DIP (D) 74LSOODC, 74S00DC 54LSOODM, 54S00DM 

Flatpak A 74LSOOFC, 74S00FC 54LSOOFM, 54S00FM 
31 

(F) B 7400FC, 74HOOFC 5400FM. 54HOOFM 

INPUT LOADING/FAN-OUT: See Section 3 for U.L. definitions 

PINS 
54/74 (U.L.) 54174H (U.L.) 54/74$ (U.q 54'74LS (U.L.) 
HIGH/LOW HIGH/LOW HIGH/LOW I UGH/lOW 

Inputs 1.0/1.0 1.25/1.25 1.25/1.25 0.5/0.25 
Outputs 20/10 12.5/12.5 25112.5 10/5.0 

(2.5) ---

CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 
PINOUT A 



I 
I 
I 
I 

-----------_ .. _._---, 

54/7404 
54H/74H04 
54S/74804 

54S/74S04A 
54LS/74LS04 

HEX INVERTER 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

PIN 
COMMERCIAL GRADE MILITARY GRADE 

PKG 
PKGS 

OUT 
Vee = +5.0 V ±5%, Vee = +5.0 V ±10%, TYPE 
TA '" O°C to +70°C TA = -55°C to +125°C 

Plastic 
7404PC, 74H04PC 

DIP(P) A 74S04PC, 74S04APC 9A 
74LS04PC 

Ceramic 
7404DC, 74H04DC 5404DM, 54H04DM 

DIP <D) A 74S04DC, 74S04ADC 54S04DM. 54S04ADM 6A 
74LS04DC 54LS04DM 

A 
74S04FC, 74S04AFC 54S04FM,54S04AFM 

: Flatpak 74LS04FC 54LS04FM 31 
(F) 

B 7404FC. 74H04FC 5404FM, 54H04FM 

INPUT LOADING/FAN-OUT: See Sect!o~ 3 fer U.L. deHnitiOiiS 

PINS 
54/74 (U.L.) 54/74H (U.L.) 54/745 (U.L.) 54/74LS (U.L.) 
HIGH/LOW HIGH/LOW HIGH/LOW HIGH/LOW 

Inputs 1.0/1.0 1.25/1.25 1.25/1.25 0.5/0.25 
Outputs 20110 12.5/12.5 25/12.5 10/5.0 

(2.5) 
- -

A-2 

, 

I 

! 

CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 
PINOUT A 



54/7406 
I HEX INVERTER BUFFER/DRIVER I 
I 

(With Open-Collector High-Voltage Output) 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

PIN 
COMMERCIAL GRADE MILITARY GRADE 

PKGS 
OUT 

Vee = +5.0 V :+:5%, Vee = +5.0 V ±10%, 
TA = O°C to +70°C TA = -55°C to +~25°C 

Plastic 
A 7406PC DIP(P) 

Ceramic 
A 7406DC 5406DM DIP(Q) 

Flatpak 
A 7406FC 5406FM 

(F) 

INPUT LOADING/FAN-OUT: See Section 3 for U.L. definitions 

PINS 
54/74 (U.L.) 
HIGH/LOW 

! Inputs 1.0/1.0 
< Outputs OC"/10 

PKG 

TYPE 

9A 

6A 

31 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
PINOUT A 



CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
PINOUT A _. 

54/7407 
. 

HEX BUFFER/DRIVER 
(With Open-Collector High-Voltage Outputl 

" 

II -y- SIICC O'RDI'UNG CODE: See Section 9 

IT :rn PtN 
COMM'EACIAL GRADE MILITARY GRADE 

PKG Of -IT ~ PKGS 
OUT 

Vee = +5.0 V ±5%. Vee = +5.0 V ±10%. TYPE 
TA '" O°C to +70°C TA = -55°C to +125°C IT fill OC Plastic 

A 7407PC 9A IT ~ DIP(P) 
II ~ 

Ceramic C 
DIPtD) A 7407DC 5407DM 6A GNO[f ~ 
Flatpak 

A 7407FC 5407FM 31 (F) 

I'N'PUT LOAOI'NGIFAN·OUT: See Section 3' for U.L. definitions 

PINS 
54/74 (U.L.) 
HIGH/LOW 

Inputs 1.0/1.0 
Outputs OC"/l0 

. -
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54/7408 
54H/74H08 
545/74508 

54L5/74LS08 
QUAD 2-INPUT AND GATE 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

PIN 
COMMERCIAL GRADE MILITARY GRAOE 

PKG 
PKGS 

OUT 
Vee = +5.0 V ±5%. Vce = +5.0 V ±100f0. TYPE 
TA = O°C to +70°C TA = ·55°C to +125°C 

Plastic 
A 

7408PC. 74H08PC 
9A DIP(PI 74S08PC.74LS08PC 

Ceramic 
A 

7408DC. 74H08DC 5408DM. 54H08DM 
SA DIP <D) 74S08DC.74LS08DC 54S08DM. 54LS08DM . 

A 7408FC.74SOBFC 5408FM. 54S08FM 
Flatpak 74LS08FC 54LS08FM 31 

(F) 
B 74H08FC 54H08FM 

INPUT LOADING/FAN-OUT: See Section 3 for U.L. definitions 

PINS 
54/74 (U.L.) 54/74H (U.L.) 54/745 (U.L.) 54Ii'4L$ (U.L.) 
HIGH/LOW HIGH/LOW HIGH/LOW HIGH/LOW 

Inputs 1.0/1.0 1.25/1.25 1.25/1.25 0.5/0.25 
Outputs 20/10 12.5/12.5 25/12.5 • 10/5.0 

(2.51 -

CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 
PINOUT A 



54/741.1 
54H/74H11 

! 54S/74$11 
I 
I 54LS/74LS11 I 
1 

TRIPLE 3-INPUT AND GATE 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

PliN COMMERCIAL GRADE MILITARY GRADIE 
PKG 

PKGS 
OUT 

Vee = +5.0 V ±5%. Vee = +5.0 V ±10%. 
TYPE 

TA = O°C to +70°C TA = -55°C to +125°C 

Plastic 
A 

7411PC.74HllPC 
9A DIP (P) 74S11PC.74LS11PC 

CeramiC 
A 

7411DC.74Hl1DC 5411DM.54Hl10M 
SA DIP (D) 74511DC.74LS11DC 54S11 OM. 54LS11DM 

Flatpak A 74S11FC.74LSllFC 54S11FM.54LS11FM 
31 (F) ,-

S "7A1"~"'" """11"4"'_ 154iiFM. :l4HllFM I 1''''''' '-', ' .... n. f'-v 

INPUT LOADING/FAN-OUT: See Section 3 for U.L definitions 

PI'NS 
54174 (U.L.) 54/74H (U.L.) 54174S (U.L.) 54174LS (U.L.) 
HIGH/LOW HIGH/I,.OW HIGH/LOW HIGH/LOW 

Inputs 1.0/1.0 1,25/1.25 1.25/1.25 0.5/0.25 
Outputs 20/10 12.5/12.5 25/12.5 10/5.0 

(2.5) - -- .... ,~. 
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CONNECTIO N DIAGRAMS 
UT A PINO 

0:: 
II L--J 
IT ----
IT 

~ II 
II 

GNOII 



54/7421 
54H/74H21 

54LS/74LS21 
DUAL 4-INPUT POSITIVE AND GATE 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

PIN 
COMMERCIAL GRADE MILITARY GRADE 

PKG .-
PKGS 

OUT 
Vee = +5.0 V ±5%, Vee = +5.0 V ±10%, TYPE 
TA = O°C to +70°C TA = -55°C to +125°C 

Plastic 
A 

7421 PC, 74H21PC 
9A 

DIP(PI 74lS21PC 

Ceramic 
A 

7421 DC, 74H21 DC 5421 OM, 54H21OM SA 
DIP 101 74LS21DC 54lS21OM 

Flatpak A 7421FC, 74LS21FC 5421FM,54LS21FM 
31 (F) 

B 74H21FC 54H21FM 

INPUT LOADING/FAN-OUT: See Section 3 for U.L. definitions 

PINS 
54/74 (U.L.) 54/74H (U.L.) 54n4LS (U.L.) 
HIGHlLOIIY HIGH/LOW HIGH/LOW 

Inputs 1.0/1.0 1.2511.25 0.510.25 
Outputs 20110 12.5112.5 10/5.0 

12.5) --- ---

A-7 

CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 
PINOUT A 



CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
PINOUT A 

54/7432 
54S/74S.32 

54LS/74LS32 
QUAD 2-INPUT OR GATE 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

PIN 
COMMERCIAL GRADE MILITARY GRADE 

PKG 
PKGS 

OUT 
Vee = +5.0 V ±5%. Vee = +5.0 V ±10%. 

TYPE 
TA = O°C to +70°C TA = -55°C to +125°C 

Plastic 
A 

7432PC. 74S32PC 
9A DIPIP) 74LS32PC 

Ceramic 
A 

7432DC.74S32DC 5432DM. 54S32DM 
6A DIPID) 74LS32DC 54LS32DM 

Flatpak 
A 

7432FC. 74S32FC 5432FM. 54S32FM 
31 (A 74LS32FC 54LS32FM 

INPUT LOADING/FAN-OUT: See Section 3 for U.L. definitions 

PINS 
S4n4 (U.L.) 54n4S (U.L.) 54n4LS (U.L.) 
HIGH/LOW HIGH/LOW HIGH/LOW 

Inputs 1.0/1.0 1.25/1.25 0.5/0.25 
Outputs 20/10 f'\tt/"'" ~ 

GioI/IC.g 10/5.0 

I (2.5) 
---~--------~--------~------~~--------------------

}-\,-8 



54/7438 
54LS/74LS38 

QUAD 2-INPUT NAND BUFFER 
(With Open-Collector Output) 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

PIN 
COMMERCIAL GRADE MILITARY GRADE 

PKGS 
OUT 

Vee = +5.0 V ±5%. Vee = +5.0 V ±10%. 
TA = O°C to +70o C TA = -55°C to +125"C 

Plastic 
A 7438PC.74LS38PC OIP(P) 

Ceramic 
A 74380C. 74LS380C 54380M. 54LS380M DIP (0) 

Flatpak 
A 7438FC. 74LS38FC 5438FM. 54LS38FM (F) 

'NPUT LOADING/FAN-OUT: See Section 3 tor U.L. definitions 

PtNS 
54/74 (U.L.) 54/74LS (U.L.) 
HIGH/LOW HIGH/LOW 

Inputs 1.0/1.0 0.5/0.25 
Outputs OC"/30 OC··115 

(7.5) 
.. 

'A-S 

PKG 

TYPE 

9A 

SA 

31 

-

CONN 

r1 
[i 

IT 
II 
[I 

II 
GNO(I 

ECTION DIAGRAM 
PINOUT A 



54/7474 
54H/74Hr4 
548/74874 

54L8/74L874 
DUAL D-TYPE POSITIVE EDGE

TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOP 

DESCRIPTION - The '74 devices are dual Ootype flip-flops with Direct Clear 
and Set inputs and complementary (0.0) outputs. Information at the input is 
transferred to the outputs on the positive edge of the clock pulse. Clock trig
gering occurs at a voltage level of the clock pulse and is not directly related 
to the transition time of the positive going pulse. After the Clock Pulse input 
threshold voltage has been passed. the Data input is locked out and informa
tion present will not be transferred to the outputs until the next rising edge of 
the Clock Pulse input. 

TRUTH TABLE 
(Each Half) 

1, •. _. ,-
1I'1t"U I 

@ In 

o 
l 
H 

OUTPUTS 

@ In + 1 

o 0 
L 
H 

H 
L 

Asynchronous Inputs: 
LOW input to So sets 0 to HIGH leve! 
LOw input to Co sets 0 to LOW hlYel 
Clear and Set are independent of ~Iock 
Simultaneous LOW on Co and So 
makes both 0 and Q HIGH 

H; HIGH Voltage Level 
L ~ LOW Voltage Level 
tn = Bit time before clock pulse, 
tn. I " Bil time after clock pulse, 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

J'IN 
COMiMEACIAL GRADE MILITARY GRADE 

PKG 
PKGS Vee = +5.0 V ±5%. Vee = +5.0 V ±10%. 

TYPE OUT TA = O°C to +70°C TA = -55°C to +125°C 

Plastic 
A 

7474?C, 74H74PC 
9A DIP P 74S74PC. 74LS74PC 

Ceramic 
A 

7474DC, 74H74DC 5474DM.54H740M 
6A 

DIPtDI 74S740C.74LS740C 54S740M.54LS740M 

54S74FM.54LS74FM!'·, Flatpak A 74S74FC. 74LS74FC 
3! (F) 

B 7474FC. 74H74FC 5474FM. 54H74FM 

CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 
PINOUT A 

PINOUT B 

LOGIC SYMBOL 

::iO' S02 
0, 0, 02 02 

cp, CP2 

Co, 
0, 

Vcc = Pin 14 (41 
GND = Pin 7 (11) 



54/7493A 
54LS/74LS93 

DIVIDE-8Y-SIXTEEN COUNTER 

DESCRIPTION - The '93 is a 4-stage ripple counter containing a high speed 
flip-liop acting as a divide-by-two and three flip-flops connected as a divide
by-eight. HIGH signals on the Master Reset (MRl inputs override the clocks 
and force all outputs to the LOW state. 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

PIN 
COMMERCIAL GRAOE MILITARY GRADE 

PKG 
PKGS 

OUT 
Vee'" +5.0 V ±.5%, Vee = +5.0 V ± 10%. TYPE 
TA :." Q·C to +70·C TA '" -55°C to +125°C 

Plastic 
A 7493APC.74LS93PC 9A 

DIP (PI 

Ceramic 
DIP (01 

A 7493ADC. 74LS93DC 5493ADM. 54LS93DM 6A 

Flatpak 
A 7493AFC.74LS93FC 5493AFM.54LS93FM 31 (F) 

1,-11 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
PINOUT A 

LOGIC SYMBOL 

14 CPo 

cp, 
MR 0" 0,0" 0, 

2 3 12 9 8 11 

vee Z Pin 5 
GND ~ Pin 10 
NC'" PinS 4. 6. 7, 13 



7493 

MODE SELECTION 

RESET OUTPUTS 
INPUTS 

MRI MR2 00 01 02 

H H L 
L H 
H L 
L L 

H ' HIGH Voltage L.evel 
l lOW Voltage L.evel 

L L 
Count 
Count 
Count 

03 

L 

A-lla 

TRUTH TABLE 

COUNT 
OUTPUTS 

00 0, 02 03 

0 L L L L 
1 H L L L 
2 L H L L 
3 H H L L 

4 L L H L 
5 H L H L 
6 L H H L 
7 H H H L 

8 L L L H 
9 H L L H 

10 L H L H 
11 H H L H 

12 L L H H 
13 H L H H 
14 l H H H 
15 H H H H 

NOTE; Output 00 connected 10 CPl. 



54S/74S113 
54LS/7 4LS 113 

DUAL JK EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOP 

DESCRIPTION - The '113 offers individual J, K, Set and Clock inputs. When 
the clock goes HIGH the inputs are enabled and data may be entered. 
The logic level of the J and K inputs may be changed when the clock 
pulse is HIGH and the bistable will perform according to the Truth Table 
as long as minimum setup and hold times are observed. Input data is 
transferred to the outputs on the falling edge of the clock pulse. 

TRUTH TABLE Asynchronous Input: 

INPUTS 

@tn 

J K 

L L 
L H 
H L 
H H 

OUTPUT 

@ tn. 1 

a 

an 
L 
H 
an 

LOW input to So sets a to HIGH level 
Set is independent of clock 

tn .;; Bit time before clock pulse. 
In • 1 = Bil time after clock pulse. 
H ~ HIGH Voltage Level 
L = LOW Voltage Level 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

COMMERCIAL GF!AOe .. II .,.AIDV n",Ar"E 
piN •••• _ •• r-w..,, _''''"''''. 

PKGS 
OUT 

Vee = +5.0 V ±5%, Vee = +5.0 V ±10%, 
TA = O°C to +70°C TA = -55°C to +125°':: 

Plastic 
A 74S113PC, 74LS113PC DIP(P) 

Ceramic 
A 74S113DC. 74LS113DC 54S113DM,54LS113DM DIP (0) 

Flatpak 
A 74S113FC, 74LSl13FC 54S113FM. 54LS113FM (F) 

A-12 

PKG 

TYPE 

9A 

6A 

31 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
PINOUT A 

LOGIC SYMBOL 

4 10 anso Q 5 11 J So 0 

1 CP 13 CP 

2 K a 6 12 K 0 

l.-.-J L-....J 

Vce = Pin 14 
GND = Pin 7 

9 



54/74123 
DUAL RETRIGGERABLE 

RESETTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR 

DESCRIPTION - Each half of the '123 features retriggerable capability. com- R 

plementary dc level triggering and overriding Direct Clear. When a circuit 
is in the quasi-stable (delay) state. another trigger applied to the inputs 
(per the Truth Table) will cause the delay period to start again. without dis
turbing the outputs. By repeating this process. the output pulse oeriod (0 
HIGH. 6 LOW) can be made as long as desired. Alternatively, a delay period 
can be terminated at any time by a LOW signal on CO. which als) inhibits 
triggering. An internal connection from Co to the input gate makes i: possible 
to trigger the circuit by a positive-going signal on Co. as shown in the Truth 
Table. For timing capacitor values greater than 1000 pF, the output pulse 
width is defined as follows. 

tw = 0.28 AxCx (1.0 + 0.7/Ax) 
Where tw is in ns. Ax is in kU and Cx is in pF. 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

PIN 
COMMERCIAL GRADE MILITARY GRADE 

PKG 
PKGS OUT Vee = +5.0 V ±5%. Vee = +5.0 V ±10%. TYPE 

TA = O°C to +70°C TA = -55°C to +125°C 

Plastic 
A 74123PC 98 DIP (P) 

Ceramic 
A 74123DC 54123DM 68 DIP (D) 

Flatpak 
A 74123FC 54123FM 41. (F) 

A-13 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
PINOUT A 

LOGIC SYMBOL 

7 6 
(15) (14) 

RxC, 

11 
(3) 

o 5(13) 

Q 12(41 

Vcc '" Pin 16 
GNO = Pin 8 



54/74125 
54LS/7 4LS 125A 

QUAD BUS BUFFER GATE 
(With 3-State Outputs) 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

PIN 
COMMERCIAL GRADE MILITARY GRADE 

PKGS 
OUT 

Vee = +5.0 V ±5%. Vee = +5.0 V ±10!'\). 
TA = O°C to +70°C TA = -55°C to +12E'C 

Plastic 
A 74125PC.74LS125APC DIP(P) 

Ceramic 
A 74125DC.74LS125ADC 54125DM.54LS125ADM DIP (0) 

Flatpak 
A 74125FC.74LS125AFC 54125FM.54LS125AFM (F) 

INPUT LOADING/FAN-OUT: See Section 3 for U.L. definitions 

PINS 
54174 (U.L.) S4174LS (U.L.) 
HIGH/LOW HIGH/LOW 

Inputs 1.0/1.0 0.5/0.25 
Outputs 130/10 65115 

(50) (25)/(7.5) 

A-].4 

PKG 

TYPE 

911. 

6A 

31 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
PINOUT A 

TRUTH TABLE 

INPUTS 
OUTPUT 

E 0 

L L L 
L H H 
H X Z 

H = HIGH Vollage Level 
L = LOW Vollage Level 
x :' Immaterial 
Z = High Impedance 



54S/745138 
54lS/74LS138 

1-0F-8 DECODER/DEMUL TIPLEXEI; 

DESCRIPTION - The '138 is a high speed 1-01-8 decoder/demultiplexer. 
This device is ideally suited lor high speed bipolar memory chip select ad
dress decoding. The multiple input enables allow parallel expansion to a 
1-01-24 decoder using just three '138 devices or to a 1-01-32 decoder using 
lour '138 devices and one inverter. The '138 is fabricated with the Schottky 
barrier diode process lor high speed. 

• SCHOTTKY PROCESS FOR HIGH SPEED 
• DEMUL TIPLEXING CAPABILITY 
• MULTIPLE INPUT ENABLE FOR EASY EXPANSION 
• ACTIVE LOW MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE OUTPUTS 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

PKGS 

Plastic 
DIP(P) 

Ceramic 
DIP<D) 

Flatpak 
IF) 

A 

A 

A 

Vee = +5.0 V ±5%, 
TA = QOC to +70·C 

74S138PC, 74LS138PC 

74S138DC, 74LS138DC 

74S138FC, 74lS138FC 

54S138DM.54LS138DM 

54S138FM,54LS138FM 

F.-15 

PKG 

TYPE 

98 

68 

4L 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
PINOUT A 

LOGIC SYMBOL 

1 2 3 456 

Ao Al A2 E 

1S 14 13 12 11 10 9 7 

Vee = Pin 16 
GND'" Pin 8 



74L5138 

INPUTS 

~1 E2 E3 14.0 

~ X X X 
X H X X 
X X L X 

L L H L 
L L H H 
L L H L 
L L H H 

L L H L 
L L H H 
L L H L 
L L H H 

H = HIGH Voltage I.e vel 
I. ; LOW Voltage Level 
X ~ Immaterial 

TRUTH TABLE 

14.1 14.2 00 01 02 

X X H H H 
X X H H H 
X X H H H 

L L L H H 
L L H L H 
H L H H L 
H L H H H 

L H H H H 
L H H H H 
H H H H H 
H H H H H 

A-15a 

OUTPUTS 

03 04 05 06 07 

H H H H H 
H H H H H 
H H H H H 

H H H H H 
H H H H H 
H H H H H 
L H H H H 

H L H H H 
H H L H H 
H H H L H 
H H H H L 



54/74145 
1-0F-10 DECODER/DRIVER 

(With Open-Collector Outputs) 

DESCRIPTION -, The '145 decoder/drivers are designed to accept BCD 
Inputs and provide appropriate outputs to drive 7-segment numerical dis
plays. All outputs remain OFF for all invalid binary input conditions. These 
devices are designed lor use as indicator/relay drivers or as open-collector 
logic circuit drivers. Each of the high breakdown (15 V) output transistors 
will sink up to 80 rnA of current. 

• OPEN-COLLECTOR OUTPUTS 
• 80 rnA CURRENT SINKING 
• 15 V GUARANTEED BREAKDOWN 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

COMMERCIAL GRADE MILITARY GRAOE PIN ~ ______________ -+ ____________ . __ ~ 

PKGS 
OUT 

Plastic 
A 

DIP (PI 

Ceramic 
A OIPID) 

Flatpak 
A IF) 

Vee = +5.0 V ±5%. 
TA '" O°C to +70°C 

74145PC 

74145DC 

74145FC 

Vee = +5.0 V ±1'J%. 
TA = -55°C to +125°C 

541450M 

54145FM 

INPUT LOADING/FAN-OUT: See Section 3 for U.L. definitions 

PIN NAMES DESCRIPTION 

BCD Inputs 
Outputs (Active LOw> 

·oc - 01'1:0 COIt<l(I(l( 

LOGIC SYMBOL 

15 14 13 12 

1 2 a " 5 & "'7: 9 10 11 

PKG 

TYPE 

96 

7B 

4L 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
PINOUT A 

54/74 (U.L.) 
HIGH/LOW 

1.0/1.0 
OC·/12.5 



74145 

TRUTH TABLE 

INPUTS OUTPU"iS 

Ao Al A2 A3 00 0, C>.! <:h l5.& ~ Os th Os Os 
L L L L L H H H H H H H H H 
H L L L H L H H H H H H H H 
L H L L H H L H H H H H H H 
H H L L H H H L H H H H H H 

L L H L H H H H L H H· H .H H 
H L H L H H H H H L H H H H 
L H H L H H H H H H L H H H 
H H H L H H H H H H H L H H 

L L L H H H H H H H H H L H 
H L L H H H H H H H H H H L 
L H L H H H H H H H H H H H 
H H L H H H H H H H H H H H 

L L H H H H H H H H H H H H 
H L H H H H H H H H H H H H 
L H H H H H H H H H H H H H 

I H H_~ .. ~ H H H H H H H H H 

Ii ~ HIGh i/oUallt LI .. 
L • LOW I/ollage I. ..... 

A-16a 



54/74161 • 54LS/74LS161. 
54/74163 • 54LS/74LS16:' 
SYNCHRONOUS PRESETTABLE. 

BINARY COUNTERS 

DESCRIPTION - The '161 and '163 are high sp~ed synchronous modul0-16 
binary counters. They are synchronously presettable for application in pro
grammable dividers and have two types of Count Enable inputs plus a Ter
minal Count output for versatility in forming synchronous multistage 
counters. The '161 has an asynchronous Master Reset input that overrides all 
other inputs and forces the outputs LOW. The '163 has a Synchronous Reset 
input that overrides counting and parallel loading and allows the outputs to 
be simultaneously reset on the rising edge of the clock. For functional 
description and detail specifications please refer to the '160 data sheet. For 
S-TTL and LP-TTL versions please see the 9316 data sheet. 

• SYNCHRONOUS COUNTING AND LOADING 
• HIGH SPEED SYNCHRONOUS EXPANSION 
• LS VERSIONS FULLY EDGE TRIGGERED 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

PIN 
COMMERCIAL GRADE MILIT ARY GRADE 

PKG 
PKGS 

OUT 
Vee'" +5.0 V ±5%, Vee'" +5,0 V 'tl0%, 

TYPE TA .~ O°C to +70°C TA ,~ .550 C to + 125°C 

Plastic 
A 

74161PC, 74LS161PC 
DIP 'PI 74163PC, 74LS163PC 9B 

CeramiC 
A 

74161DC, 74LS161DC 54161 OM, 54LS161 OM 
7B DIPIDI 74163DC, 74LS1630C 54163DM,54LS163DM 

Flatpak 
A 

74161FC, 74LS161 FC 54161FM,54LS161FM 
4l (F' 74163FC, 74LS163FC 54163FM,54LS163FM 

---

A-17 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
PINOUT A 

'MR tor '161 
'SR for '163 

LOGIC SYMBOL 

L Iii i 
PE Po p, P1 p~ 

7- CEP 

10- en TC r-15 

.- CP 
OR 0" 0,0; O· 

'MR for '161 
'§R for '163 

Vce = Pin 16 
Gnd = Pin 8 

STATE DIAGRAM 



54/74174 
548/748174 

54LS/74LS174 
HEX D FLIP-FLOP 

DESCRIPTION - The '174 is a high speed hex 0 flip-flop. The device is 
used primarily as a 6-bit edge-triggered storage register. The information 
on the 0 inputs is transferred to storage during the LOW-to-HIGH clock 
transition. The device has a Master Reset to simultaneously clear all flip-flops. 

• EDGE·TRlGGERED D·TYPE INPUTS 
• BUFFERED POSITIVE EDGE·TRIGGERED CLOCK 
• ASYNCHRONOUS COMMON RESET 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

'IN 
COMMERCIAL GRADE MILITARY GRADE 

PKGS 
OUT 

Vee = +5.0 V ±5%, Vee = +5.0 V ±10'lo, 
TA = O°C to +70·C TA = -55°C to +125·C 

Plastic 
A 

74174PC, 
DIP (PI 74S174PC, 74L5174PC 

Ceramic 
A 

741740C, 54174DM, 
DIP (01 7451740C, 74L5174DC 54S174o'M,54LS174DM 

Flatpak 
A 

74174FC, 54174FM, I (Fl 74S174FC, 74LS174FC 54S174FM,54LS174FM 

TRUTH TABLE 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

@ tn, MR = H @ tn + 1 

On an 

H H 
L L 

In .. 811 lime before pOtltive-golng clockll"nsillon 
In .... z Billime afler POllllve-gOing cloql< Iraii,llion 

, H" HIGH Vollage Level 
L .. LOW Voltage Level 

A-18 

PKG 

Type 

96 

66 

4L 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
PINOUT A 

LOGIC SYMBOL 

3 4 6 11 13 14 

• 

2 5 7 10 12 15 

Vee := Pin 15 
GND = Pin 8 



54/74193 
54LS/74LS193 

UP/DOWN BINARY COUNTER 
(With Separate Up/down Clocks) 

DESCRIPTION - The '193 is an up/down modul0-16 binary counter. Sep
arate Count Up and Count Down Clocks are used and in either counting 
mode the circuits operate synchronously. The outputs change state syn
chronous with the LOW-to-HIGH transitions on the clock inputs. Separate 
Terminal Count Up and Terminal Count Down outputs are provi( ed which 
are used as the clocks for subsequent stages without extra logic, thus simpli
fying multistage counter designs. Individual preset inputs allow tt e circuits 
to be used as programmable counters. 80th the Parallel Load (Pi:) and the 
Master Reset (MR) inputs asynchronously override the clocks. For junctional 
description and detail specifications please refer to the '192 data sheet. 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

PIN 
COMMERCIAL GRADE MILITARY GRADE 

PKG 
PKGS Vee = +5.0 V ±5%, Vee == +5.0 V ±10%, 

OUT 
TA '" O°C to +70"C TA = -55"C to +125"C TYPE 

Plastic 
A 74193PC, 74L$193PC 98 DIP (Pl 

Ceramic 
A 74193DC, 74LS193DC 54193DM,54LS193DM 68 DIP!D) 

Flatpak 
A 74193FC, 74LS193FC 54193FM,54LS193FM 4L (F) 

A-19 

5 

4 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
PINOUT A 

LOGIC SYMBOL 

11 15 1 10 9 

PI. Po p, P2 p, 

CPu TCu 12 

cPo TCo 

14 3 2 Ii 7 

Vee'" Pm 16 
GNO'" Pin 8 

13 



54LS/74LS373 
OCTAL TRANSPARENT LATCH 

(With 3-State Outputs) 

DESCRIPTION - The '373 consists of eight latches with 3-state outputs for 
bus organized system applications. The flip-flops appear transparent to the 
data when Latch Enable (L8 is HIGH. When LE is LOW, the data thal meets 
the setup times is latched. Data appears on the bus when the Output Enable 
(OE) is LOW. When OE is HIGH the bus output is in the high impedance state. 

• EIGHT LATCHES IN A SINGLE PACKAGE 
• 3-STATE OUTPUTS FORBUS INTERFACING 

ORDERING CODE: See Section 9 

PIN ~C;;.;O;..;M;.;.;'M.:.;.;E;;;.;R:.;.;C::..;I,;,.;A;:.L ..;;G;.;.:R;;.;A.::,D.::,E+-.....;M.:.;.I;.:L;;...:IT;..:..A;.;.:R;.;.Y...;:G::;.;R.:.;.A.;:D;.:E:.......j PKG 
PKGS 

OUT 
Vee = +5.0 V ±5%, 
TA = O°C to +70°C 

Vee = +5.0 V ±10%, TYPE 
TA = -55°C to +125°C 

Plastic 
A i4LS373PC 9Z . DIP (PI 

Ceramic 
DIP (0) 

A 74LS373DC 54LS373DM 4E 

Flatpak 
A 74LS373FC 54LS373FM 4F (F) 

LOGIC DIAGRAM 

O. O. Os 

A-20 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
PINOUT A 

LOGIC SYMBOL 

3 4 7 8 13 14 17 1 • 

Do 0, 02 03 O. o~ 06 07 
11 LE 

OE 

2 5 6 9 12 15 16 1e 

Vec = Pin 20 
GND = Pin 10 

00 



8T97 HEX TRI-STATE INVERTERS 

fT87 

0154 INPUTS OUTPUT 
INl 

OUT; DIS IN OUT 
IN2 H X Hi·z. 

OUT2 

IN3 

OUT3 

L H H 
L L L 

-- -
GND 

7-1-2 

A-21 



82S123 25'S-BIT BIPOlAR TII·S1 ATE PRO'GRAMMABLE ROM 

DESCRIPTION 
The 82S23 (open Collector 'Outputs) and the 82S123 
(Tristate Outputs) are Bipolar 256 ,Bit Read Only Mem
ories organized as 32 words by 8 bits per word. They are 
Field-Programmable, which means that custom patterns are 
immediately available by following the simple fusing pro
cedure given in this data sheet. A chip enable line is pro
vided and the outputs are bare collector or Tristate to allow 
for memory expansion capability. 

The 82S23 and 82S 123 are fully TTL compatible and in
clude on-the-chip decoding. Typical access time is 35 nS. 

lOGIC DIAGRAM 

32.8 ARRAY 

Vee • jU11 
GND '·181 
CNI • DoIio1up ... Noomloon 

A-22 

FEATURES 
• PNP INPUTS 

• BUFFERED ADDRESS LINES 

• ON THE CHIP DECODING 

• A CHIP ENABLE LINE 

• OPEN COLLECTOR OR TRISTATE OUTPUTS 

• DIODE PROTECTED INPUTS 

• NO SEPARATE "FUSING" PINS 

• BOARD PROGRAMMABLE 

INPUT/OUTPUT SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS 

INPUT SCHEMATIC 

OUTPUT SCHEMATIC 

82S123 



8208 18287 
8·BIT PARALLEL BIDIRECTIONAL BUS· DRIVERb 

lIB Data Bus Buffer Driver for MCS.86T~1 
MC8-80™, MCS.8S™, and MCS·48™ 

• High Output Drive Capability for 
Driving System Data Bus 

• 3-State Outputs 

III 20·Pln Package with 0.3" Center 

II Fully Parallel 8·Blt Transcelvers 
II No Output Low Noise when Entering 

or Leaving High Impedance State 

8208 
The 'and 8287 are a·blt bipolar transceivers with 3·state outpuls, The 8287 Inverts the Input data al Its outputs 
whilo Ihea \;Ioe8 not. Thus, a wide variety of applications lor bullerlng In microcomputer systems can be met. 

208 

PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

8208 

PIN NAMES 

I .... A' LOCAL _UI OATA 
11&-17 UtTlIt IUSOA fA 
1011 OI,ITPII1 IlNAaLi 

f TIIAHIMIT 

LOGIC OIAGRAMS 

r - -!fP,;.8 -~- , 
I I 

_____ .2,1':='A 

I 
I 

-a 
c,uAfi -.. -----~ 
~ 

L-----~'!:!OA:.jE I'" I. 
_____ .s.r.!;!:.. 

-. 
ceLLA ------- 'SJ 
CILLA!-t t--------1-HEJ 
caLLA ...., 

________ :.Jl 

A-22a 

8287 r--------, 

_____ .5.E&lA 
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8257/8257·5 
PROGRAMMABLE DMA CONTROLLER 

MCS_8S™ Compatible 8257-5 • Terminal Count and Modulo 128 

4·Channel OMA Controller 
Outputs 

Single TTL Clock • 
Priority OMA Request Logic • Single + 5V Supply 

Channel Inhibit Logic II Auto Load Mode 

The Inlel" 8257 is a 4·channel direct memory access (DMA) controller. II Is specifically designed to simplify the 
transler of data at high speeds for the Intel- microcomputer systems. Its primary lunctlon is to generate, upon a 
peripheral request, a sequential memory address which will allow the peripheral 10 read or write data directly to or 
from memory. Acquisition of the system bus in accomplished via the CPU's hold lunction. The 8257 has priority logiC 
that resolves the peripherals requests and lsaues a composite hold request to the CPU, It maintains the OMA cyc.le 
count for each channel and outputs a control 81gnal to notify the peripheral that the programmed number of DMA 
cycles la complete. Other output control slgnala simplify sectore<;j data transfers, The 8257 represents a significant 
sayings In component count for DMA·based microcomputer systems and greatly simplifies Ihe transfer 01 data at 
high speed between peripherals and memories, 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

G ........ I 
The 8257 16 II programmable. Direct Memory Access 
(DMA) device which. when coupled with a single Intel-
8212 1/0 port device. provides a complete four-channel 
DMA controller for use In Intel- microcomputer systems. 
After being Initialized by software. the 8257 can transfer a 
block of data. containing up to 16.384 bytes. between 
memory and a peripheral device directly. without further 
intervention reqUired of the CPU. Upon receiving a DMA 
transfer request from an enabled peripheral. the 8257: 

1. Acquires control of the system bus. 

2. Acknowledges that requesting peripheral which IS 

connected to the highest priority channel. 

3. Outputs the least significant eight bits olthe memory 
address onto system address lines Au-A,. outputs 
the most Significant eight bits of the memory address 
to the 8212 1/0 port via the data bus (the 8212 
places these address bits on lines As,A,!». and 

4, Generates the appropriale memory and I/O readl 
write control signals that cause the peripheral to 
receive or depOSit a data byte directly from or to the 
addressed location in memory. 

The 8251 Will retain control of the system bus and repeat 
Ihe Iransfer sequence. as long as a peripheral maintains its 
OMA requea\. Thus. the 8257 can transfer a block of data 
to/from a high spelld peripheral (e.g .. a sector of data on a 
floppy disk) in a Single "burst", When the speCified 
number of dala byles have been transferred. the 8257 
activates its Terminal Count (Te) output. informing the 
CPU that the operation is complete. 

The 8257 offers three different modes of' operation: 
(1) DMA read. which causes data to be transferred from 
memory to a peripheral; (2) DMA write. which causes 
data to be transferred from a peripheral to memory; 
and (3) DMA venfy. which does not actually involve the 
trans'er of data. When an 8257 channel is in the DMAverify 
mode. il will respond the same al dellcribed for Iranster 
opera lions. except that no memory or I/O read/write 
control signals Will be generated. thus preventing the 
Iransfer 01 data The 8257. however. will gain control of the 
system bus and Will acknowledge the peripheral's DMA 
request lor each DMA cycle, The peripheral can use these 
acknowledge Signals to enable an internal access of each 
byte of a data block in order to execute some verification 
procedure. such as the accumulation of a CRC (Cyclic 
Atjdufldancy Codo) chackword. For example. a block of 
DMA verify CyCles mighl follow a block of DMA read cyclet 
(memory to perapheral) to allow the peripheral to verify its 
newly acqUired .data. 

A-24 

Block DI.gram D.scrlptlon 

1. DMA Ct,.nnel, 
The 8257 provides four separate DMA channels (labeled 
CH-O to Ci-t-3). Each channel includes two sixteen-bit 
registers: (1) Ii DMA address register. and (2) a termi
nal count register. Both registers must be Initialized 
before a channel is enabled. The DMA auo'(lss regiliter IS 

loaded with the address of the 'first memory location to be 
accessed, The value loaded Into the low-order 14-blts of 
the terminal count register specifies the number of DMA 
cycles manus one before the Terminal Count (TC) output 
is activated For instance. a terminal count of 0 would 
cause the TC output 10 be active in the IIrst DMA cycle for 
that channel. In general. if N = the number of deSired DMA 
cycles. load the value N-' into the low-order 14-bits of the 
terminal count register. The most signaficanltwo bits of the 
terminal count register specify the Iype of DMA operation 
for that channel. 
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These two bits are not modified during a OMA cycle. but 
can be changed between OMA blocks. 

Each channel accepts a ElMA Request (OROn) input and 
provides a OMA Acknowledge (OACKn) oulput. 

(ORO O-DRO 3) 
OMA Request: These are individual asynchronous chan
nel request Inputs used by Ihe pertpherals to obtain a OMA 
cycle. If not in the rota ling priority mode then ORO 0 has 
the highest prtority and ORO 3 has the lowest. A requeat 
can be generated by raising the request line and holding It 
high until OMA acknowledge. For multiple OMA cyclea 
(Burst Mode) the request lino is held high unlillho OMA 
aCknowledge 01 the last cycle aHlves. 

(OACK' 0 -' DACK 3) 
DMA Acknowledge: An acllve low level on ,the acknowl· 
edge output informs the peripheral connected 10 that 
channel that il has been selected for a OMA cycle. The 
O'ACK output acts as a "Chip select" lor the peripheral 
device requesting service. This line goes acllve (low) 
and Inactive (high) once for each byte transferred even if 
a burst of data is being transferred. 

2. Oata 8.,. 8uffer 

This three-atate. bi-directionel, eight bit buffer interfaces 
the 8257 10 the ayatem data bua. 

(0.-0,) 

Data Bus Lines: These are bi-dlrectional three-slate lines. 
When Ihe 8257 is being programmed by the CPU. eight
bits of data lor a OMA addreas regisler, a terminal count 
rogister or Ihe Mode Set register ate received on the data 
bus When the CPU reads a OMA addresa regiater. a 
terminal count register or the Statua register. the data IS 

sent to the CPU over Ihe data bus. During DMA cycles 
jwhen the 8257 is the bus masterl, the 8257 will output the 
most Significant eight-blta of Ihe memory eddresa (from 
one 01 the OMA address regiatersltothe 8212 latch via the 
<.lata bus. These addresa bits wlllbe transl.rred at the 
beglnmng of the OMA cycle; the bUs will then be releaaed 
to handle the memory data transfer during Ihe balance of 
the OMA cycle. 
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BIT '5 
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BIT 14 

o 
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-----'---_._--

_._- ----_._---
TYPE OF OMA OPERATION 

V.rlly OMA Cycle 
Wrlle OMA Cycle 
Re.d OMA CyCle 

(Illegal) 

Fltur. 2. 8251 Block Dia.ram Showing Data Bus 
, Butte, 
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3. Read1Wrtte l. 
WtIen the CPU Is programming or reading one of the 
8257's resisters (1.8., when the 8257 Is a "slave" device on 
the system bus), the AeadlWrlle logic accepts the 1/0 
Read (17OR) or I/O Write (VOW) .slgnal, decodes the least 
siGnificant fOUf address bits, (Ao·A~, and either writes 
the contents of the deta bus Into the addt.ssed reglater 
(II flOW Is true) or places the contents of the addr .... d 
register onto the data bu. (if mm Is tru.). 

Ouring OMA cycles (i.8 .• when the 8257 IS the bus 
"master"). the Read/Write logic generates the 1/0 read 
and memory write (OMA write cycle) or 110 Write and 
memory read (OMA read cycle) signals which control the 
data. link with the peripheral that ha. been granted the 
OMA cycle. 

Note that during OMA transfers Non-OMA 1/0 devices 
should be de-selected (disabled) using "AEN" signal to 
inhibit I/O device decoding of the memory address as an 
erroneous device addt .... 

(ubA; 

110 Read: An active-low. bi-directionalthree-state line. In 
the "slave" mOde. it is an input which allows the 8-bit 
status register or the upperllower byte of a 16-bit OMA 
address register or terminal count register to be read. In 
tho "master" mode. I/OR is a control output which is used 
to access data tram a peripheral during the OMA write 
cycle. 

(lioW) 

1/0 Write: An active-low. bi-directional three-stateline. In . 
the "slave" mOde. it is an input which allows the contents 
01 the data bus to be loaded into the 8-blt mode set register 
or the upperllower byte of a 16-bit OMA addt •• s register 
or termInal count register. In the "meate'" mOde.I/OW is a 
control output which allows data to be output to a 
peripheral during a OMA reed cycle. 

(ClK) 

Clock Input: Generally from an Intel' 8224 Clock Gen· 
erator davlce. (.2 TTL) or Intel' 8085A ClK output. 

(RESET) 

Reset: An .,ynchronous Input (aenerally from an 8224 
or 80lIl5 de.vlce) which dlsab!ea all OMA channel, by 
clearing (he mode register anG 3-atatea all control lines. 

(A,-A;i 

Addre .. Lines: These least sign!ficant lour address lines 
are bi-directional. In the "slave" mode they are inputs 
which aelect one 01 the regIsters to be read or 
programmed. In the "master" mode. they are outputs 
which constitute the least signlhcantfour bits of the 16-blt 
memory address generated by the 8257 

Chip Select. An active-low ,nput which enables the 110 
Read or i/O Wnte Input when the 8257 IS being read or 
programmed In the "slave" mode In the "master" mode. 
CS is automatically disabled to prevent the chip from 
selecting itself while performing the OMA function 

Ftture :t. 8257 lIock Dlalilram ShowinG 
Rea_rite lotlc Function 
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4. Conlrol Logic 

This block controls the sequence of operations dUring all 
OMA cycles by generating the appropn.ate control sIgnals 
and the 16-blt address that specIfies the memory localton 
to be acce.ssed. 

(A4-A7) 

Address lines' These four address lines are three-state 
outputs whIch constitute bits 4 through 7 01 the 160M 
memory address generated by the 8257 during all OMA 
cycles. 

(READy) 

Ready: ThIS asynchronous input is used 10 elongate Ihe 
memory read and wrlle cycles In the 8257 WIth wail $Iates 
il the selected memory requires longer cycles. 

(HRQ) 

Hold Requesl: ThIS outpul requesls conlrol ollhe syslem 
bus In syslems wllh only one 8257. HRC will normally be 
applied 10 the HOLD input on the CPU. 

(HLDA) 

Hold Acknowledge: This input from the CPU indicates 
that Ihe 8257 has acquired control of the system bus. 

{MEiUij 

Memory Read: This active-lOW three-state output il used 
to read data from the addrelSed memory location during 
OMA Read cycles. 

(MEMW) 

Memory Write: Tllii active-low three-state oulpl,ll is used 
to write data into Ihe addressed memory location during 
OMA Write cycles. 

(ADST8) 

Address Strobe: This output 51robes lhe moat significant 
byte of the memory addres8 into the 8212 device from the 
data bus. 

(AEN) 

Address Enable: This output is used to disable "'oatl Ihe 
System Data Bus and the System Control Bus. It may also 
be used to (bsable (floatllhe Syatem Addr._ Bus by ule 
of an enable on the Addre .. Bus Orlver. in systeml to 

.;;.irlhiblt non-OMA devices from responcilng during OMA 
cycles. It may be further used to isolate the 8257 data bus 
from the System Oala Bus to fact/itate the t,ansfer 01 the B 
most significant OMA addte .. bits ovw the 8t57 data 110 
PIOS WIthout subjecting Ihe System Data Bus 10 any 
liming constraints for Ihe t,ansfer. When the 8t57 is used 
tn an I/O deVIce structure (as oppQMCS to memory 
mapped). this AEN outpul .ho~lIo be uted 1O •• 00e the 
selection of an 1/0 device when the OMAaddtesa ;'on the 
adoress bus. The 110 device selecHon tbould be 
determined by the OMA a,Pknowled,. outllMllt for the 4 .... :. 
channels. 
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(TC) 

Terminal Count. ThIS 'output noltlies the currently 
selected pertpheral thai the present DMA cycle should be 
the last cycle tor thiS dala block lithe TC STOP bIt 10 the 
Mode Set roglster IS set. the selected channel WIll be 
automatically dIsabled at the end ollhal OMA cycle. TC IS 
actIVated when the 14-blt value In Ihe selected channel's 
terminal count regIster equals zero. Recall that the low
order 14·b1lS 01 the terminal count register should be 
loaded with the values (n·l). wheren" thedeslfed number 
01 the OMA cycles. 

(MARK) 

Mc·dulo 128 Mark: This output notifies the selecled 
peripheral that the current OMA cycle is Ihe 1281h cycle 
Slr,ce the prevIous MARK output. MARK always occurs 8t 
12~ (and all multiples of 128) cycles Irom the end of the 
da"a block. Only If the lolal number of OMA cycles (n) IS 
evenly dillisable by 128 (and the terminal count register 
was loaded with n·I). WIll MARK occur al128 (and each 
succeedIng mulltple of 128) cycles from the beginning of 
the dala block. 

F ...... 4. 8257 Block Diagrem Showt", Conlrol Logic 
and Mode Set Reo,.le, 
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5. Mode S., R ...... r 

When set. the vanous bits in the Mode Set register enable 
each of the four DMA channels. and allow four different 
options for the 8257: 

The Mode Set register is normally programmed by the 
CPU after the DMA address registerlsl and terminal 
count register(s) are initialized. The Mode Set Register is 
cleared by Ihe RESET input, thus disabling aU options. 
inhibiting all channels, and preventing bus conflicts on 
power-up. A channel should not be lefl enabled unless its 
DMA address and terminal count registers contain valid 
values; otherwise. an inadvertent DMA request (DROn) 
from It peripheral could initiate a DMA cycle that would 
destroy memory data. 

The various options which can be enabled by bits In the 
Mode Set register are explained below: 

Re"'"" flr ... ty lit 4 
In the Rotating Priority Mode. the priority of the Channels 
has a circular sequence. After each DMA cycle. the 
priority of eaCh channel Changes. The Channel which had 
just been serviced will have the lowest priority. 

If the ROTATING PRIORITY bit IS not set (set to a zero). 
each DMA channel has a lixed priority. In the fixed priority 
mode. Channel 0 has the highest priority and Channel 3 
has Ihe lI)wtlst lI110ltly If the ROTATING PRIORITY bit IS 

set to a one. the priOrity of each Channel changes aller 
each DMA cycle (not eaCh DMA request). Each Channel 
In(}ves~u,p to the nellt highest priority assignment. while 
the cnannel which has lust been serviced moves to the 
lowest prionty aSsignment: 

." .. _---_.- ---
CHAN .. L ....... CH-O CH·1 eH·1 CH-) 

JUST $I"YleiD 

Prlerlt, --to- ......,... CH·1 eH·Z CH·) CH·O 
A~ t CH-Z CM-a CM-' CH-1 

CH·) CH·, CH-, CH-I 
L-.l CH-t CH·1 CH·I eH·a 

Note that lotating priority will prevent anyone channel 
from monupollzing the DMA mode; consecutive DMA 
cycles will service different channels if more than one 
channel Is enabled and requesting servlco. There is no 
overhead penally aSSOCiated with Ihis mode of opera· 
lion. All DMA opera lions began with Channal 0 Initially 
assigned to the highest pnorlty for the firsl DMA cycle. 

Extenclecl Write lit 5 
If the EXTENDED WRITE bit IS set. the duration of bolh the 
MEMW and IIOW signals is eldended by acttvaling them 
earlier in the DMA cycle. Data Iranslers Within micro
computer systems proceed asynChronously 10 allow 
use of various types of memory and I/O devices With 
differenl access times. If a device cannot be accessed 
wilhin a specific amount of time It returns a "not ready" 
indication to the 8257 that causes the 8257 to insertoneor 
more wait slates in its internal sequencing. Some deVices 
are fast enough to be accessed Without thc use of walt 
states, but if they generate their READY response With the 
leading edge of the flow or ~it:MW signal (which 
generally occurs late in the transfer sequence), they 
would normally cause Ihe 8257 10 enter a Wliit slale 
because it does not receive READY In lime. For systems 
with these types 01 devices. the Extended Wflle optton 
provides alternative liming for the I/O and memory wrile 
signals which allows the deVices to return an early READY 
and prevents the unnecessary occurrence 01 wall Iltate:; 10 

the 8257. thus increasing system throughput. 

TC Stop.lt 8 
If Ihe TC STOP bit is set. a channel IS disabled (I.e .. liS 

enable bit is reset) after the Terminal Count (TC) output 
goes true., Ihus automatically preventing further DMA 
cp:r:.t:cr; on that ch:"neL The enab,!e b~t for thet Cha!'H'H!f 

musl be ,e-programmed to continue or begin another 
DMA operation. If the TC STOP bit is nol set. the 
occurrence 01 the TC output has no effect on the Channel 
enable bits. In this case. il is generally the responsibility of 
the peripheral to cease DMA requests 10 order to terminate 
a DMA operation. 

Auto Load III 7 
The Auto Load mode permlt~ Channel 2 to be usod lor 
repeat block or block chamlng operallons, Without 
immediate software IOtervenlton between blocks Chan
nel 2 registers are initialized as usual lor the hrst data 
block; Channel 3 registers, however, are used to store the 
block re-initializatlon parameters (OMA starling address. 
terminal count and DMA transfer mode). After the first 
block of OMA cycles is executed by Channel 2 (I.e .. after 
the TC output goes true). Ihe paramelers stored in the 
Channel 3 registers are transferred to Channel 2 during an 
"update" cycle. NOle Ihat the TC STOP feature. descnbed 
above. hal no elfect on Channel 2 when the Auto Load bit 
is sel 
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If the Auto Load bit is set. the iOitial parameters for 
Channel 2 are automatically duplicated in the Channel 3 
registers when Channel 2 is programmed. This permits 
repeat block operations to be set up with the programming 
01 a single channel. Repeat block operations can be used 
in applications such as CRT relreshing. Channels 2 and 3 
can stili be loaded with separate values II Channel 2 IS 
loaded before loading Channel 3 Note that In the Auto 
Load mode. Channel 3 is still available to the user If the 
Channel 3 enable bit IS set. but use 01 this channel will 
change the values to be auto toaded Into Channel 2 at 
update time, All that IS necessary to use the Auto Load 
feature for chaining operations 18 to reload Channel 3 
registers at the conclusion of each update cycle wtth the 
new parameters lor the next data block transler. 

Each time that the 6251 enters an update cycle. the update 
flag in the status register is let and parameters in Channel 
3 are translerred to Channel 2. non-destructively lor 
Channel 3. The actual re-initialization of Channel 2 occurs 
at the beginning of the next channel 2 OMA cycle atter tha 
TC cycle, This will be the lirat OMA cycle of the new data 
block lor Channel 2. The updete flag is cleared at lhe 
conctusion of this OMA cycle. For chaining operations. 
the update lIag in the status regiater can be monitored by 
the CPU to determine when the r8-initializatlon process 
has been completed so that the next block parameters can 
be safely loaded into Channel 3. 

6. Stat"s Reflls.at 

The eight-bit status register indicates which channels 
have reached a terminal count condition and Includes Ihe 
update flag described previously. 

1 6 ~ 4 ] l' I 

[71 0 1 0 I I I I I 
t 1 ! ! 

UPDATE flAG .,j l. I. . 

I 
t_ lCS1ATUSfORCHANNH 0 

Ie S1 A JUS fOR (MANNf l 1 
tC STAHI$ fOR CHANNt II 

··le SlAfUSJoOR CHA,NNLL 1 

The TC status bits are set when the Terminal Coun! (TC) 
output is activated lor that channel These bits remain set 
until the status regIster is (ead or the 8257 IS reset The 
UPDA TE . FLAG. however. IS not affected by a status 
register read operation. The UPDATE FLAG can be 
cleared by resetting the 6257. by changing to the non-aulO 
load mode (Le .. by resetllng the AUTO LOAD bit In the 
Mode Set regtster) or It can be left to clear Itself at the 
completion 01 the update cycle. The purpose of the 
UPOA TE FLAG is to prevent the CPU from inadvertently 
skipping a data block by overwriting a starting address or 
terminal count in Ihe Channel 3 reg.sters belore those 
parameters are properly aulo·loaded into Channel 2 

The user Is cautioned against reading Ihe TC stalus 
r",lster and using this inlormation to reenable chan· 
nel s that have not completed operation. Unless Ihe 
Ot.A channels are Inhibited a channel could reach ler· 
mbal count (TC) between the stalus read and the mode 
write. OMA can be inhibited by a hardware gate on the 
HF,Q line or by disabling channels with a mode word 
beioro reading the TC status. 

--I PARAMETERS r "'IPARAMETI"SI 
fO" I.OCK • '0" "'OCKa 

(eM zt j letts) CHANNt L 1 U'OA' E 
OCCUR'ktRf 

--I PAI\AMETER$ r 
'011 'LOCK' {ew 3t CHAN-"El 2 O'OA Tf 

j OCCUR' "'UU '\ 
110 WRITt, 

OAt., ____________ nnIUL __ 
!---OAT .... Ot;K '-1 

TC 

UPOATi HAG 

Figure 5. Autoload Timing 
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OPERATIONAL SUMMARY 

JIIr.a.,u,,'no and Re.dl.,. the 8257 Reoia'eTa 
There are lour pairs 01 "channel registers": each pair 
consisting 01 a 16-bit OMA address register and a 16-bit 
terminal count register (one pair for each channel). The 
8257 also Includes two "general registers": one 8-bit 
Mode Set register and one8-bit Slatu~ register. The 
registers are loaded or read when the CPU executes a 
write or read instruction that addresses the 8257 deVice 
and the appropriate register within the 8257. The 8228 
generates the appropriate read or write control signal 
(generally IIOR or IIOW while the CPU places a 16-bit 
address on the system address bus, and either outputs the 
data to be written onto the system data bus or accepts the 
data being read from the data bus. All or some 01 the most 
signilicant 12 address bits A.-A" (depending on the 
systems memory, 110 configuration) are usually decoded 
to produce the chip select (CS) Input to the 8257. An 110 
Write input (or Memory Wnte in memory mapped 1/0 
configurations, described below) speCifies that the 
addressed register IS to be programmed, while an 1/0 
Read input (or Memory Read) specilles that the addressed 
register is to be read. Address bit 3 specifies whether a 
"channel register" (AI = 0) or the Mode Set (program 
only)/StatulI (read only) register (AI'" 1) is 10 be accessed. 

The least Significant three address bits, AcrA2, indicate the 
speCific register to be accessed. When accessing the 
Mode Set or Status register, Ao-A2 are all zero. When 
accessing a channel register bit Ao differentiates between 
the OMA address register (Ao '" 0) and the termmal count 
register (Ao = I), while bits AI and A2 specity one 01 the 

8257 Roola'.T S.lectlon 

CONTROL INPUT cs IIOW 

P'~'.m HIli 01 I o 0 

_C_h_l_n_nl_I_R_eg..::..."_'I_r ___ I--_'_" " 

Rlld HIli oIl 
Chin ... ' Reol ••• r 

Proo,.m Mode 5.' 
Reg •• I., 

R .. d 6la'ul ReOII'er 

o 

o 

o 

.. _ .. _- ----
IIOR Al 

o 
.---. -- c---.-

lour channels. Because the "channel registers" are 16-
bits, two program mstruction cycles are reqUired to load 
or read an entire register The 8257 contains a Ilrsillast 
(F/L) flip flop which toggles at the completion of each 
channel program or read operation. The F/L flip /lop 
de'ermines whether the upper or lower byte 01 the register 
IS to be accessed. The F/L flip flop IS reset by the RESET 
input and whenever the Mode Set register IS loaded. To 
maintain proper synchronlzallon when accessing the 
"channel regwters" all channel command instruction 
operations should occur m pails. With the lower byte ot a 
register always bemg accessed fllst. Do not allow Cs to 
clock while either IIOR or IIOW IS acllve, as thiS Will cause 
an erroneous F/L flip flop stale. In systems utiliZing an 
interrupt structure, interrupts should be disabled pilar 10 
any paired programming operations 10 prevent an 
interrupt from splitting them. The resull 01 such a split 
would leave the F/L F/F In the wrong slate ThiS problem I~ 
particularly obVIOUS when olher OMA channels are 
programmed by an interrupl structure. 

--- -~ _._-. -- -----".,._-- -- ._., - ----.--,--
ADORE,S .NPUTS 'BI-DIRECTIONAL DATA BUS 

REGISTER BYTE "I "1 AI A" 
F!!.. D, D. DI D. D. 0, D. DII 

CH-O OMA Addr ... LSB 0 0 0 0 0 A, A. AI A, AI Ai A, A" 
MSB 0 0 II II 1 All A" A,. A" A" Alu A. AI 

CH-O Termlnel Count LIB 0 0 0 1 0 C, C. C, C, C. C, CI C" 
MSB 0 0 0 1 1 Rd Wr Cil C" C" ell' C. C. 

CH-l OMA Addrl'. LSB 0 • 1 0 0 
S., I ••• Chlnne! 0 MSB 0 0 1 0 • 

I I I 
CH-l T.,mlne! Count LSB 0 0 1 1 II 

MSB 0 0 1 1 1 

CH·2 OMA Addr ••• LSB II 1 II II II 
MSB 0 1 0 II 1 

S.t·~ ••• Chlnnel 0 

CH-:a TwmI ... , Count LSB I 1 " 1 I 

I I I MSB II 1 0 1 1 

CH.30MA,Xddr ... LSB I 1 1 0 0 
M&8 0 1 1 0 1 

S.ma •• Chann •• 0 

CH-3 Terminal Ceun. LSB 0 1 1 1 0 
MSB 0 1 1 1 1 

MODE SET (Pr .. rem on.y) - 1 0 0 0 0 AL TCa EW RP EN3 EN2 EN1 ENG 

STATUS (FIe" .... y) - 1 I I 0 0 I e 0 UP TC3 TC2 TCI TCO 

• Ao-A.,. OMA S'ar'lng Addre". C",CI'. Te,minal Count value (N-l). Rd and W,: OMA Verily (001, Wrole (01) or Read (10) CYCle ssleclton. 
AL: Auto LolOd, TCS: TC STOP, EW: EXTENDED WRITE, RP: ROTATING PRIORITY, EN3-ENO: CHANNEL ENABLE MASK. UP UPDATE 
FLAG, TC3-TCO: TERMINAL COUNT STATUS BITS. 
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L 

SAMPLE HLOA 
~A"'Pll ORQ., liNt. S 

, .. HU)A 

kf SOl Vi. DROf'l PfUOA,IIlS 

___ ...J l HLOA. DRo.. 

S1 
P"I\'NI ANUIAleH -- UPPf" AUOAf s.s 

PH( ~t.N' LOWlR AUOHESS 

l 
SI 

ACllVAll RlAOCOMMAND 
AUVA.NCtl) V\'H1a COMMAND 

AND DAeMon 

l 
S3 R"(AO"V . 

Aj;IIVA.lt VwRIrl (;OMMANO 

~ Ai:lIVA 1i MARt<. ANO lC 
If A'''RQPMI4't 

I ~"tAllY*VIRttV L .. "" "U, .. ~" ~".,," ft not' ANO fC Afl( -.CHV( 
llf ACliV4n (,;O¥MANOS 

Ot At.: OVA J( OA.CKn MARl( "NO Ie 
HlOA $AMPli OMan ANOHt,.OA 

HI-SOL vt. o~On PAIOAJTt(S 
HH.f' HAO If" HlDA .. 0 OR OFtO • 0 

~- .. "- .... 
_~ Hl.OA • OAOn 

-
SW 

$AM, .. £ ~ AfAOV 
UN( 

-"L-
RFAUV 

1 !H~()n r~tt~'~ It) ,"lY ORO lint! on dn enab1ttd OMA channel. 

Flgur. 6. OMA Operation Stata Diagram 

OMA OPERATION 

Sln;le 8yte Tranatar. 

A sII191e byle transfer is tnitialed by the IlO device rais· 
Ing tile ORO line of one channel of the 8257, U the chan· 
nal IS enabled, the 6257 wilt output a HRO to tha CPU, 
The 6257 now waits until a HlOA is received insuring 
that the system bus is free for its use. Once HlOA is 
received the [5A~K line for the requesting channel Is ac· 
tivated (LOW), The 0AeR line acts as a chip select for 
the requesting 110 device, The 8257 then generate.s the 

• 
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read and write commands and byte transfer occurs be, 
tween the selected 110 deVice and memory, After the 
transfer is complete, the ~ line is set HIGH and the 
HRO line is set LOW to indicate to the CPU that the bus 
is now free for use, ORO must remain HIGH until OACK 
IS issued 10 be recognized and must go LOW before S4 
of the transfer sequence to prevent another transfer 
from occuring, (See timing diagram,) 

Conlec:ullvi Tranltlrl 

If morl> Ihan one channel requests service simultaneous' 
1'1, the transfer will occur In the same way a burst does 
No overhead Is incurred by switching from one channel 
to another. In each S4 the ORO lines are sampled and 
the highest priority request is recognized during the 
next transfer. A burst mode transfer in a lower priOrity 
channel will be overridden by a higher priority request 
Once the high priority transfer has completed control 
will return to the lower priority channel If liS ORO is stili 
active, No extra cycles are needed to execute this se· 
quence and the HAO line remains active unlil all ORO 
tines uo·LOW, 

Contml Overrldl 

The continuous OMA transfer mode described above 
can be interrupted by an external device by lowering ths 
HLDA fine. Alter each OMA trans!e; the 8257 samples 
the HLOA line to insure that it is stiU active, If it is not 
active, the 6257 completes tho current transfer. releases 
the HAO Iln.e (LOW) and returns to the idle state, \I O~O 
lines are stili active the 8257 will raise the HRQ line in 
the third cycle and proceed normally. (See limIng 
diagram.) 

Not RI.d~ 

The 8257 has a Ready input similar \0 the 8060A and the 
B085A, The Ready line is sampled in State 3. II Ready is 
LOW the 8257 enters a wail state, Ready is sampled duro 
ing every wait state, When Ready returns HIGH the 8257 
proceeds 10 Slate 4 to complete the transfer. Ready IS 

used to interface memory or 110 deVices that cannot 
meet the bus set up limes required by the 8257, 

Speed 

The 8257 uses four clock cycles to transfer a byte of 
data, No cycles are losl in the master to master transfer 
maxil;lizing bus effiCiency, A 2MHz clock input Will 
allow the 8257 to transfer at a rate of SOOK bytes/aecond. 

Mlm()ry Mapped 110 Configurations 

The 8257 can be connected tothe system bus asa memory 
deVice Instead of as an 1/0 deVice lor memory mapped 1/0 
confIgurations by connectmg the system memory control 
lines to the 8251'5 1/0 control hnes and the system 1/0 
control hnes to the 8251'5 memory control Imes 

ThiS configuration permits use 01 the 8080's conSiderably 
larger repertOire of memory instructions when reading or 
loadlllg the 8257's registers Note that With thiS 

,.,connectlon. the programming of the Read (bit .15) and 
Write (bit 14) blfs in the termmal count register will have a 
dIfferent meanmg 
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---------------

BIT 15 BIT 14 

MEMAO ~.- .---- .-..... - .-- 110 RO 

MEMWR f------------------ I}O wA 

IIORO t---------- MEM'~O 

READ WRITE 
..-:.:~'---+-;.;...;.;.."-"--+------- ---

'-_______ "0_W...lR t---- ----.-~-----.-~. ME'" WA 

o 
o 

o 
1 
o 

OMA Verity Cycle 
OMA Read Cycle 
DMA Write Cycle 

Illegal 

Floure 7. Sy.tem Intertac. tor Memory Mapped 110 Flgur. 8. TC Regl.t.r tor M.mory Mapped 110 Only 

SYSTEM APPLICATION EXAMPLES 

C----------------------------AOORUS8US --.--- ------------------:::] 

r- V ---- I ~l-----------J 
'--------1- -L------·-----·----z'--------,lOwllcoN~~o:~-I--- --------rl- ----·-·------li_--_- ------
c-'- - _. __________ JJ.. J_ _1 ---- .--.--- - - J 
- Tc---n-·---Jl---------

01100 01$)( 1 

DACKO I----L ______ _ 
DAOI 

I12S' 
DAe" I AND 

OIS", 2 

8212 01102 
OACK2 OI$.K 1 

ollOl I---r---------
DAe .. , 

OMA COH! RO~~£R 

Flour... Floppy DI.k Controller (4 Drive.) 

.... ' 
AND" 

112'2 

0110 

OACIC. 

Flout. 10. 'Hlgh.spe.d Communication Controlle, 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

Amblenl Temperature Under Bia$ __ , 
Storage Temperature. _ ... 

.. O°C 10 70°C 
_-6S·C to +lS0"C 

Voltage on Any Pin 
With Respecl 10 Ground, 

Power Dissipation _ . . .. . .. 
-0.5V to +7V 
.... , 1 Wall 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS 
TA • o°c to 70°C, Vee· +5V:t 5%, GND· OV 

SYMSOL PARAMETER 

VIL Input Low Voltalle 

VIH Input High Voltage 

VOL Output Low Voltage 

VOH Output High Volt8fje 

VHH HRO Output High Voltage 

Icc Vee Current Drain 

IlL Input Leakage 

IoFL Output Leakage During Float 

CAPACITANCE 
T A .. 25°C: Vee· GNO • OV 

SYMaOL PARAMETER MIN, 

CIN Input Capacitance 

CliO I/O Capacitance 

A-34 

-----------------

·COMMENT: Stresses abo \Ie those lis'eO under "Absolule Maximum 
RatIngs" may cause permanent damage to the devtce ThiS '5 a stress 
ralmg only and funcllonal operdtion Of tne device at these or any other 
conditions above those mdlcaled tn lhe operational sectIons of thIs 
speclheation IS not Implied EX(Josure 10 absolute maximum rattng con· 
dilions fOf exlended peflods may aHacl device reliability 

MIN. MAX, UNIT TEST CONDITIONS 

·0.5 0.8 Volts 

2.0 Vee+· 5 Volt$ 

0.46 Volts IoL • 1,6 mA 

2.4 Vee Volts IoH-·l60j,iA for AB. 
DB and AEN 
IoH '"-80j.lA for others 

3.3 Vee Volts IoH • -80j.lA 

120 rnA 

:tl0 j.lA VIN • Vee to OV 

:tl0 j.lA VOUT = Vee to OV 

TYP, MAX. UNIT TEST CONDITIONS 

10 pF fe = lMHz 

20 pF Unmeasured pins 
returned to GND 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS: PERIPHERAL (SLAVE) MODE 
TAo ~ oUe to 7Oo e, Vee ~ 5.0V 15%; GND = OV (Noto 1). 

8010 Bus Parametera 
R •• d Cycle: 

.. -

Symbol Parameter -----_._ ... -
T AA Ad r or CS+ Setup to ADl 

- ---.-~.----.---'" 
TAA Ad r or cst Hold from AD t 

.-.- .. -
TAO Da ta Access from AD j 

TOF DB '~Float Delay from AD t 
-

TAR AD Width -.-
Write Cycle: 

~:::ld Parameter 

r Setup to WRj 

r Hold from WAf 
--t
.. ! ~~--'-i ._Ad .---,-_._,--

ta Setup to wlH 
la Hold from w-Fi t -~:: ! 5: 

Tww ~ Width 
~---. -
Other nmlno: 
-' 

Symbol Parameter ---I-' 
TRSTW Aoset Pul$O Width 

--

TASTO Power Supplyt {Vec) Setup to Aesot+ 

T, Signal A ise Time 

TI Signal Fall Time -- ,--
TRSTS Aesot to First I/OWR 

-

---------
8257 

Min. MIX. 

0 

0 

0 :llO 

20 150 

250 

82(.7 

Min. Max. 

20 

0 

200 

0 

200 

8267 

Min. Mix. 

300 

500 

20 

20 

2 

---- ----- ._.---- ----,-_._-_ .. 
8257·5 

Min. Max. Unit Test ConditIOns 
-----.. -~-> -_. -_._- --
0 ns 

0 ns 

0 200 ns (Note 2) 

20 100 ns 

260 ns --

I 8267·5 

Min. MIX. Unit T ert Conditions 

20 ns 

0 (IS 

200 I (IS 

0 ns 

200 os 

82G7·6 

Min. Mix. Unit Tert Condition. 

300 ns 

500 jJ.S 

20 ns I 
I 

20 ns 

2 ICY 

No, .. ' 1. All t.ming mee •• ".menu are madeu tl\e follow.nu r.ference "011110'" unitt. speciflOd o,l\erw ... : I nput "I" .. 2.0V. "0" 8' O.8V 

2. 8267 CL· lOOpF, 8251·5: CL· t5OpF. OutPUt "I" at 2.0V. "O".t O.8V 

8257 PERIPHERAL MODE TIMING DIAGRAMS 
Write TlmlntJ: 

t)ATAaus 

----------~~+---~--~ 

l'OwA 

Re.et Timing: 

AtS£T __ -oJ 

A-35 

R .. d TlmlntJ: 

I 1l'-~ -,.-. -.-.,--;_-,-'1{ .. 
AOOAUUUS::X I X\..----

j. I.. l ~ f..' T •• 

~--

,.,,-----------:~ -~-8-~~---. 
Input W,,,,'onn lorA.C. Te.t.: 

I.' ---___, r'I-r------::.,.., ... _______ ~X'.o... ~'·X tnT frO....,l: -"'0'_ ,-, ___ _ 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS: DNA CMASTER) Moot! T •• ' OUc 10 70·C, Vee:: + 5V :t 5%, GND:: OV. 

Timi ......... remem. 
.... _--------- - ----

8267 8257·6 -
SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. UNIT 
-'. ~-.-... --~ .. ---- .-
Tey Cycle Time (Period) 0.320 4 0.320 4 )Js 

Ttl Clock Active (High) 120 .ITey 10 .ITev ns --.- .' .. 
Tos DRat Setup to IH (51.54) 120 30 ns .. 

'DRa~H;'d from HLDAtI4) TOH 0 0 ns 

THS HLDAt or 4Setup to 8 HSI. 54) 100 100 ns 
--' 

T RS ~ADY Setup Time to St (53.5w) 30 30 ns 

~_H __ .R_~~DY Hold T~~e from st (53. Swl 20 20 ns 

NOle: 4. Track,n, Parameter. 

Track", Paramet.r. 
Signala labeled as Tracking Parameter~ (footnotes 4·7 under A.C. Speclficationsl are signals that follow similar paths 
through the silicon die. The propagation speed 01 lhe.e .ignsl, varies 10 the manulaclunng process out Ihe rela· 
lionship between all th .. e parameters la constant. The variation la lesa than or equal to 50 na. 

Suppose the 1~lowin" timing equation is being evaluated. 

T A4MINI + T BtMAXI oS .. 50 ns 

and only minimum specifications exlat for TA and T s. \I T A4MINI '$ used, and it T A and T B are traCking parameters, 
T II(MAXI can be taken as T ItIMINI + 50 os. 

TAjUINI + (TBtMINI" + 50 nsl :so 150 ns 

"it TA and Ta are tracking parameters 

A-36 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS: DMA (MASTER) MODE T,,:=O·C to lO·C, VCc-c +5V :t5%, GND;OV 

Tlmlng R •• pon ••• 

SYMBOL 

TOO 

PARAMETER 

HRot or +Delay from Ot(SI,S4} 
(measured at 2.0V)l l l 

TOOl HROt or Welay from 0 flSI,54) 

8257 --
MIN. 

8267-6 I 
MAX. MIN. MAX. UNIT 

160 160 ns 

250 250 
(measured at 3.3V}1 31 ---- -.----------:-:-:--------+-----1----1-------+----+---

TAEL AENt Delay from 8 +(51)111 300 300 ns 

200 TAET AENiDelayfrom8t(Sl)ttl 200 m 
-.:..=.:.--t----'-----------;-:-:--t-----t----+----' --- ----f----.. --

20 TAEA Adr(AB)(Active) Delay from AENt (51)'<41 20 ns 
-.:..:.:::..:.---+ -----:-;:-:----+----+---_Ir----------+-----t--.--- --

250 TfAA8 Adr(AB)(Active) Delay from8t(Sl)t21 250 ns 
"'-'-'--=--t-------------:-::-:----t-------<r-----t-------t----- t----
TAFA8 Adr(AB)(Float) Delay trom 8t(SI)121 150 m 150 
----+-----------------+-----+-----+------r--------- -.... -
TASM Adr(AB)(Stable} Delayfrom8t1S1)1 21 250 250 ns 

-~c..c:=~'R;.:._--t-:-~::;~~_:_I:_I:_} :a~~:-:o_:-;;_;~:S-' !-:~11-<4-1-_--+_T_A-'S_6_MO_-_50_+-__ , ___ ~T~;i;~~- ----:----~+ -':: -"-
'--.:..:....-+ ----,---- -- ---. -·-f -" " 
TAHW Adr(AB)(Valid) Hold from Wrt{Sl,SIII<41 I 300 300 ___ '---- ___ ~-ns---

TfAOB ~~~D8)(Ac~ve) Delay from 8 t(S1)12J __ 1-_ 300._ -". -- --~()()-.. t-- ~: __ 
TAfOB AddDB)(Float) DelayfromOt(S2)121 Tsn+2O 250 TSTT~20 170 ns 

~TAS~~~~-iDiT~tuPto AdrStbHS1-S2)1 41 1(0 _f-----_ llJO---l "'-~ 
~;: ::~~;;~~f;;;,)~~rStbHS2)141 5) 200

,40
---- ---:----~,40.?- ~n~s-~ 

TSTT AdrStb~ Delay from (J t (52)1 11 I 
Tsw Ad~Stb Width (Sl~S21141 I TCy-1OOr--'--, T"~"o= =:r= 
TASC Rdi or Wr(ElItl+ Del,ay from AdrStbHS2)1 41 70 70 ns 

.-- ---
TDBe Rd~ or WrlElItU Delay from Adr(DB) 20 20, ns 

(F loat }(S2)1 41 
---+.--------------+-----+---+-------+----1-----. ---

DACKt or mulaV from 8~(S2.S1) and 
TC/Markt Delay from 0 t(S3) and 

_!C/Mar~.~ Delay from 0 t (54)I!,!"1 

R'ih or WdExtH Delay fromOt(S21 and 
WtI Dulay from 0 f{S3)1 2.61 

250 250 

r--'-------+------ -----_ .. _-_. --._-- ._ .... '" _._-----
200 200 

--"-,, .... ----- --,,-----
TOCT Rdf Delay from 8 HS1.SI) and 

-----+------+----t-.---.. -.----+------t-------
200 200 ns 

wrt DelayfromOt(S4)12.71 
-------+-=--~----~------'--~---~~------_4~------_I~------+_---·------;_·-----·--r-----
TfA;C Rd or Wr (Active)fromOt(Sl)121 300 300 ns 
-..... ---- 1-,.;..;--'-::::::---- ----:-::::-------t--------t-----r---------+----t----'--
TAfC RdorWrIFloat)tromOt(SIII:l1 150 150 ns 
~1~RW--M----t·Ad~d~W~jd-th~(S~2~.-S~t-o-r-S-I~II~4~1------------+2T--c-v-+--T-8--SO--+----+2-T-C-y-.-T-ff---50r-------;s---

-,,-----,,-c-------t------. 
TWWM Wr Width (83-54)1<41 Tcv-5O Tcv-50 ns 
----~=-------------------------~~~--_4-------+-.... -
TWWME Wr(htl Width (52-54)1<41 2TCy-50 2Tcy-5O ns ---.....I-------:--________ 1--_.::..:..._-1.. __ ~ .. _~ __ " ______ '_. __ 

Note" 1. Load' 1 TTL. 2, Load· 1 TTL. &OpF. 3_ I,.oad. 1 T;r:L + (RL· 3.31(), YOH. 3,3Y_ 4. T,.c~in9 Pa,amele,. 
!i ATAK<&OM. 6. AJOCL < !iOn .. 7. ATOCT< !iOna. 
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DMA MODE WAVEFORMS 

CONSECUTIVE CYCLES AND BURST MbDE SE~UENCE 

51 I SI I so I 51 I 51 I 53 I S4 I 51 I 51 I SJ I .. I '. " s, 

CLOCK 

OAOOJ __ ~ __ ~ .... ____ ~~~ .... ~ .... __ ~+-__ .... __ +-.... ________ ~~ __ .... ~ .... ______ __ 

. -I -'00 

HAO _______ ,. 

AUR D I tLUW(A AOtu- _ -

I 

UA'AQ 'IUPPt.AAt)ftl __ _ -t 
AD" ST8 ___ -I', 

' .. --\1-- .. 11. I I 
'=i=4===~~~f~ _~~ ___ J r---+--------

I. ~I~=--~ I A." 

- ,~ If"..... - --I 

.. '." 

READY 

fC/MA-RK ___ --+-+--+--+--~~~---------..,J,.-t-.... -----

NOn J"doO~ .. - ... _. , ..... ,,..,.. .. 
... c ....... . 

lit I lit I so I SI I u I 53 I S4 I 5".1 52 I 51 I S4 I '" I .. I 51 

• 
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I $1 I 51 I Sol I S4 I $1 I 51 I SO : S1 I 52 

CLOCK 

OKOOl 

___ -oJ ~ \ / I 

HLDA ------1 ~ I", ) r IH' 

I .. ,-~I t.lr---

HAO 

"IN J \ 

F\iure 13. Control Oven1de Sequ.nce 

,=.~ 
TOl I ------DRQOl ________ _ 

I I ___ _ 
\ i -

----- \ / 

----- '\,..-I\, =.7 '------
T.':j f--

_ .. 
...-.- lA" 

"fA!>V _____ --..;'\~-_-..Jr\ ..... ----
fe/MARK / \ 

FI.ure 14. Not Ready Sequ.nce 

A-39 



W'_TI"III lilli/TAl. 
CORPORATION 

FD 179X-01 Floppy Disk Formatter/Controller Family 

FEATURES 

• TWO VFO CONTROL SIGNALS 
• SOFT SECTOR FORMAT COMPATIBILITY 
• AUTOMATIC TRACK SEEK WITH 

VERIFICATION 
• ACCOMMODATES SINGLE AND DOUBLE 

DENSITY FORMATS 
IBM 3740 Single Density (FM) 
IBM System 34 Double Density (MFM) 

• READ MODE 
Single/Multiple Sector Read with Automatic 

Search or Entire Track Read 
Selectable 128 Byte or Variable length Sector 

• WRITE MODE 
Single/Multiple Sector Write with Automatic 

Sector Search 
Entire Track Write for Diskette Formatting 

• SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY 
Double Buffering of Data 8 Bit Bi-Directional 

Bus for Data, Control and Status 
DMA or Programmed Data Transfers 
All Inputs and Outputs are TTL Compatible 
On-Chip Track and Sector Registers/Comprehensive 

Status Information 

He 
~" 
el, 

t 
" ,At,; C 

0 
M 
P 
U 
T 
E 
R 

I 
N 
T 
E 
R 
F 
A 
C 10K 
E 

• PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLS 
Selectable Track to Track Stepping Time 
Side Select Compare 

• WRITE PRECOMPENSATION (MFM AND FM) 
• WINDOW EXTENSION 
• INCORPORATES ENCODING/DECODING 

AND ADDRESS MARK CIRCUITRY 
• FD1792/4 IS SINGLE DENSITY ONLY 
• FD179314 HAS TRUE DAL LINES 

179X-01 FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS 

"FEAJURES ,1791-01 1792-01 1793~,1 

'Single: Densky {FM) ",X',' X X 
Double Density (MFM) IX , X' 
True'Data':6u5 X 
Jnverted:,Data 'Bus " '~X : -:;"X~'" 

1~-o1 
.,' 

X' 

X 
'. 

Writ&iPrecomp' X X" 'X .. I, ,lX',: 

Wlndow.;;.extension '/x ~, :',X' X : "'X,~: 

APPLICATIONS 
FLOPPY DISK DRIVE INTERFACE 
SINGLE OR MULTIPLE DRIVE CONTROLLER! 

FORMATTER 
NEW MINI-FLOPPY CONTROLLER 

:rt=",W'''Oji OA~: (8) --~~~f:-
Al lATE 

cs F 

RE wo L 
0 

WE +5 P 

" MR 10K Y 

FLOPPY DI!;K WG D 
CONTROll.F.H I 

FORMATTER S 
K 

·W 
0 
R 
I 

10K V 
C 

ORO STEP 

INTRa DIRC 

ClK 

+5V 

" 
HLO 

T HLT 

T 
+5V 

-112 t ~V 

fD171-X SYSTEM aLOCK DIAGRAM 



GENEIIAL DESCRIPTION 
The FD179X are MOS LSI devices which perform the 
functions of a Floppy Disk Formatter/Controller in 
a single chip implementation. The FD179X, which 
can be considered the end result of both the FD1771 
and FD1781 designs, is IBM 3740 compatible in 
single density mode (FM) and System 34 compatible 
in Double Density Mode (MFM). The FD179X con
tains all the features of its predecessor the FD1771, 
plus the added features necessary to read/write and 
format a double density diskette. These include ad
dress mark detection, FM and MFM encode and de
code logic, window extension, and write precompen
sation. 1n order to maintain compatibility, the FD1771, 
FD1781, and FD179X deSigns were made as close as 

PIN OUTS 

PIN 
NUMBER PIN NAME SYMBOL 

1 NO CONNECTION NC 

19 MASTER RESET -MR 

20 POWER SUPPLIES Vss 
21 Vee 
40 Voo 

COMPUTER INTERFACE: 

2 WRITE ENABLE WE 

3 CHIP SELECT CS 

4 READ ENABLE RE 

5.6 REGISTER SELECT AO, A1 
LINES 

7-14 DATA ACCESS LINES. DAt.o-PAL7 

24 CLOCK CLK 
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possible. with the computer interface, instruction set, 
and I/O registers being identical. Also, head load 
control is identical. In each case, the actual pin as
signments vary by only a few pins from anyone to 
another. 

The processor interface consists of an 8-bit bi
directional bus for data, status. and control word 
transfers. The FD179X is set up to operate on a mul
tiplexec bus with other bus-oriented devices. 

The F[J179X is fabricated in N-channel Silicon Gate 
MOS technology and is TTL compatible on all inputs 
and outputs. The 1793 is identical to the 1"191 except 
the DAL lines are TRUE for systems that utilize true 
data busses. 

FUNCTION 

Pin 1 is internally connected to a back bias 
generator and must be left open by the user. 

A logic low on this input resets the device and 
loads HEX 03 into the command register. The Not 
Ready (Status Bit 7) is reset during MR ACTIVE. 
When MR is brought to a logic high a RESTORE 
Command is executed, regardless of the state of 
the Ready signal from the drive. Also, HEX 01 is 
loaded into sector register. 

Ground 

+5V:t5% 

+12V:':5% 

A logic low on this input gates~ata on the DAL 
into the selected register when CS is low. 

A logic low on this input selects the chip and ena-
bles computer communication with the device. 

A logic low on this input controls the placement OT 
data from a selected register on the DAL when CS 
is low. 

These inputs select the register !2... receivel 
transfer data on the DAL lines under RE and WE 
control: 

A1 AO RE WE 
0 0 Status Reg Command Reg 
0 1 Track Reg Track Reg 
1 0 Sector Reg Sector Reg 
1 1 Data Reg Data Reg 

Eight bit inverted Bidirectional bus used for trans-
fer 'of data, .£QrItrol, and status. This bus .l!.-receivar 
enablec: by WE or transmitter enabled by RE. 

This input requires a. free-running square wa~ 
clock fur internal timing reference. 2 MHz for 8" 
drives, 1 MHz for mini-drives. 



PIN 
NUMBER PIN NAME SYMaOL FUNCTION 

38 DATA REQUEST ORO This open drain output indicates that the DR con-
tains assembled data in Read operations, or the 
DR is empty in Write operations. This signal is 
reset when serviced by the computer through 
reading or loading the DR in Read or Write opera-
tions. respectively. Use 10K pull-up resistor to +5. 

39 INTERRUPT INTRa This open drain output is set at the completion of any 
REQUEST command and is reset when the STATUS register is 

read or the command register is written to. Use 10K 
FLOP'PV DISK IHTERFACE: pull-up resistor to +5. 

15 STEP STEP The step output contains a pulse for each step. 
16 DIRECTION DIRC Dire::tion Output is active high when stepping in, 

acth 'e low when stepping out. 
17 EARLY EARLY Indh:ates that the WRITE OAT A pulse occurring 

while 'Early is active (high) should be shifted early 
for write precompensation. 

18 LATE LATE Indicates that the write data pulse occurring while 
Late is active (high) should be shifted late for write 
precompensation. 

22 TEST TEST This input is used for testing purposes only and 
should be tied to +5V or left open by the user un-
less interfacing to voice coil actuated motors. 

23 HEAD LOAD TIMING HLT When a logic high is found on the HL T input the 
head is assumed to be engaged. 

25 READ GATE RG A high level on this output indicates to the data 
separator Circuitry that a field of zeros (or ones) 
has been encountered, and is used for synchroni-
zation. 

26 READ CLOCK RCLK A nominal square-wave clock signal derived from 
the data stream must be provided to this input. 
Phasing (Le. RCLK transitions) relative to RAW 
READ is important but polarity {RCLK high or low} 
is not. 

27 RAW READ RAW READ The data input signal directly from the drive. This 
input shall be a negative pulse for each recorded 
flux transition. 

28 ,;.HEADLOAD HLD The HLD output controls the loading of the 
Read-Write head against the media. 

29 TRACK GREATER TG43 This output informs the drive that the Read/Write 
THAN 43 head is positioned between tracks 44-76. This output 

is valid only during Read and Write Commands. 
30 WRITE GATE WG This output is made valid before writing is to be 

performed on the diskette. 
31 WAtTE DATA WD 

J>, 

A 250 ns (MFM) or 500 ns (FM) pulse per flux 
transition. WD contains the unique Address marks 
as weJl as data and clock in both FM and MFM 
formats. 



PIN 
NUMBER PIN NAME SYMBOL 

32 READY READY 

---
33 WRITE FAULT WF/VFOE 

VFO ENABLE 

34 TRACK 00 TROO 

-
35 INDEX PULSE IP 

36 WRITE PROTECT WPRT 

37 DOUBLE DENSITY DDEN 

ORGANIZATION 

The Floppy Disk Formatter block diagram is illus
trated on page 5. The primary sections include the 
parallel processor interface and the Floppy Disk inter
face. 

Data Shift Register-This 8-bit register assembles 
serial data from the Read Data input (RAW READ) 
during Read o~rations and transfers serial data to 
the Write Data output during Write operations. 
Data Register-This 8-bit register is used as a hold
in(~ ;egister during Disk Read and Write operations. 
In Disk Read operations the assembled data byte is 
transferred.in parallel to the Data Register from the 
Cnta Shift Register. In Disk Write operations informa
don is transferred in parallel from the Data Register 
to lhe Data Shjft Register. • 

When executing the Seek"command the Data RegiS
ter holds the address of the desired Track position. 
This register is loaded from the DAL and gated onto 
the OAL under processor control. 

Track Register-This 8-bit register holds the track 
number of the current Read/Write head position. It is 

FUNCTION 

This input indicates disk readiness and is sampled 
for a logic high before Read or Write commands 
are performed. If Ready is low the Read or Write 
operation is not performed and an interrupt is 
generated. Type I operations are performed re-
gardless of the state of Ready. The Ready input 
appears in inverted format as Status Register bit 
7. 

This input detects writing fault indications from 
the drive. When WG = 1 and WF goes low the 
current Write command is terminated and the 
Write Fault status bit is set. The WF input should 
be made inactive (high) when WG becomes inac-
tive. When WG = 0, this pin functions as a VFO 
enable· output. VFOE is made active when the 
head i!, fully engaged and data is being inspected 
off of the diskette. 

This input informs the FD179X that the Read/Write 
head is positioned over Track 00. 

This input informs the FD179X when the index hole 
is encountered on the diskette. 

This input is sampled whenever a Write Command 
is received. A logic low terminates the command 
and sets the Write Protect Status bit. 

This pin selects either single or double density op-
eration. When DOEN = 0, double density is 
selected. When DOEN = 1, single density is 
selected. This line must be left open on the 1792/4 

incremented by one every time the head is stepped 
in (towards track 76) and decremented by one when 
the head is stepped out (towards track 00) if the ver
ify flag is on. The contents of the register are com
pared with the recorded track number in the 10 field 
during disk Read, Write, and Verify operations. The 
Track Register can be loaded from or transferred to 
the DAL. This Register should not be loaded when 
the device is busy. 

Sector Register (SR)-This 8-bit register holds the 
address of the deSired sector position. The contents 
of the register are compared with the recorded sector 
number in the 10 field during disk Read or Write op
erations. The Sector Register contents can be loaded 
from or transferred to the OAL This register shoutd 
not be loaded when the device is busy. 

~ 

Command Register (CR)-This 8-bit register holds 
the command presently being executed. This register 
should not be loaded when the device is busy unless 
the new command is a force interrupt. The command 
register can be loaded from the DAL, but not read 
onto the OAL. 
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Status Register (5TR)-This 8-bit register hoJds de~ 
vice Status information. The meaning of the Status 
bits is a function -of the type of command previously 
executed. Th.: register can be read onto the OAL, 
but not Ioade(f from the OAL. 

CRe Logic-This logic is used to check or to gener
ate the 16-bit Cycltc Redundancy Check (CRC). The 
polynomiafis: G(x) ... x 18 + X12 + Xi + 1. 
The CRC includes aU informatior:t starting with the 
address mark and up to the CRC characters. The 
CRe register is preset to ones Prior to data being 
shifted through the circuit. .. 

Arithmetic/Leete UnitJALU)--The ALU is a serial 
comparator, iocremen· r. and ctecr.menter and is 
used for register modificatiOn and comparisons with 
the disk recorded to fiefd. ' 
1'tmtns and c.mrot-AH ~ and ~ Df8k 
Int.nace controts are ....,ated through WI logic. 

The internal device timing is generated from an ex
ternal crystal clock. 
The F01791/3 has two diff!!:!!JL modes of operation 
according to the state of OOEN. When OOEN = 0 
double density (MFM) is assumed. When I5l5EN = 1, 
single density (FM) is assumed. 
AM Detector-The address mark detector detects 
10, data and index address marks during read and 
write operations. 

PROCESSOR INTERFACE 
The interface to the processor is a£.Q.gmplished 
through the eight Data Access Lines (OAL) and as
socialitd control signals. The OAt: are used to trans
fer Data, Status. and Control words out ott or into the 
FD175X. The OAL are three state buffers that are en
abled as output drivers when Chip Select (CS) and 
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Read enable (RE) are active (low logic state) or~t 
as input receivers when CS and Write Enable (WE) 
are active. 
When transfer of data with the Floppy Disk Controller 
is required by th~ost processor, the device ad.dress 
is decoded and CS is made low. The address bits A1 
and AO, combined with the signals RE during a Read 
operation or WE during a Write operation are inter· 
preted as selecting the following registers: 

A1-AO READ {RE) WRITE (WE) 

0 0 Status Register CO"frlmand Register 

0 1 Track Register Track Register 

0 Sector Register Sector Register 
Data Register Data Register 

During Direct Memory Access (DMA) types of data 
transfers between the Data Register of the FD179X 
and the processor, the Data Request (ORO) output is 
used in Data Transfer control. This signal also ap
pears as status bit 1 during Read and Write opera
tions. 

On Disk Read operations the Data Request is acti
vated (set high) when an assembled serial input byte 
is transferred in parallel to the Data Register. This bit 
is cleared when the Data Register is read by the pro
cessor. If the Data -Register is read after one or more 
characters are lost, by having new data transferred 
inlo the register prior to processor readout, the Lost 
Data bit is set in the Status Register. The Read op
eration continues until the end of sector is reached. 

On Disk Write operations the data Request is acti
vated when the Data Register transfers its contents 
to the Data Shift Register, and requires a new data 
byte. It is reset when the Data Register is loaded 
with new data by the processor. If new data is not 
loaded at the time the next serial byte is required by 
the Floppy Disk, a byte of zeroes is written on the 
diskette and the Lost Data bit is set in the Status Re
gister. 

At the completion of every command an INTRa is 
qeneratod. INTRa is reset by either reading the 
status register or by loading the command register 
with a new command. In addition, INTRa is gener
ated if a Force- Interrupt command condition is met. 

FLOPPY DiSK INTERFACE 
The 1791 and 1793 have two modes of operation ac
cording to the slate of DDEN (Pin 37). When 
DDEN = 1, single density is selected. In either case, 
the CLK input (Pin 24) is at 2 MHz. However, when 
interfacing with the mini-floppy, the CLK input is set 
at 1 MHz for both single density and double density. 
When the clock is at 2 MHz, the stepping rates of 3, 
6, 10, and 15 ms are obtainable. When CLK equals 1 
MHz these times are doubled. The 1792/4 operates 
in the single density mode only, with Pin 37 left open 
by the user. 

HEAD POSITIONING 
Five commands cause posilloning of the Read-Write 
head (see Command Section). The period of each 
positioning step is specified by the r field in bits 1 and 
o of the command word. After the last directional 
step an additional 15 milliseconds of head settling 
time takes place if the Verify flng is set in Type I 
commands. Note thot this time doubles to 30 ms for 
a 1 MHz clock. If TEST = 0, there is zero settling 
time. There is also a 15 ms head settling time if the E 
flag if, set in any Type II or III command. 

The lates (shown in Table 1) can be applied to a 
Step-Direction Motor through the device interface. 

Step-A 2 J-LS (MFM) or 4 J-Ls (FM) pulse is provided 
as an output to the drive. For every step pulse is
sued, the drive moves one track location in a direc
tion determined by the direction output. 

Direction (DIRC)-The Direction signal is active high 
when stepping in and low when stepping out. The Di
rection signal is valid 12 J-LS before the first stepping 
pulse is generated. 

When a Seek, Step or Restore command is executed 
an optional verification of Read-Write head position 
can be performed by setting bit 2 (V = 1) in the 
command word to a logic 1. The verification operation 
begins at the end of the 15 millisecond settling time 
after the head is loaded against the media. The track 
numcer from the first encountered 10 Field is com
paree against the contents of the Track Register. If 
the tlack numbers compare and the 10 Field Cyclic 
Redundancy Check (CRG) is correct, the verify oper
ationis complete and an INTRa is generated with no 
errors. The FD179X must find an 10 field with correct 
track number and correct CRC within 5 revolutions of 
the media; otherwise the seek error is set and an 
INTRa is generated. 

Table 1. STEPPING RATES 

ClK 2 MHz 2 MHz 1 MHz 1 MHz 2 MHz 1 MHz 

0i5EN 0 0 x X 

Al AO TEST:l TEST=1 TEST=1 TEST=! TEST=O TEST=O 

0 0 3 ms 3 ms 6 ms 6 ms 200J.l.S 4ooJ.l.S 

0 1 6 ms 6 ms 12 ms 12 ms 2ooJ.l.S 4ooJ.l.S 

1 0 10 ms 10 ms 20 ms 20 ms 2ooJ.l.s 400 P.s 

1 1 15 ms 15 ms 30 ms 30 ms 200 p.S 400 p.S 

:rhe Head Load (HLD) output controls the movement 
of the read/write head against the media. HLD is ac
tivated at the beginning of a Type I command if the h 
flag is set (h = 1), at the end of the Type I command 
if the verify flag (V = 1), or upon receipt of any Type 
\I or III command. Once HLD is active it remains ac
tive until either a Type I command is received with 
(h = 0 and V = 0); or if the FD179X is in an idle state 
(non· busy) and 15 index pulses have occurred. 
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Head Load Timing (HLT) is an input to the F0179X 
which is used for the head engage time. When 
HL T = 1, the F0179X assumes the head is com
pletely engaged. The head engage time is typically 
30 to 100 ms depending on drive. The low to high 
transition on HLD is typically used to fire a one shot. 
The output of the one shot is then used for HL T and 
supplied as an input to the FD179X. 

HLDjf----' 

~50T0100mS_____1 t-----: i-I ----
S I . 

. . HL T (FROM ONE SHOT) 

HEAD LOAD TIMING 

When both HLD and HL T are true, the FD179X will 
then read from or write to the media. The "and" of 
HLD and HL T appears as a status bit in Type I 
status. 
In summary for the Type I commands: if h = 0 and 
V "" 0, HLD is reset. If h = 1 and V = 0, HLD is set at the 
beginning of the command and HL T is not sampled nor 
is there an internal 15 ms delay. If h = 0 and V = 1, 
HLD is set near the end of the command, an internal 
15 ms occurs, and the FD179X waits for HL T to be 
true. If h = 1 and V = 1. HLD is set at the beginning 
of the command. Near the end of the command, after 
all the steps have been issued, an internal 15 ms 
delay occurs and th~ FD179X then waits for HLT to 
occur. 

For Type II and III commands with E flag off, HLD is 
made active and HL T is sampled until true. With E 
fiag Oii. HLD IS rnade active, an internai i 5 ms deiay 
occurs and then HL T is sampled until true. 

DISK READ OPERATIONS 
Sector lengths of 128. 256, 512 or 1024 are obtaina
ble in either FM or MFM formats. For FM, DDEN 
should be placed to logical "1." For MFM formats, 
DDEN should be placed to a logical "0." Sector 
lengths are determined at format time by a speCial 
byte in the "10" field. If this Sector length byte in the 
10 field is zero, .then the sector length is 128 bytes. If 
01 then 256 bytes. If 02, then 512 bytes. If 03, then 
the sector length is 1024 bytes. The number of sec
tors per track as far as the FD179X is concerned can 
be from 1 to 255 sectors. The number of tracks as far 
as the FD179X is concerned is from 0 to 255 tracks. 
For IBM 3740 compatibility, sector lengths are 128 
bytes with 26 sectors per track. For System 34 com
patibility (MFM), sector lengths are 256 bytes/sector 
with 26 sectors/track; or lengths of·1024 bytes/sector 
with 8 sectors/track. (See Sector Length Table.) 

f' 

For read operations, the FD179X requires RAW 
READ Data (Pin 27) Signal which is a 250 ns pulse 
per flux transition and a Read clock (RCLK) signal to 
indicate flux transition spaCings. The RCLK (Pin 26) 
signal is provided by some drives but if not it may be 

derived externally by Phase lock loops, one shots, or 
counter techniques. In addition. a Read Gate Signal 
is provided as an output (Pin 25) which can be used 
to inform phase lock loops when to acquire syn
chronization. When reading from the media in FM. RG 
is made true when 2 bytes of zeroes are detected. 
The FD179X must find an address mark within the 
next 10 bytes; otherwise RG is reset and the search 
for 2 bytes of zeroes begins all over again. If an ad
dress mark is found within 10 bytes. RG remains true 
as long as the FD179X is deriving any useful informa
tion from the data stream. Similarly for MFM, RG is 
made active when 4 bytes of "00" or "FF" are de
tected. The FD179X must find an address mark 
within the next 16 bytes, otherwise RG is reset and 
search resumes. 
During read operations (WG = 0), the VFOE (Pin 33) 
~vided for phase lock loop synchronization. 
VFOE will go active when: 

a) Both HLT and HLD are True 
b) Settling Time, if programmed. has expired 
c) The 179X is inspecting data off the disk 

If Wr:IVFOE is not used. leave open or tie to a 10K 
resistor to +5. 

DISK WRITE OPERATION 
When writing is to take place on the diskette the 
Write Gate (WG) output is activated. allowing current 
to flow into the Read/Write head. As a precaution to 
erroneous writing the first data byte must be loaded 
into the Data Register in response to a Data Request 
from the F0179X before the Write Gate signal can be 
activated. 
Writing is inhibited when the Write Protect input is a 
logic low, in which case any Write command is im
mediately terminated, an interrupt is generated and 
the Write Protect status bit is set. The Write FBuit in
put, when activated, signifies a writing fault condition 
detected in disk drive electronics such as failure to 
detect write current flow when the Write Gate is acti
vated. On detection of this fault the FD179X termi
nate~ the current command, and sets the Write Fault 
bit (tit 5) in the Status Word. The Write Fault input 
shou d be made inactive when the Write Gate output 
beco nes inactive. 
For Nrite operations, the FD179X provides Write 
Gate (Pin 30) and Write Data (Pin 31) outputs. Write 
data consists of a series of 500 ns pulses in FM 
(DDEN = 1) and 250 ns pulses in MFM (DDEN = 0). 
Write Data provides the unique address marks in 
both formats. 

Also during write. two additional signals are provided 
for write precompensation. These are EARLY (Pin 
17) and LATE (Pin 18). EARLY is active true when 
the WO pulse appearing on (Pin 30) is to ue written 
early. LATE is active true when the WD purse is to be 
written LATE. If both EARLY and LA, TE are lew when 
the WO pulse is present, the WD pulse is to be written at 
nominal. Since write precompensation values vary from 
disk manufacturer to disk manufacturer. the actual 
value is determined by several one shots or delay lines 
which are located external to the FD179X. The write 
precompensation signals EARLY and LATE are valid 
for the duration of WD in both FM and MFM formats. 



Whenever a Read or Write command (Type II or III) 
is received the FD179X samples the Ready input. If 
this input is logic low the command is not executed 
and an interrupt is generated. All Type I commands 
are performed regardless of the state of the Ready 
input. Also, whenever a Type" or III command is re
ceived, the TG43 signal output is updated. 

COMMAND DESCRIPTION 

The FD179X will accept eleven commands. Com
mand words should only be loaded in the Command 
Register when the Busy status bit is off (Status bit 0). 
The one exception is the Force Interrrupt command. 
Whenever a command is being executed, the Busy 
status bit is set. When a command is completed, an 
interrupt is generated and the Busy status bit is re
set. The Status Register indicates whether the com
pleted command encountered an error or was fault 
free. For ease of discussion, commands are divided 
into four types. Commands and types are sum
marized in Table 2. 

Tab~2.COMMANDSUMMARY 

I TYPE COMMAND 

I Restore 0 000 h V rl ro 

I Seek 0 0 0 1 h V rl ro 

I Step 0 0 1 u h V fl fo 

I Step In 0 1 o u h V rl ro 

I Step Out 0 1 1 u h V rl ro 

\11 Read Sector 1 0 0 m SEC 0 
Ii Write Sector 1 0 1 m SECao 

III Read Address 1 1 0 o 0 E o 0 
III Read Track 1 1 1 0 o E 0 0 
III Write Track 1 1 1 1 o E 0 0 

IV Force Interrrupt 1 1 o 1 b 12 II 10 

Note: Bits shown in TRUE form. 

Table 3. FLAG SUMMARY 

TYPE,! COMMANDS 

h ::: Head Load Flag (Bit 3) 

h ::: 1, Load head at beginning 
h ::: 0, Unload head at beginning 

V ::: Veri!>' flag (Bit 2) 

V ::: 1, Verify on destination track 
V ::: 0, No verify 

rlrO ::: Stepping motor rate·(Bits 1-0) 

Refer to Table 1 for rate summary 

u ::: Update flag (Bit 4) 

u ::: 1. Update Track register 
u ::: O. No update 

Table 4. FLAG SUMMARY 

TYPE II & III COMMANDS 

m = Multiple Record flaQ (Bit 4) 

m ::: 0, Single Rec.ord 
m :;: 1. Multiple Records 

ao ::: Data Address Mark (Bi!...Q) 
ao ::: 0, FB (Data Mark) 
So ::: 1. F8 (Deleted .Data Mark) 

E ::: 15 ms Delay (2MHz) 

E::: 1, 15 ms delay 

E = O. no 15 ms delay 

S = Side Select Flag 

S = 0, Compare for Side 0 
S = " Compare for Side 1 

C = Side Compare Flag 

C = 0, disable sic;fe select cqmpare 
C·:·1, enable side select compare 

~--------------------------------~ 

Table 5. FLAG SUMMARY 

TYPE IV COMMAND 

Ii = Interrupt Condition fl82s (Bits 3-0) 

10= 1, Not-Ready to Ready Transition 
11 ;;: 1, Ready to Not-Ready Transition 
12 ;;: 1, Index Pulse 
13 ;;: 1. Immediate interrupt 
'S,-IO:;;: 0, Terminate with no Interrupt ~__________________________________J 

TYPE I COMMANDS 

The Type I Commands include the Restore, Seek, 
Step, Step-In, and Step-Out commands. Each of the 
Type! Commands contains a rate field (ror1 ). which 
determines the stepping motor rate as defined in 
Table 1. 

The Type I Commands contain a head load flag (h) 
which determines if the head is to be loaded at the 
beginning of the command. If h = 1, the head is 
loaded at the beginning of the command (HLO output 
is me,de active). If h = 0, HLO is deactivated. Once 
the head is loaded, the head will remain engaged 
until the FD179X receives a command that specifi
cally disengages the head. If the FD179X is idle 
(busy = 0) for 15 revolutions of the disk, the head will 
be automatically disengaged (HLD made inactive). 

The Type I Commands also contain a verification (V) 
flag which determines if a verification operation is to 
take place on the destination track. If V = 1, a verifi
cation is performed, if V = 0, no verification is per
formed. 

During verification. the head is loaded and after an 
internal 15 ms delay, the HLT input is sampled. 
When HLT is active (logic true), the first encountered 
10 field is read off the disk. The track address of the 
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10 field is then compared to the Track Register; if 
there is a match and a valid 10 eRe, the verification 
is complete, an interrupt is generated and the Busy 
status bit is reset. If there is not a match but there is 
valid 10 eRe, an interrupt is generated, and Seek 
Error Status bit (Status bit 4) is set and the Busy 
status bit is reset. If there is a match but not a valid 
eRe, the eRe error status bit is set (Status bit 3), 
and the next encountered 10 field is read from the 
disk for the verification operation. If an 10 field with a 
valid eRe cannot be found after four revolutions of 
the disk, the FD179X terminates the operation and 
sends an interrupt, (INTRQ). 

The Step, Step-In, and Step-Out commands contain 
an Update flag (U). When U = 1, the track register is 
updated by one for each step. When U = 0, the track 
register is not updated. 

RESTORE (SEEK TRACK 0) 
Upon receipt of this command the Track 00 (TROO) 
input is sampled. If TROO is active low indicating the 
Read-Write head is positioned over track 0, the Track 

NO 

lNO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

TYPe I COMMAND FLOW 

Register is loaded with zeroes and an interrupt is 
generated. If TROO is not active low, stepping pulses 
(pins 15 to 16) at a rate specified by the rlrO field are 
issued until the fRO(j input is activated. At this time the 
Track Register is loaded with zeroes and an interrupt is 
genel ated. If the TROO input does not go active low 
after 255 stepping pulses, the FD179X terminates op
eration, interrupts, and sets the Seek error status bit. 
A verification operation takes place if the V flag is 
set. The h bit allows the head to be loaded at the 
start of command. Note that the Restore command is 
executed when MR goes from an active to an inac
tive state. 

SEEK 

This command assumes that the Track Register con
tains the track number of the current position of the 
Read-Write head and the Data Register contains the 
desired track number. The FD179X will update the 
Track register and issue stepping pulses in the ap
propriate direction until the contents of the Track re
gister are equal to the contents of the Data Register 
(the desired track location). A verification operation 

YES 

01'OT~ 

TYPE 1 C'''';i\~MAND FLOW 
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takes place if the V flag is on. The h bit allows the 
head to be loaded at the start of the command. An 
interrupt is generated at the completion of the com
mand. 

STEP 

Upon receipt of this command, the F0179X issues 
one stepping pulse to the disk drive. The stepping 
motor direction is the same as in the prev.ious step 
command. After a delay determined by ther\ro field, a 
verification takes place if the V flag is on. If the u flag is 
on, the Track Register is updated. The h bit allows the 
head to be loaded at the start of the command. An 
interrupt is generated at the completion of the command. 

STEP-IN 

Upon receipt of this command, the F0179X issues 
one stepping pulse in the direction towards track 76. 
If the u flag is on, the Track Register is incremented 
by one. After a delay determined by the rlr'0 field, a 

NOTE 1;-'"£81 "(HUtt 13 NO 1bMiS otl AV 
if "fi' l .... H,;U~· l MHI UtU4f f~A 3(,)M!'OhA'¥ 

TYPEJ COMMAND FUOW 

verification takes place if the V flag is on. The h bit 
allows the head to be loaded at the start of the 
command. An interrupt is generated at the comple
tion of the command. 

STEP-OUT 

Upon receipt of this command, the F0179X issues 
one s:epping pulse in the direction towards track O. If 
the u /lag is on, the Track Register is decremented by 
one. After a delay determined by the r,ro field, a ver
ification takes place if the V flag is on. The h bit al
lows the head to be loaded at the start of the com
mand. An interrupt is generated at the completion of 
the command. 

TYPE II COMMANDS 
The Type \I Commands are the Read Sector and 
Write Sector commands. Prior to loading the Type 1\ 
Command into the Command Register, the computer 
must load the Sector Register with the desired sector 
number. Upon receipt of the Type II command, the 
busy status Bit is set. If the E flag = 1 (this is the 
normal case) HLO is made active and HL T is sam
pled after a 15 msec delay. If the E flag is 0, the 
head is loaded and HLT sampled with no 15 msec 
delay. The 10 field and Data Field format are shown 
on page 12. 

When an 10 field is located on the disk, the F0179X 
compares the Track Number on the 10 field with the 
Track Register. If there is not a match, the next en
countered 10 field is read and a comparison is again 
made. If there was a match, the Sector Number of 
the 10 fie·td is compared with the Sector Register. If 
there is not a Sector match, the next encountered 10 
field is read off the disk and comparisons again 
made. If the JO field CRC is correct, the data field is 
then located and will be either written into, or read 
from depending upon the command. The F0179X 
must find an 10 field with a Track number, Sector 
number, side number, and CRC within four revolutions 
of the disk; otherwise, the Record not found status bit is 
set (Status bit 3) and the command is terminated with an 
interrupt. 

Each of the Type II Commands contains an (m) flag 
which determines if multiple records (sectors) are to 
be read or written, depending upon the command. If 
m' = 0., a single sector is read or written and an inter
rupt is generated at the completion of the command. 
If m = 1, multiple records are read or written with the 
sector register internally updated so that an address 
verificati<)n can occur on the next record. The 
F0179X will continue to read or write multiple records 
and update the sector register until the sector regis-
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ter exceeds the number of sectors on the track or 
until the Force Interrupt command is loaded into the 
Command Register, which terminates the command 
and generates an interrupt. 

If the Sector Register exceeds the number of sectors 
on the track, the Record-Nat-Found status bit will be' 
set. 

The Type II commands also contain side select com
pare flags. When C = 0, no side comparison is made. 
When C = 1, the LSB of the side number is read off the 
10 Field of the disk and compared with the contents of 
the (8) flag. If the 8 flag compares with the side number 
recorded in the 10 field, the 179X continues with the 
10 search. If a comparison is not made within 5 index 
pulses, the interrupt line is made active and the Record
Not-Found status bit is set. 

L, __ -t 

-NOTE: iF mr .. 0, THEA£ IS NO 15MS OEL~Y 
If TB'I • I ANO Cl.K • I "'Hz. THERE IS 3OI.IS DEL .. Y 

TYPe II COMMAND 

READ SECTOR 

Upon receipt of the Read Sector command, the head 
is loaded, the Busy status bit set, and when an 10 
field is encountered that has the correct track 
number, correct sector number, correct side number, 
and correct CRC, the data field is presented to the 
computer. The Data Address Mark of the data field must 
be found within 30 bytes in single density and 43 bytes in 
double density of the last 10 field CRC byte; if not, the 
Record Not Found status bit is set and the operation is 
terminated. 

When the first character or byte of the data field has 
been shifted through the OSR, it is transferred to the 
DR, and ORO is generated. When the next byte is 
accumulated in the 08R, it is transferred to the DR 
and another ORO is generated. If the Computer has 
not rec.d the previous contents of the DR before a 
new character is transferred that character is lost and 

NO 

NO 

NO 

TYPE 11 COMMAND 
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In MFM only. lOAM and DATA AM are preceded by three bytes of A1 with clock transition between bits 4 and 5 
missing. 

NO 

OHlAO, RESEt nus'f 
SET CNC ERROR 

:;. ,', 

INTRO. RESET BUSY 
SET RECORP·NOT FOUNP 

TYPE II COMMAND 

the Lost Data Status bit is set. This sequence con
tinues until the complete data field has been inputted 
to the computer. If there is a CRC error at the end of 
the data field. the CRC error status bit is set, and the 
command is terminated (even if it is a multiple record 
command). . 

At the end of the Read operation. the type of Data 
Address Mark encountered in tlie data field is re
corded in the Status Register (Bit 5) as shown bel9w: 

STATUS 
BIT 5 

1 
Q 

Deleted Oata Mark 
Data Mark 

NO 

TYPE II COMMAND 

WRJTE SECTOR 

Upon receipt of the Write Sector command. the head 
is loaded (HLD active) and the Busy status bit is set. 
When an 10 field is encountered that has the correct 
track number. correct sector number. correct side num
ber, and correct CRC, a ORO is generated. The FD179X 
counts off 11 bytes in single density and 22 bytes in 
double density from the CRC field and the Write Gate 
(WG) output is made active if the ORO is serviced (Le .• 
the OR has been loaded by the computer). If ORO has 
not been serviced, the command is terminated and the 
Lost Data status bit is set. If the ORO has been ser
viced, the WG is made active and six bytes of zeros 
in single density and 12 bytes in double density are 
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then written on the disk. At this time the Data Ad
dress Mark is then written on the disk as determined 
by the ao field of the command as shown betow: 

ao Data Address Mark (Bit 0) 

1 Deleted Data Mark 
o Data Mark 

'NTAQ ) 
A£SET BUSY 

TYPE I" COMMAND WRITE TRACK 

The FD179X then writes the data field and generates 
ORO's to the computer. If the ORO is not serviced in 
time for continuous writing the Lost Pfta Status Bit is 
set and a byte of zeros is written on the d.lsk. The 
command is not terminated. After ,the last data byte 
has been written on the disk, the two-byte CRC is 
computed internally and written on .the disk followed 
by one byte of logic 008S in FM or fn MFM. The WG 
output is then deactivateq. ' 

TYPE tit COMMANOS 
READ ADDRESS 

Upon receipt of the Read Address command, the 
head is loaded and the .,Busy Status Bit is set. The 

TYPE III COMMAND WRITE TRACK 

next encountered 10 field is then read in from the 
disk, and the six data bytes of the 10 field are as
sembled and transferred to the DR, and a ORO is 
generated for each byte. The six bytes of the 10 field 
are shown below; 

'. TRACJ(:}tSIOE' 
AOO~,· i~aeR,' 

"secTo'fk,seOT,OR·, ;S<RC,qRC 
ADpRE§S .'" /LE~GTH' , ; " a 

Although the CRC characters are transferred to the 
comp'lter, the FD179X checks for validity and the 
CRCerror status bit is set if there is a CRC error. 
The ltaok Address of the 10 field is written into the 
sector register. At the end of the operation an inter
rupt is generated and the Busy Status is reset. 
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READ TRACK 

Upon receipt of the Read Track command, the head 
is loaded and the Busy Status bit is set. Reading 
starts with the leading edge of the first encountered 
index pulse and continues until the next index puls~. 
As each byte is assembled it is transferred to the 
Data Register and the Data Request is generated for 
each byte. No CRC checking is performed. Gaps are 
included in the input data stream. The accumulation 
of bytes is synchronized to each Address Mark en
countered. Upon completion of the command, the in
terrupt is activatod. RG is not activated during tho 
Read Track command. 

WRITE TRACK 

Upon receipt of the Write Track command, the head 
is loaded and the Busy Status bit is set. Writing 

starts with the leading edge of the first encountered 
index pulse and continues until the next index pulse, 
at which time the interrupt is activated. The Data Re
quest is activated immediately upon receiving the 
command, but writing will not start until after the first 
byte has been loaded into the Data Register. If the 
DR has not been loaded by the time the index pulse 
is encountered the operation is terminated making 
the device Not Busy. the Lost Data Status Bit is set, 
and tile Interrupt is activated. If a byte is not present 
in the DR when needed. a byte of zeros is substi
tuted. Address Marks and CriC characters are Writ
ten 01 the disk by detecting certain data byte pat
terns in the outgoing data stream as shown in the 
table below. The CRC generator is initialized when 
any data byte from Fa to FE is about to be transfer
red from the DR to the DSR in FM or by receipt of 
F5 in MFM. 

CONTROL BYTES FOR INITIALIZATION 

DATA PATTERN FD179X INTERPRETATION FD1791/31NTERPRETATION 
IN DR (HEX) IN FM (DDEN = 1) IN MFM (15r5B\i = 0) 

00 thru F4 Write 00 thru F4 with ClK = FF Write 00 thru F4. in MFM 
F5 Not Allowed Write Al'" in MFM. Preset CRC 
F6 Not Allowed Write C2** in MFM 
F7 Generate 2 CRC bytes 
Fa thru FB Write Fa thru FB, Clk = C7. Preset CRC 

Generate 2 CRC bytes 
Write Fa thru FB, in MFM 

FC Write FC with Clk = 07 Write FC in MFM 
FD Write FD with CIk = FF Write Fe in MFM 
FE Write FE, Clk = C7, Preset CRC Write FE in MFM 
FF Write FF with elk = FF 

* Missing clock transition between bits 4 and 5 
•• Missing clock transition between bits 3 & 4 

TYPE IV COMMAND 

FORCE INTERRUPT 

This command can be loaded into the command re
gister at any time. If there is a current command 
under execution (Busy Status Bit set), the command 
will be terminated and an interrupt will be generated 
when the condition specified in the .10 through b field 
is detected. The interrupt conditions are shown be
low: 

10 = Not-Ready-To-Ready Transition 
h = Ready-To-Not-Ready Transition 
12 = Every Index Pulse 
b = Immediate Interrupt (requires reset. see 

Note) . 

NOTE: If 10 - h = 0, there is no interrupt generated but 
the current command is terminated amf busy Is 
reset. This is the only commdnd that will enable 
the immediate Interrupt to clear on a subse
quent £.Dad Command Register or Read Status 
Register. 

ST ATUS DESCRIPTION 

Upon receipt of any command. except the Force In
terrupt command, the Busy Status bit is set and the 

Write FF in MFM 

rest of the status bits are updated or cleared for the 
new command. If the Force Interrupt Command is 
received when there is a current command under 
execution, the Busy status bit is reset, and the rest of 
the status bits are unchanged. If the Force Interrupt 
command is received when there is not a current 
command under execution, the Busy Status bit is 
reset and the rest of the status bits are updated or 
cleared. In this case, Status reflects the Type I com
mands. 

The format of the Status Register is shown below: 

(BITS) 
5 2 1 o 

S5 S2 S1 so 

Status varies according to the type of command exe-
cuted ;1S shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6. STATUS REGISTER SUMMARY 

ALL TYPE I READ READ READ WRITE WRITE 

BIT COMMANDS ADDRESS SECTOR TRACK SECTOR TRACK 

S7 NOT READY NOT READY NOT READY NOT READY NOT READY NOT READY 

S6 WRITE 0 0 0 WRITE WRITE 
PROTECT PROTECT PROTECT 

S5 HEAD LOADED 0 RECORD TYPE 0 WRITE FAULT WRITE FAULT 

S4 SEEK ERROR RNF RNF 0 RNF 0 

S3 CRC ERROR CRC ERROR CRC ERROR 0 CRC ERROR 0 

S2 TRACK 0 LOST DATA LOST DATA LOST DATA LOST DATA LOST DATA 

S1 INDEX ORO ORO ORO . ORO ORO 

SO BUSY BUSY BUSY BUSY BUSY BUSY 

STATUS FOR TYPE I COMMANDS 

BIT NAME MEANING 

57 NOT READY This bit when set indicates the drive is not ready. When reset it indicates that the drive 
is ready. This bit is an inverted copy of the Ready input and logically 'ored' with MR. 

I S6 PROTECTED When set, indicates Write Protect is activated. This bit is an inverted copy of WRP.T 

rH~DLDADED 
input. 

When set, it indicates the head is loaded and engaged. This bit is a logical "and" ot 
HLD and HL T signals. I 

~ S4 SEEK ERROR When set, the desired track was not verified. This. qit is reset to 0 when updated. 

53 ORC ERROR CRC encountered in 10 ficid. 
.,. 

IS2 TRACK 00 When set, indicates Read/Write head is positioned to Track O. This bit is an inverted 

~INDEX 
copy of the moo input. 

When set, indicates index mark detected from drive. This bit is an inverted copy of the 
IP input. 

ISO BUSY When set command is in progress. When reset no command is in progress, 
~------------~--------------------------------------------------------~ 

5T.ATUS BITS FOR TYPE II AND III COMMANDS 
BIT NAME MEANING 

S7 NOT READY This bit when set indicates the drive is not ready. When reset, it indicates that the driv~ 
is ready. This bit is an inverted copy of the Ready input and 'oreei' with MR. The Type'~ 
and III Commands will not execute unless the drive is ready. 

56 WRITE PROTECT On Read Record: Not Used. On Read Track: Not Used. On any Write: It indicates a 
. ~ Write Protect. This bit is reset 'when updated . 

55 RECORD TYPE! On Read Record: It indicates the record-type code :from data field address mark. 
WRITE FAULT 1 = Deleted Data Mark. 0 = Data Mark. OI'l;a.ny Write: It Indicates a Write Fault. This bit 

is reset when updated. i; 
54 RECORD NOT When set, it indicates that the desired tracK, $,9Clor. or side were not found. This bit is 

FOUND (RNF) reset when updated. 

83 CRC ERROR If S4 is set, an error is found In one or more to field$; otherwise it Indicates error in 
data field. This bit is reset when upda~p. ' . .' , 

S2 LOST DATA When set; it indicates the computer did not respond to ORO in one byte time. This bit is 
reset to zero when updated. 1 . 

81 DATA REOUEST This bit is a copy of the ORO output. When set. it indicates the OR is full on a Read 
, Operation or the DR is empty on a Write operation. This bit is reset to zero wh¥ up-
dated. 

so BUSY When set. command is UQder execution. When reset, no command is under execution. 
"'., ... c .... " 



FORMATTING THE DISK 
(Refer to section on Type III commands for flow diag
rams.) 
Formatting the disk is a relatively simple task when 
operating programmed I/O or when operating under 
DMA control with a large amount of memory. When 
operating under DMA with limited amount of memory, 
formatting is a more difficult task. This is because 
gaps as well as data must be provided at the compu
ter interface. 

Formatting the disk is accomplished by positioning 
the R/W head over the desired track number and is
suing the Write Track command. Upon receipt of the 
Write Track command, the FD179X raises the Data 
Request signal. At this point in time, the user loads 
the data register with desired data to be written on 
the disk. For every byte of information to be written 
on the disk, a data request is generated. This sequ
ence continues from one index mark to the next 
index mark. Normally, whatever data pattern appears 
in the data register is written on the disk with a nor
mal clock pattern. However, if the FD179X detects a 
data pattern of F5 thru FE in the data register, this is 
interpreted as data address marks with missing 
clocks or CRC generation. For instance, in FM an FE 
pattern will be interpreted as an 10 address mark 
(DATA-FE, ClK-C7) and the CRC will be initialized. 
An F7 pattern will generate two CRC characters in 
FM or MFM. As a consequence, the patterns F5 thru 
FE must not appear in the gaps, data fields, or 10 
fields. Also, CRC's must be generated by an F7 pat
tern. 
Disks may be formatted in IBM 3740 or System 34 
formats with sector lengths of 128. 256. 512. or 1024 
bytes. 

(.4",4 C~·· GAP I .,. GAP", OATA GAP 3 
:>AtA PHI' INOl¥ ;l0'l'1£S POST INDflC :1 BVteS '0 10C .. ,. 

)10 eya fM IUCORO fl£1.0 OA'''GAP 
',uo ... ' ... 318"'" fM ...," ItonES ff;t RECORD 330"'( fM 

IBM 3740 FORMAT-128 BYTES/SECTOR 
Shown below is the IBM single-density format with 
128 bytes/sector. In order to format a diskette. the 
user must issue the Write Track command, and load 
the data register with the following values. For every 
byte to be written, there is one data request. 

'0 OA'tA '0 041. rt£J.O o~;~~~~( '0 
~lCOAD .... , AfCORn G .... P) A£COIiCl GAP ;- AECOHO 4rC(1J.!o 

G .... • , Co-'" ~ NO ,. , ... AVU<;. M"~ 
NHIoiI'f4l 

0 .... 1 eva, Mf ... ONlY NO' :u BytE ",,'v NO' fie 8~TE MFM NO' NO , NO' "0, ·...,0 If, 

'. / 
,;;. 

'0 
AOOk(SS "V.Ct( 

...... RK NUMB£R 

-""I!'.SINC. ('10(;': ... , 1>"101'4 
6fT~t-N ellS .. ANI. !!-

"t.lISS*NI.'i ClOCM. TRAt.fSI1tON 
Sf1WtiN 811S 3 AND of ,. 

SlOt SEC10R s,£ctQA CRe,; CAe 
NUMBtR NUMBER lEN'G1H ey1'£ t BY1(1 

~ 
. I 
.. GAP? I 

'0' 

I 
I 

'1,;1 (---'ltY1(S-+.Q:,.,fS_ • 

l 

r 
OA14 OR 
OUElEO 

VSEA 0.'''' CAt" 
AOORESS 

,,"At( 

\--------

H 

I 
I 

j 
18v'£ J-----llff"U----i 
la'H '" Whirr lV~N Oil '011 IjJ'U"Tf 

0' 9t(tvtOl.IS CM.'" IIf\D 

IBM TRACK FORMAT 
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IBM SYSTEM 34 FORMAT· 
256 BYTES/SECTOR 
Shown below is the IBM dual-density format with 256 
bytes/sector. In order to format a diskette the use~ 
must issue the Write Track command and load the 
data register with the following values. For every byte 
to be written. there is one data request. 

NUMBER 
Of-BYTES 

80 
12 
3 
1 

50· 
12 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

22 
12 
3 
1 

256 
1 

51 
598** 

4E 
00 
F6 

HEX VALUE OF 
BYTE WRITTEN 

FC (Index Mark) 
4E 
00 
F5, 
FE (10 Address Mark)' 
Track Number (0 thru4C) 
Side Number (0 or 1) 
Sector Number (1 thru 1A) 
01 
F7 (2 CRCs written) 
4E 
00 
F5 
FB (Data Address Mark) 
DATA 
F7 (2 CRCs written) 
4E 
4E 

• Write bracketed field 26 times 
HContinue writing until FD179X interrupts out. 

Approx. 598 bytes. 

SYMBOL CHARACTERISTIC 

IlL Input Leakage 
10L Output Leakage 
VIH Input High Voltage 
VIL Input Low Voltage 
VOH Output High Voltage 
VOL Output Low Voltage 
Po Power Dissipation 

TIMING CHARACTERISTICS 

MIN. 

2.6 

2.8 

NON-IBM FORMATS 

Variations in the IBM format are possible to a limited 
extent if the following requirements are met: sector 
size mJst be a choice of 128. 512 or 1024 bytes; gap 
size rrust be according to the following table. Note 
that the Index Mark is not required by the FD179X. 
All gap sizes shown are the minimum values required 
by the 1"19X. 

FM MFM 
Gap I' 16 bytesFF 16 bytes 4E 
Gap II ' ,11 bytesFF' 

'!:h i, 
22' bytes' 4E 

'" 6 bytes.OO 12bytasOO 
, ". " 

.. ". 3 qytas At ' , 
,Gap III 10 bytes,FF " 

16 bytes ·~E: , ' .', ~ 
" •• , 4 bytes 00 ·8 bytes 00 " " 

. ' 3bytes A1: 
Gap IV 16 bytesFF . i 16 bytes 4E, 

* Byte counts must be exact. 
* * Byte counts are minimum, except exactly 3 bytes 

of A1 must be written. 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Voo With Respect to Vss (Ground) =15 to - 0.3V 

Max. Voltage to Any Input With =15 to ···O.3V 
Respect to Vss 

Operating Temperature 

Storage Temperature 

ODC to 70DC 

-·550C to + 12boC 

OPER.UING CHARACTERISTICS (DC) 

TA = OOC to 70oC, Voo = +12.0V ±.6V, 

Vss = OV, Vce =+5V ±.25V 
Voo = 10 ma Nominal, Vee = 35 ma Nominal 

TYPE. MAX. UNITS CONDITiONS 

10 JA-A VIN = Voo 
10 JA-A VOIJT = Voo 

V 
0.8 V 

V 10 = 100 JA-A 
0.45 V 10 = 1.6 mA 
0.5 W 

TA = ODC to 70oC, Voo = + 12V ± .6V, Vss = OV, Vee =+5V ± .25V 

READ ENABLE TIMING 

SYMBOL CHARACTERISTIC MIN. ' TYP. MAX. UNITS CONDITIONS 

TSET Setup ADDR & CS to ~ 0 nsec 
THLD Hold ADDR &CS from RE 10 nsec 
TRE FiE Pulse Width 400 nsec CL = 50 pf 
TORR ORO Reset from RE 400 500 nsec 
TIRR INTRO Reset from RE 500 3000 nsec See Note 6 
TDACC Data Access from RE 300 nsec C~ = 50 pf 

l!POH Data Hold From RE 50 150 nsec Cl = 50 pf 
_~·""_""'''.4~'''''' ~~ 
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INTRa ~-:-__ + ______ -, ---t I~.IIIVICL 

___ TRE 

R£ ---+-.., 

1t'5M"'i .,-----1----1 

OOH~ 
NOTE , Cs MAY BE PERMANENTl V TIED LOW IF DESIRED 

'liME OOuBI.ES wHEN CI.OCK ' IMHI 

1 S[IlVICE (WOAST CASE) 
'FM USuS 
'MfM 13!)uS 

READ ENABLE TIMING 

WRITE ENABLE TIMING 

SYMBOL 

TSET 
, j~HL:O 
,,"rWE, 

TORR 
TIRR 

'TeS 
TOH 

CHARACTERISTIC 

'Setup AOOR & CStoWE' 
Hold AOOR ,&,CS:,from:\NE., 
WE Pulse 'Width .' . ., 
ORO Reset from WE .• ' ' 
INTRa f\eSetfrom'we' 

'~~S~tup;',t~,WE ,\", 
·Qat8:,Hold:frimi)Wei"~, ' 
•• ', ",", 1, • \,,''- ,.", 

INPUT OAT A TIMING: 

VOl 

VOl 

VIH 

MIN. 

50 
10 

350 

:1"':' 250 
20, 

SYMBOL CHARACTERISTIC MIN. 

16' OR 32' us------i 
Pilil 

L..-___________ --' VOl 

'IA~' 

I" 'flO f--;...---t--------, 

~--, 

A() AI ('" 

1,,/ HVH:I---

"l 

~OTE I Cs "'A'" BE PERMA~ENTL I( TIED LOW If OHI~(O 
1 WHEN WAlfI~(j 0'" TA ,,,,TO SEClOR TR .... CIC. OROA'''' 
A£GI$TER USEA CA"'''IOT READ THIS REGISTER UNT'L 
,U lE"SH ~SECIN ... FMAFTER THE RIStNGEOGE or: WE 

,SnW1C( 1WORST CAS(J WHEN WAI'!fNCi INTO THE CQMUANDAEGISlEf";STATuS 
'FM 235: uS ISNO'T VALlO UNTil SOME 11 .. SECIN F.,. 6~SEC'NMFM 
'MfM 11 fHIS LATEA HfEse T'MES ARE OOUBLED WHEN eLK I MHz 

TYP. 
" 

400 
500', 

'T1Ue nov8-LES WHEN CLOCK U.4HI 

WRITE ENABLE TIMING 

MAX. 

'500 
3000 

MAX. 

UNITS CONDITIONS 

::,::;Z{ 
nseO·~ 

, nsecu. 
~Oq:' 
nsec,;' 
nsso" 

UNITS CONDITIONS 

9TWF r-
WRITE J L GATE 

~ TWG r-T BC---jTwpl-
WRITE ~ OATA • 

--~ 
EARLY 
OR 
LATE 
IF ON 

WRITE DATA TIMING 



WRITE DATA TIMING: (All TIMES DOUBLE WHEN elK = 1 MHz) 

SYMBOL CHARACTERISTICS 

Twp Write Data Pulse Width 

:Twg Write Gate to Write Data" 

Tbc Write data cycle Time 
Ts Early (late) to Write Data 
Th Early (late) From 

Write Data 
Twf Write Gate off from WO 

" ,. 
, " 

MISCEllANEOUS TIMING: 

SYMBOL 

TCD, 
TCD2 
TSTP 
TDIR 

I TMR 
TIP 

! TWF 

CHARACTERISTIC 

Clock Duty (low) 
Clock Duty (high) 
Step Pulse Output 
Oir Setup to Step 
Master Reset Pulse Width 

, Index Pulse Width 

' i·, 

MIN. TYP. MAX. 

:~O 500 550 
,150 200 ," 250 

2 
1 

,2,3,or4 
125 
125 

~', ',', I 

2 :,.' " , 

'1:·~·i, I(~ , ',' 
, •• j ,',;, , , 

, , 

MIN. TYP. MAX. 
:" 1,1-" ... ",: ,I, 

230 250 20000- ' , , 
200 250 20000 

20r4 
, 12 

50 
10 
10 

UNITS CONDITIONS 
d 

, 

nsec, FM 
" nsec MFM 

p,Sec _:"{'PM' . .',1::." 'i:',,', ," 

jLsec " MFM 
p,Sec ' d ,±CLK Error 
nsec " ·,·'MFM 
nsec 1-4FM 

I \;,\. 

, JLsec ,',PM 

. f+S~<? ,', i ",MFM 
, " 

'..:' '<r:" . ,'. 
, ' 

UNITS CONDITIONS 
" -, 
nsec " r 

nsec' 
p.Sec 'See Note 6 
jLsec 
jLsec 
jL5eC 

See Note 6 
Wri,te Fault Pulse Width jLsec 

" l-. __ .. ___ --L-___ ..L-......:.-....L....--...JL---.l.....-_.....L-..-....._~ 
- .. ~-.~ -_._-

I!OW ' 

~-,-- '-------- "" ---1 
-I 1-

IU ...... '~f AO 

U lS 
I ---1 'x. 1==',,'-1 

Hi \ K I I I 
1----- ra --+---Tb --\ 
1-----·· '. Te _.--j 

,;. ,~, 

NOMINAL 
f--. 

DISKETTE MODE DDEN elK T. Tn T, 
8" MFM 0 2 MHz 1 /JS 1 /JS 2/Js 
8" FM 1 2 MHz 2 jiS 2/Js 4/Js 
5" MFM 0 1 MHz 2/Js 2/Js 4 /JS 
5" FM 1 1 MHz 4/JS 4/Js IS ).IS 

INPUT DATA TIMING 
NOTES: 
1. Pulse width on RAW READ (Pin 27) is normally 

100-300 ns. However, "pulse may be any width jf 
pulse is entirely within window _ If pulse occurs in both 
windows, then pulse width must be less than 300 ns 
for MFM at ClK ::::;' 2 MHz and 600 ns for FM at 2 
MHz. Times double for 1 MHz. 

2. 100 ns. pulses are recommended for 8" MFM. 

.......----fl" 
1----'''' .. ·-1 

I j " .. 

"' >1----

Wf 

'-----' 

1--- .. 'w. -l 
M-Il }I-----,\ r-I ----l> " .. 

1_--- ' .. " ---1 

eLK LJL 
--1'eo l-

---1 1-· 'CD 

I STO' IN 

OIRe VOH ~ 
VOl 

J~,--__ 

1_'0," ~Ts,pl---1,s,pf-- 1-TO'" -i'>!P i-

STEP VOl ~J JL 
MISCELLANEOUS TIMING 

3. tbe should be 2 jLS, nominal in MFM and 4 jLS nominal 
in FM. Times double when ClK =: 1 MHz. 

4. RClK may be high or low during RAW READ (Polarity 
is unimportant). __ 

5. RClK should be forced low when VFOE ~ 1 and 
free-running when VFOE ::: O. 

6. Times double when clock"" 1 MHz. 
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179X-01 Application Notes 
•• 
INTRODUCTION 
The FD179X Floppy Disk Formatter/Controller per
forms all the functions necessary to read or write 
data to any type of floppy disk drive. Both 8" and 5" 
(mini-floppy) drives with single or double density 
storage capabilities are supported. These MaS/lSI 
devices will replace a large amount of discrete logic 
required for interfacing a host processor to a floppy 
disk. The FD 179X is ideally suited for microproces
sor interfacing, either in a stand-alone computer 
system, or as a slave processor for mini-computer 
applications. The chip has been designed to be 
compatible with the IBM 3740 (FM) data forrl'l'lt, or 
IBM System 34 (MFM). Provisions for non-star'-.lard 
v<1riable length sectors have been included to pro
vide more data storage capability per track. Pro
grammable stepping rates via a 2-bit setting in the 
Command Register allows for interfaCing to disk 
drives with different track-to-track access times. 
HeqLJlrtny standard t 5V, t 12V power supplies, the 
FDH9Xis available in a standard 40-pin dual-in-line 
package. 

When DDEN 1, the FD1791/3 reads and writes data 
In a frequency-modulated format. Both clock and 
data are recorded serially on each track of the disk. 
A data pulse or flux transition recorded between two 
clock pulses indicates a Logic "1"; the absence of a 
pulse between clocks indicates a logic "0". 
Recorded on each track are unique combinations of 
data and clock bits callecl Acldress Marks. These 
;lddress marks do not appear elsewhere on the disk 
and are used for synchronization. Four distinct 
ilridress m('lrks used are: 

,,~""-.~.,--~.-. ~.-.-~,-.- ~-.... -
Description Data Clock 

--
Index Addre~s Mark FC D7 
10 Address Mark FE C7 
Data Address Mark FB C7 
Deleted Address Mark Fa C7 

Figure 1A illustrates a typical recording in FM for-
111<lt. Note that a clock bit is always written before the 
data bit, regardless if the data writte,Cl is a 1 orO. The 
1792 and 1794 have been designed for single den
sity applications. Pin 37':r:nust be left open by the 
user for proper operation. 

When the Double Density Enable (DDEN) pin of the 
1791/3 is brought low, MFM recording is enabled. 

'A •••• • ... 

This modified-frequency-modulated technique 
uses a self-clocking feature to allow for recording at 
higher densities. Figure 1 B illustrates this format. A 
clock pulse is written to the disk only if the preced
ing and present data bit written is zero. Without the 
use of this encoding scheme, recording densities at 
this higher speed would not be possible. 

PRO':ESSOR INTERFACE 
The F:)179X contains five internal registers that can 
read or be written to. These registers are used to 
write commands, read status, and read and write 
data to and from the floppy disk. They are selected 
by a proper binary code on the AO. A 1 lines in con
junction with the RE and WE lines when the device IS 

selected. The registers and their addresses are: 

CS A1 Ao RE '" 0 WE 0 

0 0 0 STATUS REG COMMAND REG 

0 0 1 TRACK REG TRACK REG 

0 1 0 SECTOR REG SECTOR REG 

0 1 1 DATA REG DATA REG 

1 X X I Deselected Deselected 

x " don't care 

REGISTER ACCESS 
Because of internal clock synchronization, certain 
delays are required when accessing registers in 
read and write conditions. These time delays are: 

OPERATION NEXT OPERATION TiML DELAY F,[UO 

Write to Command Read from Status MFM ~ 4 liS FM ~ 8 liS 

Register Register Before Status is Valid 

Write 1(' CommaI'd Read Busy Bit in MFM = 6 liS 
R(gister Status Register FM = 12 liS 

Writll to any Read from a Different No Delay Req'd. 
Register Register 

Note: All time delays double for mini-floppy 
(ClK :;: 1MHz) operation. 

MASTER RESET 
The MR line of the FD179X is used during a power
up condition when processor initialization is to take 
place. During the trailing edge of MR, a RESTORE 
command (HEX 03) is jammed into the command 
register and executed at the slowest stepping rate. If 
a faster stepping rate is desired, this can be loaded 
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into the command register during the RESTORE, in 
which case the remainder of the steps will occur at 
the new selected rate until Track 00 is sensed. The 
minimum pulse width of MR is 50 /1S. 

DATA REQUEST 
The Data Request line (pin 38) and the Data Request 
bit of the status register indicate valid data transfers. 
When performing any read command, it indicates 
thClt valid data is contained in the data register and 
the host processor may read this byte. In any write 
command, it indicates that the data register is empty 
and may be loaded by the host processor with a new 
data byte. If it is desired to have separate DRQ's to 
indicate "read" and "write" mode, the,circuit of fig
ure 2 may be used. Whenever RG is true, DRQ will be 
caused by a read operation. When false, DRQ must 
have been caused by a write operation. 

DRQ is always reset when the Data Register is read 
or written to. DRQ is also reset when the Command 
Register is loaded with a new command, providing 
the FD179X is IDLE (Busy:: 0). 

HEAD LOAD TIMING 
The Head Load Output (HLD) controls the move
ment of the R/W head against the media. When HLD 
:: 1, the head is to be loaded against the disk. An 
internal 15 ms. delay allows for the head to fully 
engage, If the drive used requires more head load 
time, an external circuit must be used to increase 
this time delay. Figure 3 illustrates the use of a one
shot to perform this function. When the E flag of any 
Type II or III command is reset (E:: 0), the internal 15 
ms. de!ay is disab'ed and the HL T tine IS sampied 
immediately, The duration of the one-shot pulse 
width set by the Resistor/Capacitor combination 
selected will prevent a Logic "1" from appearing on 
HL T until the preset time has expired. The "AND" 
tunction of HL T and HLD appears in the status reg
ister as BIT 5 and may be used to avoid another time 
delay by informing the host processor that the R/W 
head is already engaged, This will speed up access 
when doing 2 consecutive READ' SECTOR com
mands, for example. Regardless of the head load 
configuration 'Osed, HL T is always sampled for a 
Logic "1" before the current command is continued. 

TEST INPUT 
The TEST input of the FD179X is used when inter
facing to voice-coil activated motors. In most appli
cations, it may be tied high or simply left open by the 
user. When TEST:: O. the internal stEtpping rates are 
decreased to about 400,. microseconds, the HL T 
internal 15 ms. delay is disabled, and acts as it the E 
flag was reset. Figure 4 shows a typical implementa
tion of fEST when used with a voice-coil activated 
drive. 

DDEN INPUT (1791 and 1793 only) 
The Double Density Enable (DDEN) pin is used to 
select single and double density operation. When 
DDEN :: 1, single density is selected; when DDEN = 
0, double density is selected, This line can be 
switched from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0 at any ti me except 
when WRITE GATE (WG) is activated. IBM double 
density diskettes have TRACK 00 side 0 recorded 'ih 
single density instead of double density. The "AND
ING" of the TROO and a side 0 signal can be used to 
force DDEN to a Logic "1" when on TRACK 00. The 
DDEN (pin 37) of the 1792 and 1794 must be left 
open for proper operation. 

COMMAND USAGE 
Whenever a command is successfully or unsuccess
fully completed, the busy bit of the status register is 
reset and the INTRQ line is forced high. Command 
termination may be detected either way. The INTRQ 
can be tied to the host processor's interrupt line, 
causing a system interrupt with an appropriate ser
vice routine to terminate commands. The busy bit 
may be monitored with a user program and will 
achieve the same results through software. Per
forming both an INTRQ and a busy bit check is not 
recommended because a read of the status register 
to detormine the condition of the busy bit will reset 
the IN fRQ line. This can cause an INTRQ from not 
occuning. 

RESTORE COMMAND 
On some disk drives, it is possible to position the 
R/W head outward past Track 00 and prevent the 
TROO line from going low unless a STEP !N is first 
performed. If this condition exists in the drive use~, 
the RESTORE command will never detect a TROD. 
Issuing several STEP IN pulses before a RESTORE 
command will remedy this situation. The RESTORE 
and all other Type 1 commands will execute even 
though the READY bit indicates the drive in not 
ready (NOT READY = 1). 

READ TRACK COMMAND 
The READ TRACK command can be used to manu
ally inspect data on a hard copy printout. Gaps, 
address marks, and all data are brought in to the 
data register during this command. The READ 
TRACK command may be used to inspect diskettes 
for valid formatting and data fields as well as 
address marks. Since the 179X does not synchron
ize clock and data until the Index Address Mark is 
d~tected. data previous to this ID mark will not be 
valid. READ GATE (RG) is not actuated during this 
command. 

READ ADDRESS COMMAND 
In systems that use either multiple drives or sides, 
the read address command can be used to tell the 
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host processor which drive or side is selected. The 
current position of the R/W head is also denoted in 
the six bytes of data that are sent to the computer. 

Track. ." Side, 

The READ ADDRESS command as well as all other 
Type II and Type III commands will not execute if 
the READY line is inactive (READY = 0). Instead, an 
interrupt will be generated and the NOT READY sta
tus bit will be set to a 1. 

FORCED INTERRUPT COMMAND 
The Forced Interrupt command is generally used to 
terminate a multiple sector command or to insure 
Type I status in the status register. The lower four 
bits of the command determine the conditional 
interrupt as follows: 

10 = NOT-READY TO READY TRANSITION 
I, ;:; READY TO NOT-READY TRANSITION 
I~, ::: EVERY INDEX PULSE 
1:1 :: IMMEDIATE INTERRUPT 

Regardless of the conditional interrupt set, any 
command that is currently being executed when the 
Forced Interrupt command is loaded will imme
diately be terminated and the busy bit will be reset 
indicating an idle condition. Then, when the condi
tion for interrupt is met, the INTRQ line will go high 
signifying that the condition specified has occurred. 

The conditional interrupt is enabled when the cor
responding bit positions of the command (b -10) are 
set to a 1. If I] -10 are all set to zero, no interrupt will 
occur, but any command presently under execution 
will be immediately terminated upon receipt of the 
Force Interrupt command (HEX DO). 

As usual, to clear the interrupt a read of the status 
register or a write to the command register is 
required. The exception is when using the imme
diate interrupt condition (13= 1). If this command is 
loaded into the command register, an interrupt will 
be immediately generated and the current com
mand terminated. Reading the status or writing to 
the command register will not automatically clear 
the interrupt; i'!nother forced interrupt command 
with h -10 ;:; 0 must be loaded into the command reg
ister in order to reset the INTRQ from this condition. 

More than one condition may be set at a time. If for 
example, the READY TO NOT-READY condition (I, 
:.: 1) and the Every Index Pulse (12 ;:, 1) are both set, 
the resultant command would be HEX "DAn. The 
"OR" function is performed so that either a READY 
TO NOT-READY or the next Index Pulse will cause 
an interrupt condition. .. 

FLOPPY DISK INTERFACE 
READ GATE 
The Read Gate output from the FD179X is used to 
inform the external data separator circuitry that a 

field of ones or zeros has been read off the disk. In 
FM mode, the RG signal will go high only after the 
following conditions are met: 

1. The Head is loaded 
2. HLT is at a Logic "1" 
3. Settling time, if programmed, has elapsed 
4. A field of zeros has been read off the disk 

RG will be reset back to a zero upon a Master Reset 
(MR) :Jr upon receipt of any command including the 
Force Interrupt command when SUSY::: 0, or upon a 
Force Interrupt command when terminating a multi
ple sector ReadlWrite command. For double den
sity operation (MFM), the RG characteristics are as 
follows: Assume the FD1791/3 is searching for an 10 
field. When 4 consecutive bytes of zeros are 
detected, RG will be made active. RG will be reset 
upon anyone of the following conditions: 

1. 3 A 1 's with missing clocks not found within 
16 bytes 

2. HEX "FE" not found within the next byte 
3. One byte after CRC 
4. Invalid TRACK/SECTOR Address (only 

during a READ/WRITE sector command) 

If the 10 search was unsuccessful, the FD1791/3 will 
then continue the search for the specified 10 field. 
When the correct 10 field is encountered and if the 
currert command was a WRITE SECTOR, RG will 
remaill at a Logic "0". If the current command was a 
READ SECTOR, the FD1791/3 will then look for 4 
consecutive bytes of zeros. If 4 bytes of zeros were 
not found, the FD1791/3 will do an internal retry. If 4 
bytes are found within the next 33 bytes, RG will 
then be set to a Logic "1 ". 

RG is now deactivated (RG ::: 0) upon one of the fol
lowing conditions: 

1. 3 A 1's with miSSing clocks found within 16 
bytes 

2. HEX "FS" or "F8" not found within the next 
byte 

3. After the CRC is read (successful 
completion) 

Items 1 and 2 will result in an internal retry. RG is not 
activated during the Read Track command. 

VFOE/WF 
The 179X provides an additional signal that can be 
used to control the external data separator, 
V~OE/WF (pin 33) is an input/output pin that func
tions as a VFO enable and a write fault signal. 

When Write Gate (WG) = 1, pin 33 functions as an 
input to detect write fault conditions at the drive. If 
pin 33 is brought low when WG::: 1, the current Write 
comma,nd is terminated and the INTRO is activated. 
The write fault status bit is then set indicating a fail
ure in cjrive electronics. 



When WG = 0, pin 33 functions as an output, pin 33 
will go active (Logic "0") when the following condi~ 
tions are met: 

1. Head is loaded 
2. Settling time, 'if programmed, has elapsed 
3. Data is being inspected off the disk 

The VFOE signal can be used to control RCLK. 
When VFOE = 0, RCLK should be allowed to free 
run; when VFOE = 1, RCLK should be forced low. 
The following circuits can be used to separate 
VFOE/WF signals. 

119X 
·01 

Il!IX 

·01 

+5 

10K 

331---+-, "»-_VFoe 

74LS04 

PIN 33 USED AS A iiFOe SIGNAL ONL Y 

10K 74LSOI 

WF IFROM DRIVE) 

___ 3U ....... 1 i------....... --4 ...... WG no ORIVE) 

179X 
·01 

PIN 33 USED AS A WF SIGNAL ONLY 

+5 

10K 74LSOI 

~W:.:;:G~~.- IWG TO ORIVEI 

... W;.;.;F_I---< IWF FROM DRIVEl 

30 I---I--....... -----J 
)0---.- VFOE 

14LS02 

PIN 33 USEO AS A VfOe AND Wi: SIGNALS 

RAW READ. 
The RAW READ input should be supplied a negative 
going pulse for every clock or data bit recorded on 

the media. The normal pulse width is 100 to 200 ns. 
but may be any pulse width providing the pulse 
occurs entirely in the read clock window. 

When flux reversals are totally non-existant (i.e., 
head is disengaged), the external separator should 
ensure that the RAW READ is held at a Logic "1 ". 

RCLK 
The READ CLOCK signal must be supplied from an 
external data separator and is used to "frame" each 
RAW READ transition. The FD179X will determine 
whether the RAW READ pulse is clock or data, so 
the active state of RCLK is unimportant (I.e., high or 
low during RAW READ). RCLK transitions must be 
phased with RAW READ either by a counter/separa
tor, or phase lock loop configuration. 

For proper operation, RCLK must be a minimum of 
800 nu. high and 800 ns. low. For 8" MFM, this 
requims a 50-50 RCLK window. VFO's that operate 
in the 8-16 MHz range are recommended. When 
switching RCLK from one source to another, great 
care must be exercised to ensure this 800 ns. mar
gin. Figure 5 shows the RAW READ and RCLK tim
ing relationships. When VFOE = 1 RCLK should be 
forced low, and free-running when VFOE :: O. 

WRITE PRECOMPENSATION 
Write precompensation is a technique where the 
WRITE DATA (both clock and data) is written in a 
direction OPPOSite of the anticipated bit shift. It is 
generally required for 8" MFM recording and is usu
ally not used for FM single density. Write precom
pensation may be obtained by the use of external 
circuitry in conjunction with WD, EARLY and LATE. 
The algorithm for write precompensation is shown 
in figure 6. The external logic required is in the form 
of delay circuits or one shots. As a general rule, 
write precompensation is done only on Tracks 44-
77, but may be required on all tracks if specified by 
the dr,ve manufacturer. 

Figure 8 illustrates a precomp circuit using the 
Western Digital 2143 4-phase clock generator. The 
timing relationships are shown in figure 9. The early, 
late or nominal condition is latched into the 
74LS175 on the riSing edge of WD. This fires the 
2143 via its OSC in (pin 11) line and starts the 4-
phase generation. Depending upon the condition, 
the resultant WD is generated by 02 on nominal, "1 
on early. or ~3 on late. The 04 output resets the latch 
in anticipation of the next WD pulse. The 7438 is an 
OR~n collector device and requires a pull-up resistor 
if riot supplied at the drive. A 5K potentiometer is 
used to adjust the desire(j pulse width. 

DATA SEPARATION 
The FD179X requires an external data separator. 
Data separators range from the counter/one-shot 
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technique to phase lock loops. The choice of separ
ator design is dependent upon data reliability and 
system cost. 

The FD179X requires a RAW READ signal which is a 
negative going pulse for every flux reversal, and a 
Read Clock (RCLK) signal to indicate flux reversal 
spacing. RAW READ must be a minimum of 100 ns. 
and RCLK (high or low) at 800 ns. Because of high 
flux reversal rates, Write Precompensation with a 
Phase Lock Loop separator is recommended for 8" 
MFM applications. 

Figure 10 illustrates a counter separator. This circuit 
uses a crystal clock and Read Gate (RG) is not used. 
Figure 11 shows the timing of the circuit. Any nega
tive RAW READ transition loads the counter with a 
"5". When the counter counts down to zero, the 
RCLK flip-flop (74LS74) toggles, producing a 
RCLK. If the next data bit is zero (no RAW READ 
pulse), the counter continually counts down until 
another RAW READ pulse occurs. Then it is loaded 
again and the process repeats. Many users are using 
this circuit and are achieving error rates better than 
10-8 , even for 8" MFM with write precompensation. 
This circuit may also be used for the 5" mini-floppy. 

Figure 12 illustrates a phase lock loop method of 

_4}J\ _ 

data separation. The advantage of this scheme over 
c-:'Llnter/separators is its excellent data recovery 
and high reliability. The RCLK "tracks" the RAW 
READ transitions, allowing for greater flexibility in 
bit shifts and overall system margins. Although the 
PPL arrangement is preferred, its added component 
count generally limits its use to 8" MFM and FM 
applications. 

DATA RECOVERY 
Occasionally, the RIW head of the disk drive may 
get "off traCk", and dust or dirt may get trapped on 
the media. Both of these conditions will cause a 
RECORD NOT FOUND and/or a CRC error to 
occur. This "soft error" can usually be recovered by 
the following procedure: 

1. Issue the command again 
2. Unload and load the head and repeat step 

3. Issue a restore, seek the track, and repeat 
step 1 

If RN,: or CRC errors are still occurring after trying 
these methods, a "hard error" may exist. This is usu
ally caused by improper disk handling. exposure to 
high magnetic fields, etc. and generally results in 
destroying portions or tracks of the diskette. 

I BIT 0 I BIT 1 BIT 2 BIT J BIT 4 BIT & BIT 6 SIT 1 

HeX 
'02' 

RULE' 

1) WRITE DATA BITS AT CENTER 
OF BIT CELL If' A "1" 

71 WRITE CLOCK BITS AT LEADING 
EDGE OF THE BIT CELL 

0 0 

FIGURE 1A. FM RECORDING 

RULE: 

1l WRITE DATA BITS AT CENTI;R 
OF BIT ceLL IF A "1" • 

21 WRITE CLOCK BITS AT, LEADING 
EDGE OF BIT CELL IF: .. 

AI NO DATA BIT'HAS BEEN WRITTEN LAST 
AND 

Ii) NO OAI A lilT WiLl BE WFHTTEN NEXT 

0 

FIGURE 1 B. MFM RECORDING 
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F0179X 

FDH9X 

+5 

10K n 

74LS04 

RG 

ORO 1--1----. 
'------I 

----
OR EMPTY 

OR FULL 

FIGURE 2. FORMING SEPARATE READ AND 
WRITE MODE SIGNALS FROM ORO 

C' 

Q 

9602 

Q 

R 

"ADJUST R&C FOR THE 
DESIRED HEAD LOAD DELAY 

HLT t-------+------------J 

10 DRIVE 
HLUn::::""-t--~.~_------------__ HEA-D-LOAD ~ 

'--________ -_-~_-_-_-_-_-__ -~ ______ 74_LS_O_4 ____________________________ __ 

FD179X 

FIGURE 3. CONTROLLING HEAD LOAD TIMING 

74LS04 

74LS08 

HLD 1-------_1--1 

HLT 1--____ +-_____ --' 

'--------------__ -\ H LOAD 

PEASCI 
DRIVE 

FIGURE 4. INTERFACING TO VOICE-COIL ACTIVATED DRIVES 
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Tpw I _ NOMINAL I 
MINIMUM--! I-- :- 7 OR 4/'" ----1 
100 NS. iojl-' ___ -;' ,..... __ I_F_M_I ----..,1 

EJ 1:1 . ~ RAW READ I::J , 
I : 

--140 NS.~ 
I MIN 

~2 P' NOM-+-2 P' NO~ _\ 40 NS ~ 
• I I MIN. 

RCLK ---.J ~---~, ~~~: ---~ 

NOlES. 

11 Tcyc SHOULD NEVER FALL BELOW 
1.6 MICROSECONDS 150·50 DUTY CYCLE) 

21 RCLK MUST BE FREE RUNNING WHEN iiFOe • 0 

I MINIMUM ' r--- 1.6 MICROSECONDS---\ 
Tcvc 

31 Tpw MA Y OVER LAP IN BOTH WINDOWS IF Tpw < 300 NS. 
IMFMI OR Tpw <600 NS. IFMI 

FIGURE 5. READ DATA TIMING 

Already 
Sending 

To Be 
MFM Sent Sent FM 

X 1 1 0 Precomp Early Precomp Early 1 

X 0 1 1 

0 0 0 1 

1 0 0 0 

X = Don't Care 
NI A = Not Applicable 

1 = Inhibited during missing clocks 
2 = With missing clock transitions 

(Address marks) 

Precomp Late Precomp Late 1 

Precomp Early 
(Inhibit Dunng Al & C2}2 N/A 

Precomp Late 
(Inhibit During A 1 & C2) 2 N/A 

FIGURE 6A. INTERNAL WRITE PRE-COMP 
ALGORITHM 

Early Late Precomp Required 

1 0 Do not Delay WD 

0 0 Delay WD By t. 

0 1 Delay WD by 2 b. 

Notes: 
All other Early/Late conditions are illegal. lJ = 100-
150 ns. depending upon drive manufactuBf. See 
figure 7 for timing with Early/Late. 

FIGURE 68. PRE-COMP CIRCUIT REQUfREMENTS 
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r-- 7.3.4 iJS.1 CLK TOL 

---i r- 200 NS j !)(J 

j--- t. 4 iJ' I ClK TOL ---1 
--I r-- 500 NS ! 50 I 

wo Jl'---___ ---ln!-_ 
I I 

WO 

(/\lilY 
OR lATE 

I I 
I 1 
I I 

________ ~I: 1 .... 1 __ 

-i~ 

EARLY 
OR lATE 

_______________ ~I : L
I .1 .. 1 

II l.lOU~L~ TIMES FOR b" (MINI·FlOPPYI 

250 NS MIN. 

450 NS MIN. 

DOUBLE TIMES FOR 5" (MINI·F LOPPYI 125 NS MIN. VALID 
FOR DURATION OF 
WO PULSE 

VALID BEFORE lEADING EDGE OF WO 

WRITE PRE-COMP TIMING FOR MFM WRITE PRE-COMP TIMING FOR FM 

FIGURE 7. WRITE PRE-COMP TIMING 
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74l517S 
12 

C·EARlY 

9 
WO f--------~ ClK 3D 

10 

5 20 20 
C·lATE 

IV 
40 

i5 C·NOMji'oiAL 

40CLR30 1U 

LA TE 1-.-.... --/ 

14l5U2 
f1.l179X 

t.l.l?L41 

,--_1_1-1 IN ~ 1 8 

'.~? 
6 

4 
·.·.:~3t-----' 
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5K 
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'" 

FIGURE 8. 179X WRITE PRE~COMP 
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BIT CELL 0 I BIT CELL 1 

I/> '" 
I BIT ~ELL 2 I BIT ~ELL 3 I BIT ~ELL 4 I BIT CELL S I BIT CELL6 I BIT CELL 7 

1 '" </I 
I BIT ~ELL 8 I BIT ~ELl 9 

11--200 NS 

WD JcI 19 >123~Z;5NS Pl ~ fcI fcI fcI 
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I !Ill n n 
C·EARLY 11 11 11 
C·LATE !l !l 
C·NOMINAL I 
</II ---.fI n n n n n n n 
</12 ---1l n n ~n n n rL-
</13 ---.ll n n 11---11 n n ~ 
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WD 
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